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FREEDOM Harness from
Murrays. New, crotchless harness
with optional 12" spreader buckle
provides state-of-the-art comfort and
support at a popular price. Color: Blue.
Sizes: M & L. #30-0320

Spreader 7tapeze Buckle. New,
12" wide stainless spreader buckle
eliminates "trapeze squeeze" at the hips
and waist. #01-0135

Wind Suit from Murrays. one-
piece suit can be worn over swim suit,
sweats, street clothes or wet suit
depending on the weather conditions.
Features hood-in-collar, pockets in
sleeves and knee patches, reinforced
seat. Color: Blue. Sizes: XXS-XL.
#38-5770
For more information on over 2000 items, see
your localdealeror return the catalog request
card included in this magazine.

4 * *\Kill' tv-1

6 4 2.

FREEDOM SEAT from
Murrays. All new! Crotchless
skippers seat accomodates either new
12" spreader or standard buckles. You
have to feel the difference to believe it.!
Color: Blue. Sizes: M & L. #30-0330

SailJohn Wetsuit from
Murrays. Special features for
catamaran and dinghy sailors include
reinforced seat & knees, and full front
and ankle zippers. Coordinated
accessories include neoprene jacket
with nylon sleeves, cap, gloves, under
sleeves, knee pads, boots & slippers.
Color: Navy Blue. Sizes: Ladies XS-XL,
Mens S-XXL. #38-2100

Murray Standard ltapeze
Buckle. (not shown) 4" wide stainless
buckle features a low-profile hook with
replaceable plastic retainer. #01-0134

t. 2541/6:8...-:-'........'*.: · ·
4.:· 6446..')*I• '.:

.,r. :FrIT.: ..
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6
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Neoprene Dry Suit by Refugio.
New, warm & comfortable! Smooth-
outside 4.5mm neoprene body with
2.5mm replaceable seals sheds water
and fits close while stretching
comfortably with your movements.
Ideal combination suit for sailing/
sailboarding/surfing. Color: Black with
colorful nylon reinforcements. Sizes:
Ladies S-L, Mens S-XXL. #38-3100

• IMURRAYS MARINE· P.o. Box 490  042Carpinteria, California 93013  042(805) 684-8393
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CAT EQCIIP has been the leader
in design and marketing of covers
for HOBIE CATS since 1974.
HOBIE HALIERS are the smart way
to protect your HOBIE'S value and
safeguard your HOBIE from harmful
ultraviolet rays, inconsiderate birds,
acid rain and polluted air. You
may choose from three different
fabrics for most boats.

0TECHMALOM
Blue Technalon is the most water
repellant, breathable boat cover
available. Any moisture under the
cover quickly evaporates through
the breathable fabric. 24 month
warranty.
Hobie 18/Magnum
One-piece full coverage....$ 199
Hobie 17
One-piece full coverage ....$ 199
Hobie 17 Wing Covers
Priced per pair ..........$ 65
Hobie 16
One-piece full coverage....$191
Hobie 14
One-piece cover ......... $160

HOBIE COVERS
"Cover It When You're Done Playing With It"

NI•
HALTER COVER

-Ill
1- * '..... :1 z: r- - -:.-- .-

.,
-f .

" . A.Y-#U43 - . ..·· -#/
. ... 1/./.-- ---.-i . -/-'..aff-

POLY-COTTON

Light green 65% polyester/35%
cotton. Secured with velcro and
straps, cover can be used with the
mast up or down. Excellent sun
protection. 24 month warranty.

Hobie 18/Magnum
One-piece full coverage. .
Hobie 17
One-piece full coverage. .
Hobie 17 Wing Covers
Priced per pair ........
Hobie 16
One-piece full coverage. .
Hobie 14
One-piece cover.......

THUME RACKS
ENGINEERED
TO FIT YOUR
LIFESTYLE

The original multi·purpose carrier.
THCILE is perfect for carrying
sailboards, bicycles, skis, kayaks,
etc. The Thule System is designed
to carry them all. Separately or
together. Safely. Securely.

..$175

..$160

..$ 59

..$152

..$127

,-0

CALL OUR ORDER DESK FOR A FREE THULE CATALOG.

ACRILAN
Made of heavy duty blue acrilan
canvas with nylon cord ties and
leather chafe straps. Special
acrilan covers are also available
for towing your HOBIE at freeway •
speeds. 48 month warranty.
Hobie 18/Magnum
One-piece storage........$440 •

Hobie 18
One.piece trailerable ......$440 •

Hobie 16
One-piece storage........ $385
Hobie 16
One-piece trailerable......$355 •

NOTE: Do not attempt to tow covers not
specifically designed for towing.

1 Clirr ILCIIJ)Ilit I
ORDER TOLL FREE

Monday thru Friday, 8:30-5:30 PST •
In California Outside California

1-800-231-4971 1-800-231-5180
8282 MIRAMAR ROAD i
SAM DIEGO, CA 92126 A

US/yo IJ
credit cards 11.1
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ON THE COVER

Perfect racing and a perfect
summer to help keepyour
mind offwinter. Racing
photos by Guy Motil, summer
shot by Jay Blackwood.

• 8011#E
January/February1987

FEATURES

Volume 16 Numberl

1. -:
2 -,1-:aug,5#4-42.1 -

. I. I..-

18/When to Sheet, When to Travel
Gary Metcalf explains how to get better performance through sail adjustments.

20/Sailing Skills for Successful Sailboard Starts
There's a lot you can do to get a leg up on the competition.

24/Meet the Champions
Did you know Tony Laurent is from Australia? Meet the 1986 champs and learn more.

40/A Perfect Sailing Summer
The best photos our readers sent depicting their"perfect summer."

61/Wade Aust: Shooting for the Top
This Alpha Team Rider has some big goals, and the ability to accomplish them.

62/Alpha Sailors Tell All
A tongue-in-cheek expose of the sailboard lifestyle.

66/Fins for Your Alpha Waveski®
The ski's designer explains different fin arrangements for different types of skiing.

REGATTA REVIEW

22/Championship Racing European Style
The French Hobie 18 and European championships sound like dream regattas
made in heaven.

28/Hobie 16 U.S. National Championships
The women's event could not have been closer but no surprises from the men.

34/Hobie 14 and Turbo U.S. National Championships
Bob Curry cruised to the 14 title, but the Turbos went to the wire.

DEPARTMENTS

6/Hobietorial
11/Letters
14/Briefs
68/Hot Tip
70/Last Look

HOTLINE Publications, all rights reserved. The HOTLINE magazine is published bi-monthly by World Hobie Class Association, 4925 E,
Oceanside Blvd., Oceanside, CA 92056. Subscriptions in USA $11 per year (six issues); in Canada and foreign countries. $16 per year.
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A Look Back at 1986

In this issue, the first one of 1987, we Speaking of champions, the champion i
consider a few important items from 1986. of all champions, Gary Metcalf, lets a few of
Several issues ago, we asked all of you his boat speed secrets out of the bag in 1

Hobie photographers to send us your inter- 'When to Sheet, When to Travel," a look at I
pretation of the"Perfect Hobie Summer In the methods the three-time world cham-
this issue, we're pleased to present the pion uses to get the most from his sails. V\/4
results. As always when we ask for reader can't promise you'll match Metcalf's perforJ
contributions, the response was terrific and mance, but following his advice could lead
we hope you'll agree that, judging from the to a few more wins and leave some of you•
photos included in this issue's photo essaK fleet competitors shaking their heads.
last summer was just about perfect for Danny Broadhurst, chief designer of th6
sailing Hobie Cats. When winter starts AlphaWaveski®, has provided a concise |
getting you down, just turn to the summer- chart on fin selection for your ski. Alpha •
time photographs to lift your spirits. It won't Team Rider Wade Aust shares some of his
be long before we'll be talking about spring secrets for success in an exclusive I
again. HOTLINE interview Then, some board sail-
The fall brought some perfect racing. On ors share a few secrets in 'Alpha Sailors 1-611

the one hand, Bob Curry set the Hobie 14 All," a tongue-in-cheek compilation of inte •

w31«11't'• 1'tihe«• :17;• 'iltilonna• eGr• e• mo• i-313ioril'1%1,dasn• l:'Iwers putto a I
onship in Tampa Bay On the other hand, But that's not all we've got for your winter
the best women Hobie sailors from around reading. We've included some Alpha stari-
the country scratched and clawed all the ing tips, a discussion of the Hobie 17 1
way through the Women's Hobie Cat U.S. weight controversy, Letters, Hot Tip, a "Last
Championship. It was one of the closest Look" and more great photos from the J
regattas on record. A week later, at the major events. So, start the new year off I
Hobie 16 US. National Championship, Jeff with us as we take a look at the year just' •
Alter added his first 16 title to his growing past.
list of Hobie accomplishments. All the The HOTLINE staff would also like to •
championship regattas are covered in this take this chance to wish you, your family 1
issue. and friends all happiness and the fairest gf
Although names like Jeff Alter and Bob winds in 1987.

Curry may be familiar to many HOTLINE
readers, we thought it would be fun to
meetthis year's crop of Hobie champions,
some of whom you may not know at all, up .1
close. Instead of the normal racing talk, we
asked some personal questions of the
champions. The varied backgrounds of
the skippers make for interesting reading.
See Brian Alexander's "Meet the Cham-
pions."

I

6/HOBIE HOTLINE
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If you own a catamaran, you need a. .<

AA,• • *• F• ,AD• • • *fi• • •

.. 1-:.. --/.

, 036 :5.41>- CAT VVALKER • 1 • · A
..._,SS» dollies make boat launching .- 1

b,.9• T simple. fast and easy.
6• ' ', And, CAT WALKER is quality. Durable and lightweight. Innova-

, ' tive and proven tread design for superior rolling. Extra tough
s 4 21" high. 12" wide polyethelene (non-pneumatic - won't go

41 3..; flat) tires. Stainless steel shaft. Hull protectors. Tie-down
. .0 I system.

"' ' " ' Standard Unit fits 14'-18' ( 12' and 19' units available by request)

$249:95 DEALER ANYVVHERE IN THE
SEE YOUR CATAMARAN

shipping and han• ng in continan- WORLD ororder direct bycallingtoll
taI U.S.A. NC residents add 4.5 % free (in NC call 1-800-532-0476)
sales tax. Shippid UPS C.O.D.
Mastercard VISA

i• -9-, INNOVATORS UNLIMFTED, 11\IC.

1-800-438-1242
4600 Park Road, Suite 1000.Charlotte.NC 28209

JANUARY·FEBRUARY 1987/7

1 1

(649....6& Hobie Sailors have more Fun1 :•  036,==./*-I"-il--1-• ..-2:• ..
Trailex Anodized Aluminum
Trailers for Hobies assure

that Fun

 042LIGHTWEIGHT-for Beach Launch

I - Compact Towing
4.... . »..» *\.., 1  042NO RUST - Maintenance Free

 042STRONG - Heat treated Special

The First Outboard
Extrusions

3 YEAR GUARANTEE

Motor Bracket ON ALLALUMINUM PARTS.

for Hobie, 14,16, and 18*
Various optional tire sizes available

• . #-Propels to speeds in excess of 6 knots using the
TANAKA 120 ( 1.2 H.P.) outboard motor. Provides FT 1
safe sure momentum against currents. Makes docking
easy when winds are becalmed. Motor and bracket
weigh less than 17 lbs. Installs in minutes. Removes in .r

TRAILEX aluminumseconds for racing. Both sailing and motoring positions trailers are also available for EXPORT. Our 22nd Anniversary Year
clear the boom and tiller. The Original Aluminum Trailer

TRAILEX manufactures aluminum trailers for all Hobie*Brackets also available for other catamarans. For models including the new 17.
prices send for FREE brochure or see your local dealer. TRAILEX also manufactures a light weight aluminum
Cheata Outboard Motor Bracket trailer for transporting sailboards.
P.O. Box 1234 Askyour dealer aboutobtainingone of
Hobe Sound, FL 33455 «Rull our aluminum trailers foryour Hobie Cat.
305/746-0479 Or contactTRAILEXfor further information.
Call or write for details on CHEAIA TRAILEX, INC.
end of year sale! Dealer Box H, 60 Industrial Park Dr., Canfield, Ohio 44406
inquirieswelcome. THE PERFECT MATE FOR YOUR CAT Phone (216) 533-6814
US. PAT NO. 4227480
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HOBIE-18 Skippers:
TaketheMast-HookTest

Send check or money order to Mast Hook
P 0 Box 5356 P aya De Rey CA 90296

10/H OBIE H OTLIN E

SECURE
ON DECK STORAGE

- NOT A BAG AND NO SNAPS, ZIPPERS, OR TIES.
-SIMPLY LIFT ANY EDGE TO STORE OR RETRIEVE ARTICLES.
- LEAVES HIKING STRAPS FREE FOR USE UNDERWAY.
----

CM 7739 - 14 CACHE - ALL STORAGE NET FOR HOBIE - 14 $19.85
CM 7739 - 18 CACHE - ALL STORAGE NET FOR HONE- 16, lS $1915

AVAILABLE IN BLUE TEXALENE ONLY

offey
320 EAST WALNUT AVENUE

arine EL SEGUNDO. CA 90245(2131 64058381 042

ORDER DIRECT. OR

SEE YOUR DEALER
CAMESIDENTSADD 6% SALES TAX

 042• .'#,'e , : *I. I ' .'"• • • • . .. +

BAN.M--f*.

Take YouiTTOPWL,
.

IFGRABER
na

New
7.

Convertible
Harnesses

Afull harness that zips into a bucket
in justseconds Available in all sail
color schemes *'

./.,
Look for us atyour local dealer

P0 Box 1724
7).

1/
Hurst, TX 76053 MCIVISA it• . *•
817/2822812 Patent Pending
Write us for free catalog Al'll./7



LETTERS

Good Feelings from Hobie
16 Championship

Over the past ten years, I have written
many letters to the HOTLINE. None gave
me more pleasure to write than this one.

This year's 16 Nationals were the best
I've ever attended. The sailing conditions
were and always will be, left up to Mother
Nature. But everything else, the things
that make or break a regatta, the ones I
feel matter most, were handled by a small
group of people who deserve to be
acknowledged: Mel and the race commit-
tee, Marty and the Trailer People, TL and
the Cape May Beach Patrol, the protest
committee, Charlie, Greg and all of our
great sponsors, levis and Drew, and
finally Steve Gronka and Paula Alter.
These people all worked very hard so my
friends and I could sail and play for two
weeks and I want them to know we had a
blast!

Thank you to everyone who made this
nationals special. I'd also just like to add
that it's really great to have a company as
dedicated as Hobie Cat is to supporting
its customers. They'have provided me
with over a decade of fabulous regattas
and numerous opportunities to meet and
sail with a great group of people. Thanks!

Linda Leon
Encino, California

I would like to thank Division 11, Paula
Alter and friends for their support and
concern during my critical illness.

Special thanks should go to Bruce and
Barbara Strauss for their kindness and
unselfishness. They gave up their boat
and the chance to sail in the 16 nationals
so that my husband could race.

Pat Glanden
Newark, Delaware

Editor's Note: Pat Glanden was stricken
by a sudden illness while her husband was
qualifying for the Hobie 16 U.S. National
Championship, thus forcing him to leave
the event after he had qualified. For-
tunately, he was able to return. Bruce and
Barbara Strauss, in agesture of sports-
manship, gave up the place Glanden had
vacatedearhersohecouldsail.

Hobie 17 Owners Survey
Proposed

Since the Hoble 17 catamaran was intro-
duced to the sailing world, I have read
articles that HOTLINE has published and
have talked to a few people that have
purchased the 17.

I am sure there are other 16 sailors that
are ready for something new like the Hobie
17.

Do you think you could publish a Hobie
17"Owner Survey" or maybe get some
HOTLINE reader response in regards to
the owner's comments on the likes or
dislikes of the 17? I am curious about their
thoughts.

John Campbell
Cincinnati, Ohio

insurance Crisis
Response...

The guest commentary"Insurance Crisis
Threatens Hoble Life Style" will no doubt
send shivers up the masts of many Hobie
sailors, as I am sure the current crisis does
to those of Coast Catamaran Corp. It
points to one very serious liability insur-
ance concern, but fails to address another.
That is, what is the current liability
exposure to fleets which sponsor Hobie-
related activities?

Let's take some hypotheticals and other
questions. What ofthe fleetsponsoring a
regatta where one of the racers is injured?
What of the fleet serving alcohol at an
event? What of the fleet officers and
regatta committee in terms of personal
liability for injuries/deaths in these situa-
tions? What of the"hold-harmless" clauses
fleets sometimes include in regatta regis-
tration? How much protection are they?

I consider these questions both timely
and important. The answers, provided by
an appropriate legal expert, would be very
valuable to fleets around the country.
Please consider addressing this issue in a
future HOTLINE. Thank you for your con-
sideration.

Jon Okerstrom
Cedar, Rapids

Editor's Note: HOTLINE forwarded
Okerstrom's letter to Hobie legal counsel,
Walt Millar. The following is Millar's
response, but keep in mind that laws vary
from state to state.

The issue of liability of fleetofficers has
come up before. Although there is consid-
erable variation in the law from state to
state the following is generally accurate:
As long as the person is acting as a
volunteer (no pay) fleet officer and is
involved in a nonprofitactivity, then he or
she is covered by the general liability provi-
sions of their homeowner's insurance
coverage. The bestway to find out if a fleet
officer has this kind of coverage is for him
or her to read their insurance contractor
ask their insurance agents. Hold-harmless
agreementsare notenforceable in all

Continued

Pocket
Protector 442

LUFF CAPS ( Pat. Pend.)

...... 1.
lE

I lilli

Al

Without Pocket Protector With Pocket Protector
HC-14-5-L................$5.95
HC-14-6-L(6 Battens) .....$ 6.95
HC-16-L..................$8.95
HC-16-JL.Jib..............$ 3.95
HC-18-L..................59.95

Jib Pro-Tector Kit ( Pat. Pend.)
HC-18-P..................$9.95

Gooseneck Bearing Kit
( Pat. Pend.)

HC-14/16-GB.............$ 3.95

Jib Traveler Car
For HC-16 ( Pat. #4,319,537)

HJC-16 (set of 2 ) .........$14.95

Also Available From TrenTec
Perfect Pocket® Draft Gauges 442

HC-14 ( for 5 or 6).........$ 4.95
HC-16...................$4.95
HC-18...................$4.95

Perfect Pocket Batten Caps 442
(Pat.#4,335,669)

For Stock Hobie Battens
HC-14 ( incl. 6 caps).......$ 9.95
HC-16 Main..............$12.95
HC-16 Jib................$ 6.95
HC-18...................$14.95
For Foam Battens (set of 10)
FB-10....................$14.95

Kick Back 442Rudder
Return Kits (Pat. #4,218,986)

For HC-14 & 16
(each set equips 2 rudders)

Standard Kit(s)............$11.95

'Fast Cat' Window Decals
Decal(s).................95¢ea.

Available at most Hobie°
dealers or order direct

by writing:

@3enTec Inc
P.O. BOX 1146

JENSEN BEACH, FL 33457
(305) 692-2329

Be sure to specify your boat and size and include
check Florida residents add 5% sales tax. We pay
postage. MasterCard and Visa, include card num-
ber and expiration date.

4870
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LETTERS

states. An attorney licensed to practice in We retired from active racing and Fleet
the #eet's home state is the best source for 56 in 1983. Our 1982 Hobie 16 is still part of
this kind of information. the family and from time to time we find a

way to go sailing.
Your article in the September/October We thank you for all those Hobie days.

1986 issue, "Insurance Crisis Threatens
Hobie Life Style," was very well written. It William Shaughnessy

brings to mind what a serious problem we Peachtree City, Georgia

have facing not only Hobie Cat but any I have received your letters announcing
catamaran manufacturer. As co-com- the new safety advance with the Comptip 442
modore of the Catamaran Racing and your generous offer to install it free.
Association of Wisconsin (CRAW) I realized I do not wish to take you up on your
I could do more than just read the article offer, but would like you to know how much
Our newsletter included an authorized I appreciate your generosity:
reprint of your article with a suggested I have enjoyed the Hobie 16 immensely.
letter for each member to send to his It is well designed, well built and handles
respective senator. so well. I'm very pleased both with the
Dennis Carlson Hobie and with the company behind it.
Monona, Wisconsin I know of very few companies that keep

their customer as well informed as you do.
It speaks well of your organization.

And a Thank-You Again, thank you for the offer and may

I want to sincerely thank all of the people you continue to do well.

who have written to their senator and/or Michael H. Morrell, M.D.
congressman supporting Coast Cata- Tacoma, Washington
maran and the Coleman Company on the
need for product liability tort reform in Thank you for this advisory. I do not want
America. a Comptip 442mast because I believe the

Many HOTLINE readers have sent me benefits are minimal to negligible. I too
copies of the letters that they mailed in have had the dreadful, frightening and
response to the article "Insurance Crisis embarrassing experience of having col.
Threatens Hobie Life Style" in the Sep- lided with a power line. (This was two
tember/October issue. We couldn't have summers ago at the new Town Ramp in
asked for better support. Narragansett, Rhode Island.) In order to

For those who havent yet written their clear the ramp for an arriving boat I towed
elected representatives on this important my Hobie up the driveway and through the
subject- it's not too late! street to the prep area. My brother on foot

as"lookout" did not see the line. (He was
Thank you and Fair Winds, following just behind the trailer.) The power
Doug Campbell line sliced through the forestay and the

Editor's Note: Once again, the bill to mast dropped like a falling tree. For-
support is Amendment1814 to Senate Bill tunately no one was hurt.
S100. The Product Liability Reform Act. I see a dual hazard-electrical and the

risk of being hit bythe mast. In this case,
the Comptip 442would not have avoided

Thanks, But No Thanks to either hazard. I think you're on the right
Comptip 442 track though. Please continue the research

and development.Your letter describing the Comptip 442and I believe Hobie is in a unique position to
Hobie Cat's motivation to carry out this begin educating juries (the American peo-
innovation is impressive to say the least. pie) that life has risks; some of which
The leadership of Hobie Cat during our cannot be insured against. lowing or sail-
twelve years of active involvement has ing into a power line has nothing to do with
madecatamaran sailing a wholesome fam- product liability. If liability/resporsibility isto
ily experience. Your product has met every be assigned, I believe it should be shared
possible expectation. Through the by the skipper and the municipality
HOTLINE and fleet membership we have responsible for the line.
learned to sail, race and have had an
enormous amount of fun, safely. S.H.R.

While we have decided not to take New York, New York
advantage of your Comptip 442retrofit, I cer- Editor's Note: Hobie Catencourages all
tainly support your efforts to prevent owners to take advantage of the retrofit
injuries and commend you and Hobie Cat program. The masttip will notonly be
for the constant consumer awareness and safer itwillactually add tothe boat's
protection programs. performance in heavier winds since the

tapered tip will allow the sail to dump air if it

DANGER

f
Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailing
near overhead wires. A
mast near a wire could
be fatal!

DANGER
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SKIP ELLIOTT
870 PRODUCTION PLACE
NEWPORT BEACH. CA 92663
714-645-6697

SPECIALIZING IN THE HOBIE CAT®
AND BOARDSAILERS

HIGH SPEED
SPINNAKER AND REACHER
PACKAGES AVAILABLE

RECUTS AND REPAIRS
MAINSAIL RACING RECUT

WITH TEFLON BOLTROPE $9500
JIB AESHAPE SEAMS 85.00
PIE SHAPED TELL-TALE WINDOW 15.00
VISION WINDOWS

MAINSAIL 30.00
JIB 25.00

ONE WEEK SERVICE ON REPAIRS

DOUGLAS GILL SAILING SUITS &
FOUL WEATHER GEAR
1 PCE DINGHY SUIT 69.00
1 PCE INSULATED SUIT 99.00
DRY SUITS $150.00 to 249.00
ALL SHIPMENTS VIA UPS FREIGHT COLLECT
CERTIFIED COD IF OUT OF STATE
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

CALL OR WAITE

.....

QUALITY SAILMAKERS
DESIGN FABRICATION REPAIRS



becomes overpowered. Most masUpower
line contactsoccurat heights over 20 feet,
exactly where the tip will be mosteffective.
Hobie Cat is following up on the informa-
tion in the above letter, concerning the low
power lines in Narragansett, Rhode Island,
with thatcity's authorities.

VW Owners Take Note
I was more than a little surprised, upon

receiving my July/August HOTLINE, to find
on the inside front cover an advertisement
linking Hobie and Volkswagen.

My husband and I own a Hobie 16 (our
second) and also a1982 VW camper.
When the VW had only17,000 miles on it
the engine blew up on our way back from
Puerto Penasco. This disaster took place in
Yuma and one week and $2,000 later we
finally arrived back in Southern California.
Even though VW was willing to offer good-
will compensation for a fraction of the cost,
we were informed that our Hobie was too
heavy a load for the VW and that is what
caused the breakdown.

I feel it would be to the benefit of all
Hobie sailors to advise them of this situa-
tion especially since Hobie and VW have
now been linked together in the HOTLINE.

Vicki Moore
Costa Mesa, California

Editor's Note: HOTLINE forwarded
Moore's letter to Volkswagen. Here is their
reply.

Thankyouvery much for bringing Mrs.
Moore's letter to our attention. It brings out
an important pointthatyour readerswho
are current VW Vanagon or Camper
owners, orare considering the purchase of
one, should be made aware of.

Mrs. Moore's 1982 Volkswagen Camper
is powered by an air-cooled, 67 hp engine
which is not recommended for towing due
to its power limitations. Models produced
after mid4983 are equippedwith water-
cooled engines that have substantially
more power. Our1986-87 Vanagons and
Campers are equippedwith 2.1 liter
engineswith nearly 42 percent more
power than in1982, and the towing of
trailers and boats of the Hoble Cat16 Class
should present no problems.

Mrs. Moore's engine failure occurred in
1985 long after thevehicle's warranty had
expired, however, we were pleased to
assist her by paying $1,274 towards the
costof repair. We value Mrs. Moore's busi-
ness and hope thatshe will enjoy her
Camper for many more years.

Rob H. Snipes
Type 11 Brand Manager
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HOBIE BRIEFS

Hoble 17 Weight Controversy
Should there or shouldrit there be a minimum weight set for the

Hobie 17 in class racing? This is the question pondered over and
over by the World Hobie Class Association and by skippers
racing the 17. When the Hoble 17 was first introduced, the
association decided against establishing a minimum weight in
favor of tabling the decision until some regattas had been held
and it could be determined what an appropriate weight might be.

One letter to the class association stated: "...we feel that a
minimum weight of 170480 pounds should be set." Suggestions
for minimum weights have ranged from 165 to 180.

An analysis of weight vis-a-vis finishing place from the Hobie 17
National Championship, Midwinters West, Midwinters East and
the Lake Havasu regatta make a firm conclusion nearly impossi-
ble. Weights and finishing places are all over the range. For
example, at the national championship, the winning weight was
175 pounds. Second and third were 150 pounds and fourth was
180 pounds. Fifth was 150 pounds. At Midwinters West, the
heavier skipper at 185 pounds, won again. Second weighed 150
pounds, third 190, fourth unknown, fifth 185, and sixth 150. At the
Lake Havasu regatta, a heavier skipper won again. He weighed
175 pounds. Second place weighed 166, third 165, fourth 190
and fifth 150. Interestingly, the eighth-place skipper at Havasu
weighed 240 pounds, while the ninth-place skipper weighed 155.
At Midwinters East, the winning skipper was again heavier
weighing 180 pounds. The second-place skipper weighed in at
150. Third and fourth-place skippers weighed 178 and 190
respectivel• Fifth was unknown and sixth was 190.

The average weights of the top five skippers are as follows:
Hobie 17 National Championship, 161 pounds; Midwinters West,
172 pounds (The sixth-place skipper's weight was substituted for
the fourth-place skipper's which is unknown.); Lake Havasu,
169.2 pounds; Midwinters East, 177.6 pounds (The sixth-place
skippefs weight was substituted for the fifth-place skipper's which
is unknown.) These averages show a range of over 16 pounds.

Based on the data, it is hard to come to any firm conclusions. It
would appear that the skill of the skipper far outweighs weight
differences within the 150 to 200 pound range. Some difference
in speed may be noticeable when two skippers of equal skill and
boat speed technique face off. In such a case, the lighter skipper
may have a small advantage. What do you, the Hot)ie 17 skippers
think? Shouldthe dass remain open? Should a formal weight limit
be imposed? If so, what should the weight be? Why? Please
send your responses to HOTLINE, Hobie 17 Weight, RO. Box
1008, Oceanside, CA 92054. We will collect the responses and
publish the results.

Future Clark Kents
As we all know; Clark Kent was really Superman disguised as a

mild-mannered reporter working for a great metropolitan news-
paper. Soon, HOTLINE will be naming its own Clark Kents. The
response to our call for regional reporters was outstanding. We
originally sent out the call in an effort to keep readers better
informed about the events and new concepts being tried by
fleets and divisions, so HOTLINE would like to thank all those who
called and wrote to express an interest in helping us. Look for our
official list of regional reporters in the March/April issue.

Continued on page 69
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Those daring Canadians had to have the best righting system
available - Shouldn't you2 Buy Cat Righter® today.

* Works for any person weighing 100 pounds or more.
* Rights boat from knoel<ed down or turtled positions, even into

the wind.
* Rights boat in a fraction of the usual time it takes.
* No boat modifications required (Protects Warranty)
* Light weight - Easy to install and stows on top or underneath

tramp.
* 1 year satisfaction guarantee.
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-THE ORIGINAL- NOW/ -INTRODUCING-

<«CAF FRAX«K 1-1-1-YOGER TRAA ill
WITH ROLLER HEARINGS The New High Performance
- The Most Popular Beach Dolly With Roller Bearings

Dolly on the Market ONLY $249.00 + FRT.
Since 1977

JUST $359.00 + FRT.
Tough polyethylene wheels

Bright regatta blue or orange
-No air pressure required

Soft rubber ATV tires
will flex over rocks
and coral spread
the weight evenly in
deep powdersand-

stand up to years :

of rough use.
/ Both models have large padded end caps • z

*to center the boat and protect the hulls. *

NOW FLORIDA SAILCRAFT .11 -1
OFFERS TWO ROLLER BEARING
DOLLIES:

-TIGER TRAX for sandy, grassy or ., 1
paved launch areas.
-CATTRAX for roughterrain and 1
deep powder sand.

' '-· I ' 1 1 .- '. _;.., ' i
t

SEE BOTH AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER
-OR CALL US TOLL FREE-

SEE OUR 800 NUMBER BELOW

f 4 1 ...+
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: TRAX HANDLE - $98.00 Raise Your Sail Without ASnag!
; -Roller bearing handle lets axle
1 spin under hulls for easy loading. -'

. -Now you can launch a catamaran EM*
.. and return it to the trailer single- • t/i
... handed.
ft \ '0

1 1/ 1 _ p 036,·,--4 2,1
You don't have to hand-feedyour sail anymore!
Sail Trax is the answer for sails that jam in the track. Just start the
head of your sail through a Sail Trax - stand back - and pull the

U. "-  0424.4.-i...
sail up, all the way to the top of the mast! Sail Trax is a pair of
stainlesssteel guideswith sphericaltipsthatlead yoursailsmoothly

CAT CRADLES - $139.00/PAIR into the track. They are easily installed in a few minutes. Full
instructions included.

-Recommended for round bottom
hulls to distribute weight, Made of Save your timeandtemper - getSail Trax...$14.95
form fitting fiberglass, padded to Order by mail from: Florida Sailcraft

-0 1 protect hulls. 1601 N.E. 18th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305

1
AXLE EXTENDER SLEEVE

$35.00
-Increases axle length 6 inches
and returns to normal length by
changing clevis pin

YES, you canseetheseproductsat yourlocalcatamaran Pleasesendme Sail Trax @ $14.95 ea.
dealer's store or contact us: plus $1.00 postage and handling

FLORIDA SAILCRAFT, INC. (305) 561-9777 Fla. rdsidents add 5% sales tax

1601 N.E. 18th AVENUE, FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33305 Total amount enclosed
To Order With MasterCard/Visa Call Toll Free: Name

1-800-332-2049 Ext. 3003 In Fla. 1-800-525-0129 Ext. 3003 Address
Please Add 6% Shipping Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax Gly St.tp 7ip
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HOT DEALS!
IVYhowyour colors
IU with quality .• • HOTLINEaccesso-
• • ries like unisex T-
Lli shirts with mod-

ern, V-neck styling
in a variety of colors. Keep
your pet's neck well-
dressed (OK, you can wear
it tool with HOTLINE ban-
danas. The HOTLINE Koozie
Cup features a 12-oz.
removable insert for hot or
cold.liquid refreshments.
Tal• out the liner and keep
your cans ice cold for hours.
Order today!

Item No.

Item No.

Size "

Size

Oty

Oty -

il
Item No. · Cost Size ..'.16
T-Shirts $8.00 S.M.L,XL
1. White/Pink Logo-100% cotton • . ,
2. White/Purple Logo-100% cotton ;
3. Black/Pink Logo-50/50 cotton/poly:,
4. Pink/Blue Logo-50/50 cottonipoly• , '."

Bandanas $3.50. .
5. White/Blue Logo . • • · ..11'"
6. White/Purple Logo For ·' • -"
7. Black/Blue Logo ' additional · .,1.
8. Black/Purple Logo orders .· .

please :
9. Pink/Blue Logo.• ·. · use · .y·

separate J'
Koozle Cup $6.00 : piece
10. Aqua oipaper.

Cost $

Cost $

My check or money order in the amountof $ _

Name

Address

Tota'$
Total $

is enclosed. , ·

City State · Zip

Send to: HOTLINE Accessories, P.O. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA.92054 :.
California residents add 6% sales tax. Offer Valid in U.S. Only, · ·, "..'- .
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GRAB A
HOTSTICK

Quick, reliable control
made the HOTSTICK the

world'sBu'• 45·,)·• ·-'.r.'··• ··.· ......8..r.,S• Iih#. 042t.'· 7.·e· ' .,.:;, A· • · • · .
FT.-1.3 .... ..... .. . . ...... most

,/• popular
6//. \*46 tiller

7/- 1
508'e . ... . i extension.
:A• kfi.><,• /11- 1.. t
e.,. · M.'MA'Af / - '· 1

<3 19<-Ji i The HOBIE
1 HOTSTICK.• when

Only $39.95 41.1//9/ total

See your Local Dealer or order from us:

control js
a must.

Sailing Systems, Inc. 4815 Amy Drive
Crystal Lake, Il. 60014 (815) 455-4599 AVAILABLE AT YOUR HOBIE DEALER •
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Hobie 18 Easy Right

Here it is! A !/t" hollow braid with an internal
shock cord: The Hobie 18 righting system. It
attaches to the boat at the front crossbar with
a shackle and ring. Or, it attaches with a cord
thru the daggerboard shock-cord tie-off hole in
the deck. Either way maintains an ultra-low
profile for this righting system. It ties off at the
rudder pin on the transom, allowing access to
the righting system from the lower hull when
capsized. Works great as a crew safety line, tool
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WHEN TO SHEET,
WIIEN TO TRAVEl

As most sailors are already aware, the
main sheet tension and traveller position
used, whether sailing upwind, downwind
or iust reaching, is the key factor in gener-
ating boat speed.

As you are about to find out in the
following, it is not just a matter of sheeting
in and going. There is a very fine point
between moving fast and going just that
little bit quicker.

METHODS OF SAILING UPWIND AND
DOWNWIND

Whether sailing upwind or downwind,
you are always looking for maximum
speed, good pointing quality and good
boat trim. This is only gained upwind by
sheet and travel location.

Upwind
After rounding the leeward mark, always

set the main then set the jib to the main.
This will ensure that no matter what sheet
tension you use for varying wind
conditions, the jib slot will remain open and
not backwind onto the mainsail.

Downwind
Downwind is completely opposite to

sailing upwind. After rounding the

windward mark and letting both jib and
main travellers right out, set the jib then
trim the main so that the telltales are set.
Then oversheet the main to open the slot
between the main and the jib.

Reaching
Whether reaching high or low, the same

rule always applies. The slot is the most
important factor. If the jib is sheeted in too
hard and the slot is closed, the boat won't
go. You are better off undersheeting than
oversheeting. In light air; travel in a little
further than usual and let the top of the sail
twist off. In heavy ak travel out further,
sheet in harder and flatten the sails out,
but remember to always keep the slot
open.

WHEN TO SHEET? WHEN TO TRAVEL?
You have to be able to know whether

you are using too much sheet tension or
you need a little more or less traveller.
Basically, from past experience, it takes
many years to master sheet tension in
varying wind and water conditions. As it is
not a set tension, this is where many sailors
go wrong. I have found that using a leech
ribbon on the mainsail will give you

By Gary Metcalf

assistance in setting the sail. By keeping
the leech ribbon flowing at all times you
know that the main is working correctl*
therefore you must be using the correct
sheet tension and traveller location. If the
leech ribbon is not working correctly, this
can only mean: a. oversheeting of main b.
undersheeting of main c. not enough
traveller inboard.

In lighter breezes use telltales, both on
the main and jib, so you will be able to set
your main and jib much easier

Why Some Sailors Cleat Their Main
and Others Work The Traveller

Depending on the sailor, how he sets his
boat up is going to depend on whether he
uses more main sheet tension or more or
less traveller Sailing technique is one of the
most important factors of sheet and
travel -whether you sail in a straight line
and playthe main sheet, or you keep the
main cleated and steer the boat to the
windshifts. I have always been told the
quickest way is to do 50 percent of both, to
ensure maximum boat speed through the
water. Not stalling out hard on the rudder
or playing a mile of main sheet and just
keeping the boat in good trim is the best
method.

How To Sheet Your Main and Traveller
In Various Conditions

Light winds, flat water: traveller jib
right in, main out 6 inches from center,
main sheet just enough to keep the leech
straight.

Moderate winds, flat water: traveller jib
right in; main out 6 inches from center,
travelling out in gusts; main sheet with a
little more sheet tension to flatten mai n but
maintaining the slot between jib and main
open at all times.

In lumpy water in the conditions cited 5
above, just raise the main sheet traveller a :
little to allow the main to twist off at the top • .
and generate more drive through the .g;
water. This will not allow you to point as e
high, but speed over the lumpy water is of •
greater importance. ·6
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Moderate wind, rough water: Traveller
jib and main. Start travelling out on both
travellers to keep the boat flat and to
prevent rearing up and down in the puffs.
Main sheet tension: Enough tension has to
be used to flatten the main to keep the
drive of the sail as low as possible to
prevent heeling and to produce more drive
in the rougher conditions. (Maintaining a
flat boat at all times is very important).

Strong winds, flat water: Traveller
main. Do not let the boat rear up and down
when a gust hits. Always travel out enough
to maintain good boat speed, height and
good control overthe boat. Jib: Ifthe main
is being travelled out, the jib has to be set
so that it is not backwinding on the main,
so use enough traveller to keep the slot
open. Main sheet: Maximum sheettension
is required to keep the main flat.

Strong winds, rough water: Traveller
jib as in strong winds with flat water. Main
sheet: Very similar to strong winds with flat
water but less sheet tension is required to
generate power and drive through the
rough water. This will also make the boat a
lot easier to handle.

SUMMARY
Always remember that the point

between undersheeting and oversheeting
is very line. When racing, never hesitate to
either use a bit more sheet tension or to
free the main a little to see whether or not
you gain boat speed. Try letting your
traveller out a few more inches and using a
bit more sheet tension. Or, vice-versa, use
less traveller and free the main sheet a little
to give more twist to the head of the sail.

Always look at the other competitors and
try to observe where they are travelling
and how much sheet tension they are
using. If it differs, take note how their boat
speed is against your own. If it is better try
doing the same as they do.

Remember the traveller has to be set in
conjunction with sheet tension. It is
important that they are used together to
maintain maximum boat speed, twist in the
sail and an open slot. AL-

This sailor should sheetoutone to two inches and travel outaboutsix inches to induce
twist.
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SAllING SKILLS FOR
SUCCESSFUL SAllBOARD STARTS

Editor's Note: Guy Leroux is an experi-
enced board sailor who has placed at the
top of many major events and has authored
many articles on racing techniques. He is
currently the assistant editor of Windsuri
magazine.

Boardsailing, the
world's fastest growing water sport, is fun,
exciting and challenging. It puts you in
touch with the three most important ele-
ments in the world: wind, water and
sunshine, plus it's a great chance to meet a
lot of really nice, invigorated people.

And now you've finally done it. After
several years of fantasizing about trying
boardsailing you've made the big move,
bought a board and you're registered for
your first race. Here's a guide for learning
the most from your first racing experience.
It's also a guide for doing your best.

EQUIPMENT PREPARATION
For those who have raced Hobie Cats or

other types of boats, boardsailing
equipment preparation may seem odd.
Many Hobie sailors are meticulous about
their equipment; hulls are wet-dry sanded,
they practically slept with their rudders to
make sure they wouldnt get dinged and
sail maintenance is almost a religious
experience. In boardsailing it's often
different. Some boardsailors are obsessive
about their equipment, but more often than
not casual maintenance (wiping the sand
off, gently rinsing a salty sail, a little sanding
of fin and daggerboard) is all that is
necessary

Other areas of equipment preparation

are much more important. You'll need a
good watch (preferably one of those L.C.D.
types) that is easy to start and see. You'll
need a comfortable harness. There are
many different types to choose from, but
most experienced racers agree on the
recently developed "seat harness" as
being the fastest on the race course and
the most comfortable. Telltales and
compasses, two items rarely ignored by
traditional boat racers, are unnecessary

I could have placed physical prepara-
tion in a different category but on a system
as simple as a sailboard, your body is part
of the whole package. The bottom line is
thatthere is no greater physical prepara-
tion for racing than sailing itself.ityou've
planned to attend a major regatta (many
major events like this year's Alpha Worlds
in Key Biscayne, Florida, last six or more
days) you might as well combine your
regatta time with a few vacation days. Get
to the regatta site as much as a week early
(if possible) then gradually ease yourself
into shape by sailing as much as you can.
Use your harness early during this warm-
up week, then, as the week progresses, try
to rely less and less on it. This way you'll
find yourself getting stronger and stronger
as regatta time nears. Also, most top
racers eat a lot of pasta, this is definitely a
"carbo" sport.

There is one additional benefit of getting
to the regatta site early: you'll have a
chance to become acclimated to the
particular sailing conditions. There is no
joke about the "home court advantage,"
you can become used to the average
windspeeds and get a feel for the wave/
swell characteristics. You'll gain confidence
and that should reward you with improved
finishes.

GETTING BOARDSPEED
Acquiring boardspeed requires both

equipment preparation and technique. The
smartest (and easiesD way to do this is to
seek out one of the class hot shots when
you get to the regatta site. Ask him to give
you some pointers on rigging your board.

By Guy Leroux

You'll be surprised how, on such a simple
rig, so many little tricks can be done to eek
out an ounce more drive.

After you've had rigging explained, ask
your teacher to go sailing with you. Ask
him to sail upwind with you on the same
tack in a position ahead and to leeward
(see diagram A). By having a competitive
sailor directly in your line of site, it'11 be easy
to pick up on some of the more subtle
techniques that will help you come race
time.

If you don't have a helping expert, there
are still ways to develop boardspeed. Try
sailing next to large displacement-type
cruising sailboats. Large boats of this type
weigh a lot and as a result, tend to carry
their momentum. By sailing alongside (Be
careful not to get too close; we
boardsailors don't want to make the yacht-
ing fraternity mad at us.) the speed
differences caused by subtle changes in
technique will be easily measured against
the more constant velocity of your "pace"
boat.

BOARDHANDLING
When race time finally does come you

better be sure thatyou feel somewhat
confident about your boardhandling.
When you're lining up on that starting line
and there are people zinging in from this
way and that, you'll be glad you practiced
the two exercises below.

Practice every mark rounding maneuver
that you will encounter during a race. You
can make this task more accessible by
making yourself a miniature triangle race
course (or slalom course if that is your
event). Go out and get three plastic water
or detergent jugs, some cheap clothesline,
and a few small bricks (something to use
as an anchor). Next, set the buoys in the
water just far enough apart so you can :
barely complete one maneuver before it's  254
time to initiate the next. This way you will -*5
be ready for almost any boardhandling .8'
situation you'll encounter ,8

There's another boardhandling g
exercise, what I call"stationary technique." 2

20/HOBIE H OTLIN E



DIAGRAM A
Beginner sailor (B) can learn a lot from

an experienced racer (A) by trying to
maintain this relationshipwhile on the
water.

Stationary technique is just that, it's a
maneuvering technique used to maintain a
position on the starting line (see diagram
B). 1b practice, select a buoy; then drift
downwind of it a few board lengths. Next,
head up on a gradual curve until the bow
is even with the mark. Now get in front of
the mast and pull the sail in, as if to sail
backwards. Tilt the leeward rail into the
water so the daggerboard steers the stern
up into the wind When the stern reaches a
point even with the buoy, go back to the
normal sailing position, sheet in and
complete this scalloped maneuve[
Practice this maneuver until it becomes
second nature; in time you'll learn how to
reduce the maneuver to a compact"back
up, sail forward back up, sail forward"
movement. You will have learned how to
stay in the same place. Now you'll be ready
to go to the starting line.

CHECKING THE LINE
As in any type of sailboat racing, the first

thing an experienced racer will do is
'check the line" to see which end is
"favored." In sailboard racing there is a
special technique: sail to the starting line
(preferably close to one end or the other for
precision), then point the bow towards one
end and the stern towards the othe[ Let
your sail flap freely (while holding the
uphaul) and see how it positions itself. If it
does not hang perfectly perpendicular to
the board, then the end of the line that the
boom end points away from is the'lavored
end."

Also keep in mind that most astute race
committees set lines with precision; it is

DIAGRAM B
Stationary technique: Practice this maneuver until it becomessecond nature.

Gradually reduce the distance from the pivotmark until you can do the maneuver and
almost notmove.

DIAGRAM C
Sailor A had drifted down line from a controlling position on a group of boards up the

line. Hecan use "backing up,"a byproductof"stationary technique"tosail quickly back to
his controlling position.

common practice to leave the pin end of off. On a sailboard you can"back up" and
the line favored by 5 to 10 degrees. That hold your position (see diagram CD. The
way the ever-present"barging" problem is I.Y.R.U. took this peculiar maneuvering
reduced somewhat, and the fleet will tend ability into account in the 1985-88 rule
to spread out more evenly across the full book. A sailboard has no rights when it is
length of the line. sailing backwards. And the onus will be on

you to prove that your backward progress
STARTING TECHNIQUES had ceased.

If you've raced Hobies before, sailboard The traditional timed start is trickier than
race starts will seem slightly different. In usual in a boardsailing fleet. No matter how
Hobies, the common practice is some form much the line is favored at the pin end,
of a "timed start." And though Hobies beginners always seem to end up at the
accelerate very quickly; most racers hold windward end. This causes inevitable
back from the line so they can hit it at full collisions, which in boardsailing translates
speed at the moment that the starting into the"domino effect" (a melee of fallen
signal goes off. Sailboards, on the other masts and tangled sailors).
hand, accelerate even quicker (especially My favorite starting tactic is the "port
with a few well timed pumps) and they tack approach." With this tactic I approach
virtually can turn on a dime. Because of the line on port tack, being careful to
these differences in maneuvering ability, observe what is called the"pre-start flow"
most sailboard racers"set up" on the line of the fleet. With about 30 seconds
with minutes to go. This is where the remaining, I tack under a group of boards
"stationary technique" can be very useful. approaching on starboard, luff them
SaM for instance, you are on the line and aggressivel* then drive off into the self-
you drift down the line from a group of caused gap to leeward for a full speed,
boards. On a Hobie your fate is sealed- cleanak beauty of a start. This tactic is,
you better just hope that there's enough however a little tricky for beginners.
line leftto drift down before the gun goes Continuedon page 59

--
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CIIAMPIONSHIP
RACING
EUROPEAN
STYLE

FRENCH HOBIE 18
CHAMPIONSHIP

After it was decided to conduct the
French national and European Hobie 18
championships in the Mediterranean, com-
petitors started to come in from every
European country for the sun, fun and fine
sailing conditions for which the beautiful
island of Les Embiez, a small paradise off
the Cote d'Azur, is already famous. Paul
Ricard, the name behind the famous
French drink, owns Les Embiez and his
organization is used to running sailing
regattas, not to mention the occasional
formula grand prix event. Ricard had
invited Hobie Cat to conduct a champion-
ship on his leisure island, an invitation

. enthusiastically accepted by the European
Hobie 18 sailors. There are no cars, no
noise, no trouble, just a beautiful marina,
some sandy beaches and crystal clear
water.

As luck would have it, a very famous
sailboard spot known as"Brutal Beach"
located close to Les Embiez, was invaded
for the world championship of production
funboards. When this fleet was crossing
the 78 Hobie 18s racing in the same bay,

The action in the Medi-
terranean was fast and
furious as the best Hobie.
18 sailors battled for the
title.
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you can imagine the problems for some of
the funboarders. But for usthe show was
really something. In Europe we are used to
seeing Hobie Cats and funboards in the
same spot. In Les Embiez in September,
the weather is still very warm, so every-
body appreciated the life of wearing shorts
and 1:shirts, outdoor dining and going for
an early morning swim. It is quite the same
way of life for the board sailors and we saw
many of them, like the local star Eric
Thierny; also sailing Hobies.

When the 16 championship in Dunker-
que was opened to all countries for the first
time it was a big success, so the French
Hobie Class Association decided to open
the Hobie 18 championship also. Since
everybody wanted to train before the Euro-
peans, 59 boats from France, ItalK
Germany, Holland, Switzerland, Belgium
and Sweden were on the starting line. The
bay is known for good sailing conditions
when the Mistral blows, but this famous
northwest wind never arrived, forcing sail-
ors to compete in the usual gusty east wind.

From the start, a close tussel developed
between two crews. On one side was Tony
Laurent and Eric Bussy, already the French
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Hobie 16 champions, who really enjoyed
the blustery conditions. On the other side
was Alwin van Dalen from Holland, who
has won major European sailing champi-
onships. The nationals was his first big
regatta sailing a Hobie 18, but he really
wanted to win. Laurent and Bussy were
always close to him and, sometimes,
things were not so cool around the marks.
The Dutch team finished with 9.5 points
after six races, but Laurent and Bussy
bettered them with 5 points. Third went to
the Italian Team of De Toro and Scalzo with
20 points.
HOBIE 18 EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIP

At the end of the French championship,
the wind completely dropped out. The sea
looked like a steely mirror for the whole
week which followed During the first two
races, the difference between first and last
was so big that some of the last boats were
finished on the course, no fun for lazy
boats and unfortunate crew. Seventy-six
boats racing together is a wonderful show,
but when it takes two hours or more for the
76th, he really feels disappointed. That's
why the B fleet system made things more

..»«,«i:'= 036t»..:0»-i-

interesting. The organizers decided to split
the fleet into two groups so that everybody
could get into the fun. In the first group, the
level of skill was quite impressive. Several
of the competitors had come to the event
from other classes and were discovering
the 18 for the first time.

The starting line was interesting. Every-
body understood immediately that Tony
Laurent's main competition was going to .
be Andreas Hagara, the Austrian -ibrnado
champion who had just arrived for the
European 18 championship. In the first
race, Laurent and Bussy got away with the
Austrians finishing in eighth. In the after-
noon of the same day, Hagara took his first
revenge and continued by winning the
next two races comfortably.

Laurent and Bussy came back to win
the fourth race and the fifth was won by a
certain Mr. van Dalen. Daniel Pradel, who
sailed on the French boat at the Hog's
Breath 1000, won the sixth race. Hagara
came back to take the seventh while Hanjo
Zimmerman of Germany and DeToro of
Italy won the eighth and ninth races
respectively.

By this stage of the proceedings, both

-457-·=9-1- -

Laurent and Hagara had a good chance
for the title. Hagara was leading with 46.25
points. Laurent carried 49.5 points with
one race to go.

In the last race, the Austrians demon-
strated their vast racing experience by
placing Laurent under tight control. They
went on to win by five points overall. With
this win, then, the Hagara brothers now
hold both the Hobie 16 and Hobie 18
European championships. (See complete
results in "Hobie Racing.')

Well, with the end of the sailing, the
attention of the sailors turned to the beach,
partying and enjoying the great island
atmosphere. Jerry Dorminy; Hog's Breath
boss, was in Les Embiez for the champion-
ship and met with Bruno Delahaie who
organizes the Roscoff-Dinard French long
distance race. It is hoped that this race will
become a qualifying event to select the
European teams for the Hog's Breath 1000.
It was a great opportunity for the Euro-
peans to treat their visitors to a taste of the
warm and friendly hospitality which goes
hand in hand with a Hobie event-and
what better place to do it than on the
beautiful island of Les Embiez? Al
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BY BRIAN ALEXANDER

CHAIVIPIONS
Editor's Note: Some of the names are familiar, others are not,
These are some of the skippers who have won major national
championships in 1986. HOTLINE wanted to meet these cham-
pions up close and get to know a little about each of them. apart
from their sailing deeds. These brief biographies do not include
many skippers we would have liked to meet such as the Hagara
brothers, the Hobie 16 European champions, or sailors from the
Far East or Brazil. We hope to meet those skippers in a future
issue.

BOYD BASS:
HOBIIE 14 TURBO NATIONAL CHAMPHON

Fl
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Boyd Bass, winner of the Hobie 14 Turbo U.S. National
Championship, is a 32-year-old loan officer at the First National
Bank of McAlester, Oklahoma. When he enrolled at the University
of Oklahoma at Norman to study finance, Bass would take his
dinghy to the nearby lake only to find it crowded with Hobie Cats.
"Soon, I was leaving the boat on the trailer," he says. By the end of
the season, he was the proud owner of a new Hobie 14, the same
Hobie 14 he sailed in this year's Hobie 14 U.S. National Champion-
ship, where he placed ninth, and the same one he equipped with
a borrowed jib and trapeze to win the Turbo title.

Bass also owns a Hobie 16 which he sails more often. One
problem he encounters when sailing the 16, howeve• is his need
for a crew Bass is single ('If you publish this maybe it'11 increase
my chances') and has a difficult time finding a qualified crew on a

consistent basis.
This was his first national Turbo series. Bass' fleet, 468, of which

he is commodore, hosted last year's Turbo event with Fleet 131.
He thought the regatta was so much fun that he would try the '86
series. He's glad he did. The win at Tampa is the highlight of his
nine-year Hobie racing experience.

Before turning to sailboat racing, Bass raced motocross. "The
physical aspect Hobie sailing gives me is similar to motocross." In
the winter, Bass skis in Colorado and New Mexico.

Bass' next challenge will probably be the Hobie 17. " 1 went to
Miles Wood's race training week in R. Walton Beach and
borrowed a17 from the Tuckers and sailed it during the week.
The week really helped me to think about what I should be doing
when I race. l think I might sail in the 17 nationals next year."

HUGH MORBIIN:
HOBIIE 18 CANADIIAN NATEONAL CHAMPHON

Hugh Morrin, this year's winner of the Canadian Hobie 18
National Championship at Canada's large CORK sailing event,
has a hefty background in sailing, but surprisingly little on Hobie
Cats. He has been sailing competitively since 1977 in a variety of
monohulls including 505s and 470s. He raced "seriously" until
sidelined by a back injury in 1983. Since then, he has toned down
his sailing. Now, Morrin spends most of his time studying for his
degree in mechanical engineering at Queen's University in
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Kingston, Ontario. hopes to make good use of his degree when he takes over the
Although Morrin did have some limited sailing time on a sailboat dealership his father started. The dealership, known

1brnado, he had very little helm time on Hobie Cats. His girlfriend, everywhere within the Florida Panhandle as"The Boat," sells
Melodie Gummer introduced Morrin to Hobie Cat sailing when he everything from Alpha sailboards and Hobie Cats to Morgan
served as crew for her winning effort at the Northeastern cruising yachts.
Championships, an open event. When CORK, an event in which In what will surely be a blow to the female fans of Hobie Cat
Morrin had sailed six times previously, came around again this sailing, Tucker, always popular with members of the opposite sex,
year he decided to sail a Hobie Cat. He borrowed a Hobie 18 and has found "a special girl." Her name is Mary Alice and she lives in
ended up winning the Canadian national title. R. Walton Beach.

After sailing so many different boats, Morrin feels that the sport "1 fell in love, got a degree, won three nationals, got third at the
of sailing in Canada "...is very good. We don't have the depth Hog's Breath 1000; it's just been my best year ever."
that you have in the states, but the best guys are really good. The
newspapers give sailing good coverage." According to Morrin,
the Canadian Hobie sailors keep up the standard of Canadian
sailing. "They are also very good. They don't give up much at
either end, especially Paul Marner in the 18s." Marner consistently TONY LAURENT:
does well in major Canadian and U.S. events. HOBIE 18 FRENCH NATIONAL CHAMPION

Although Morrin expects to devote most of his time to studying,
he does anticipate taking part in the Hobie 18 World Champion- 6
ship which has been scheduled for Toronto.

[AR LION TUCKER:
HOBIE 18 U.S. NAT• ONAL CHAMPIION

Carlton Tucker is one of the most familiar names in all Hobie
sailing. For several years, he was known as the sailor who
finished second. All that changed when he won the Hobie 14 US.
National Championship in 1984, then the Hobie 18 title the next
year and, in 1986, successfully defended his 18 title at Cedar
Point on Lake Erie.

Although 1986 started poorly for Tucker when he narrowly lost
the Hobie 18 world title to Gary Metcalf in February, everything
has been coming up roses for the 26-year-old from Ft Walton
Beach, Florida ever since. In sailing, Tucker won two major
catamaran championships including the Stiletto national champi-
onship. "1 guess if it has two hulls I feel pretty comfortable on it,"
says Tucker of his wins. Importantly for luci(er,he feels that the
string of wins"has gained me some respect from some of the
sailors out there." After competing in other classes, Tucker feels
that the most competitive regattas of the year are the Hobie 16
U.S. National Championship"and whatever Hobie the world
championship is held on that year

In 1986, Tucker also earned his long-sought-after college
degree, a bachelor of science in business administration. Tucker

1bny Laurent, a 33-year-old bachelor, is in the enviable position
of living in the south of France, doing a lot of sailing, and getting
paid for it. Laurent, a successful Hobie Cat sailor in Australia, left
that country for what looked like a sailing safari to Europe. After
competing in some regattas, he was offered a job at Coast Cat
France, a licensee of Hobie Cat. It was an easy decision to stay
'Why France," he asks? "Nice girls, good wine and a job offer.
France is exciting. I live on the Cote d'Azur, so the climate is ideal.
I live on the Hyeres peninsula in Giens, just up the road from the
site of the 1983 Hobie 18 World Championship and about 20
kilometers from Hobie France." Laurent's been there since 1983
and has no plans to leave anytime soon. When not working or
sailing in a Hobie Cat event, Laurent relaxes by sailing his Alpha
sailboard at Almanarre Beach, a top funboard sailing spot just
down the road from his home.

Turning people on to Hobie sailing is part of Laurent's job. He is
the European class director and is responsible for all class
activities, the European regatta schedule, and works in the
advertising and public relations end as well. As a sailor and as
class director, Laurent is in a unique position to assess the
European scene. He calls it"exciting, adventurous and great
competition." The latter is borne out at every world championship
as the Europeans creep higher and higher in the standings.

Laurent himself has done a great deal to improve the skill level
in Europe. After all, he has won this year's French Hobie 18 crown.
He has also won national titles in Spain, Switzerland and Aus-
tralia, as well as two overall European championships. In fact,
Laurent may be the only sailor to have held the national titles of
four countries and two continents.
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LINDA LEON:
U.S. WOMEN'S HOBIIE CAT CHAMPION

Linda Leon, winner of this year's women's U.S. national title,
spends most of her non-sailing hours working for DIC, an
animation company located in Encino, California. Saturday morn-
ing cartoon buffs may know some of DICs products, such as The
Real Ghost Busters, Heathcliff and Hulk Hogan's Rockh Wres-
t#ng. Leon works in the licensing end of the business and takes
responsibility for selling DIC's products to the international market.
Before starting work at DIC, Leon was a production staffer at
KABC talk radio, part of the ABC radio network.

Leon began sailing at age 12 and soon showed a strong
interest in racing. At the age of 15, she attended her first Hobie
Cat regatta at Dana Point. "Mac Wright, an old Hoble sailor who
had one of the first 14s, drove us down to Dana Point. I was
hooked." Before she knew how to drive, her father was delivering
her to regattas around Southern California. As she grew, the
family would make an outing of such events as Midwinters West
at San Felipe, Mexico.

The 1986 win marks the first national title for Leon. "1 finished
second to Paula Alter in 1982 and I thought that's as high as I was
going to get." Leon credits her newly won title to the skill of her
crew, Sue Brenny Brenny, who has crewed for several top Hobie
Cat sailors, was also the winning crew in Jeff Alter's successful
run for the Hobie 16 national championship.

The 26-year-old Leon, has been married for over three years to
a television producer. Between husband, home and job, she is
busy; but not busy enough to give up Hobie racing. "1 dont think
you could ever get me to stop," she states firmly. In fact, Leon is
looking toward this year's Hog's Breath 1000, where, if all goes
according to plan, she will be part of the first all-female team to
race in the event.

HOBIE ALTEA JEI.:
HOBHE 17 U.S. NATIIONAL CHAMPION

Hobie Alter J[ is a little like the Boston Celtics. He may not win
every national title he shoots for, but he's always going to be the
one everybody will chase. Although still a young 29, Alter is
already a racing veteran of many years. Since he won his first
U.S. title at the 1978 Hoble 14 U.S. National Championship, at
Virginia Beach, Virginia, he has been the dominant force in
American Hobie racing. He is the only sailor to have won the

U.S.title in all Hobie classes, clinching that distinction in 1986 at
the first Hobie 17 U.S. National Championship at La Jolla,
Californiawhen he edged Randy Smyth.

Alter, who lives in Capistrano Beach, has two daughters,
Courtnie and Brittany. He is a partner in Hobie Sunglasses, the
successful eyewear company specializing in watersports sun-
glasses. His sailing time has been reduced greatly in recent
years, but he still finds time to get on the water and is planning to
make another stab, along with brother Jeff, at the Hog's Breath
1000.

Being born into the Alter family; it is no surprise that he started
sailing early. He learned the ins and outs of catamarans at the feet
of such well-known, first-generation sailors as Wayne Schafer
and, of course, his father. But, as he stated in a HOTLINE
interview, it's not enough to have such a good sailing back-
ground. Winning skippers always keep up with new ideas and
trends in the sport through reading and talking with other top
sailors.

One rule in sports is that there is no such thing as never. Still, it
will be a long time before anyone matches Alter's collection of
Hobie Cat national titles.

JEFF ALTER:
HOBIE 16 U.S. NATIONAL CHAMPION
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at age 24, Jeff, the youngest of the Alter siblings, fills out the
second half of the Alter brothers, the sailing equivalent of great
brothers in sport. Like all the members of his family, this Alter has
made a strong impression on the American Hobie Cat scene. He
has won two Hobie 18 national championships and, after many
attempts, won the 1986 Hobie 16 title.

Alter has also won the heart of Laurie Christie, originally of
Laguna Beach, California. The two were married November 15.
They'll make their home in Capistrano Beach. Laurie has travelled
with Alter to many regattas and is aware of what's involved in the
world of high-level Hobie Cat racing.

Along with partner Tom Brockman, Alter runs a wood working
business. The two carpenters make high-quality custom kitchens,
cabinets and handmade furniture ranging from the everyday to
the extraordinary. The two sometimes use exotic woods and
designs to create pieces that may cost up to $10,000. "If our
customer wants something special, hell have to pay for it," says
Alter.'We just made a dresser for about $8,000."

The youngest Alter doesnt seem to be chasing his brother's
record of winning titles in all Hobie classes. Instead, he states that
he'll"...be sailing the 18 a little more because the worlds will be
coming up, and Hobie and I are going to sail in the Hog's Breath
1000 and try to beat the Aussies." That's a goal that nearly every
sailor in the Hoble Cat world is shooting for.

GARY METCALF:
HORIE 16 AND 18 WORLD CHAMPEON
HOC'S BREATH 1000 WINNER
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There is no doubt that Gary Metcalf is currently the world's best

Hobie Cat sailor. He started the year by winning his second
Hobie world championship crown at the Hobie 18 title regatta in
Australia. He followed that up with a win at the Hobie 16
championship in Fiji. Sandwiched between the two was his
team's victory at the Hog's Breath 1000 in Florida. Metcalf is the
only sailor to have won three Hobie Cat world championships. In
his native Australia, he has been named Queensland Yachtsman
of the Year in recognition of his accomplishments.

Although only 22 years old, Metcalf has done more than just
win sailing championships. He lives in Surfer's Paradise,
Queensland where he works for a land developer. Metcalf is
responsible for the on-site management of large construction
projects. In effect, he operates the site. At night, he attends
school in an effort to earn his contractor's license, no easy task.

The Metcalf family believes in doing things together. Chris,
Gary's youngest brother who crewed for him at his first Hobie 16

title win, is apprenticing under Gary at the same construction firm.
His other brother, Michael is studying engineering at college. At
regattas, the Metcalfs will descend on a boat and work it over like
a pit crew until the last minute before the off4he-beach signal is
given. Gary's father, Keith, sometimes takes a new boat apart and
completely rebuilds it to his liking.

Gary also has a lot of support from his family when he travels to
events. At Fiji, for example, his mother, Denise, was on the beach
to greet him after every race and helped him tune and reset his
new boat before the next one. For the Metcalfs, Hobie racing, and
winning, is a family activity that has been raised to high art.

808 CURRY:
HOBIIE 14 NATIIONAL CHAMPION

Bob Curry may have the perfect job for a competitive sailor He
is an Air Force sergeant stationed in Florida and works as a
weather observer plotting the movements of frontal systems,
charting wind direction and collecting weather data. "It does help
me in my sailing," says Curry "1 use it. I'd be crazy if I didn't."

Curry is 29 years old and, perhaps because of his devotion to
sailing, is still single. "1 just have different priorities right now." One
sailing goal he is working toward is the 1988 Olympics. Curry
hopes to obtain a Tornado over the winter and campaign it in
preparation for the Olympic trials. That's a big goal for somebody
who just started sailing ten years ago atthe age of 19, but Curry,
who won his first national championship only four years after he
took up sailing, is not fazed.

The Air Force believes he has a chance. The service, which
Curry plans to make his career, has given him liberal time off to
travel to regattas so he can stay sharp and gain the experience
he needs if he is to win more major events like the Hobie 14 world
championship he won at the Philippines in 1984.

Curry attributes his latest big win, the Hobie 14 US. National
Championship, in which he completely dominated the field, at
least partly to the race site. Curry's family moved to the Tampa
area from Illinois in 1969. Curry learned to sail on the same piece
of water as the championship site and has sailed there constantly
for over ten years. "1 knew that course like the back of my hand,"
he said. "1 was ready for it. I knew what was going to happen all
the time." Curry's skills served him well. .Rl
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0
Hobie 16 skippers give
their boat one last check
before the racing at Cape
May.
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WOMEN
SAIL TO A

THE HOBIEL 11' U.S. NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

photography by michael garff

I• LASH OF THE
TITANS AT

PlIOTO FINISH CAPE MAY
BY LAURIE ROBERTSON

69 t airit over'til it's over" could be the theme for this year's
Women's Hobie 16 National Cham-pionship. Septdmber 1649
was the gathering time of the nation's best women Hobie
sailors. Cape May, New Jersey was the great destination, a
resort sanctuary where you could leave the demands of hectic
modern life.

The site was spectacula[ Picturesque Cape May holds the
distinction of being the oldest seashore resort in the United
States and one of the most unique. This quaint little town with
beautiful endless beaches makes you feel as if the clock has
reversed itself a few generations.

When not racing, Cape May provided many conveniences. It
is a place to enjoy the Atlantic Ocean and view the oldest
collection of authentic Victorian structures in the nation. Shop-
ping was a popular pastime as you could see many
competitors strolling the Victorian Washington Street Mall,
browsing through the shops on the boardwalk or searching for
antiques in the surrounding countryside on their free time.

Housing choices were unlimited, for within one block were
motor inns, hotels, condos, houses and beautiful bed and
breakfast inns. The town met the needs of all types and sizes of
groups. Room and board was exceptional with fine eating
spots. Just ask Debbie Nelson, the skinniest sailor competing,
who enjoys eating lots and often. "You can get everything from
a hot dog to a gourmet dinner close by" she said. And she did.

Tudsda• the day befgre th• e races were to begin, most of the
teams heid arrived td find the-wind howling off§hore causing
boats to quiver, as in anticipation of the following day's racing.
The camaraderie between the competitors was even further
enhanced because all there, even the heavy air specialists,
shared a heightened anxiety over the intense wind. The
competitors tightened the tramps and stuffed battens to pre-
pare for the first day's race. Those tuned and ready went sailing
to practice how they could handle the screaming double4rap
conditions. It also became a time to practice righting a 16 foot

Continued on page 33

BY DECK BLOUNT

According to the history books over 100 battles took place on
the land known as New Jersey With the 1986 Hobie 16 National
Championship held in Cape May; New Jersey one more battle
was recorded. This one lasted seven days. There were eight
post or present national and world champions present, plus
about 199 other teams that were looking for their first title.

Cape May is on the southeast tip of New Jersey. Delaware
Bay is right next door. Winds were a hodgepodge 0-25. The
tides were either three knots in or three knots out. Watching the
local tidal chart was infinitely more valuable than the wind
indicators.

Cape May is a fantastic beach communit• The beaches are
white and spacious. The architecture is very Victorian and well
done. The team California house was three stories with 12-foot
high cathedral ceilings, dining room, large bedrooms, rocking
chairs, the works. The dollar value was outstanding. We were
only half a block from the beach.

Some of the reasons for national championships are testing
sailing skills, national rating, renewing old friendships and
making new friends. Team Texas, Fleet 23, hosted a"Taco
Party" at the beginning of the event. It brought everyone
together. We're talking 400 taco shells, three gallons of hot
sauce, 20 cases of beer and four gallons of tequila. This was the
ice breaker for the entire event.

With 56 boats on the start line, your loving friends of the past
, are now mortal enemies*if they tried to take you up or drive

over you, look-6Ut. Your eyes tum black, the veins in your neck
stick out, your stomach gets the dry heaves and your nostrils
seem to enlarge about twice their regular size. If you think that's
bad you should see the sky? We had six general recalls that first
race. There were 192 bitter individuals by the time a fourth race .
was started. (Don't get the wrong idea, the race committee was
super and set and ran great courses.) With so much talent on
the water everybody gets keyed up and voices and opinions do
come out.

Fortunately hatred is short lived. The regatta sponsors,

" JANUARY·FEBRUARY 1987/29
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THE HOBIE 16 U.S. NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

National Associates Insurance, with Greg
Caffey and Charlie Pasegro; and First
National Bank of Toms River's Joe Jackson
had a dinner party at Frescos (best dinner
house in Cape May). The same people I
would have gladly sunk were side by side
and best of friends again. Here we were
rubbing shoulders and swapping lies
about how great our states were and all the
people we rolled. It's the Hoble Way

45 race week progressed, there was
heavy ak no-air days, rainy days as well as
night sailing. Nobody was walking away
from anybody and it was apparent that the
guy that was hot on the final day would win
it. A few of the sailors in position to take it
were Hobie Jr., Mike Shearer; Jeff Alter,
Bob Seaman, Enrique Figueroa, the peren-
nial heroes.

The cut party was held on an old
schooner docked at the lobster house-
finger food and cocktails on the high seas,
you just can't beat it. One of the classiest
things done in a long time was having
each of the finalist crews receive an award.
It was a set of four fine crystal glasses.

The final race day was really a treat. It
was Hobie Heaven. Winds were 20 knots,
swells 4-6 feet, rainK gusty and three races
back to back with two course 7s and a 3.
Going to weather against the swells was
like Victory at Sea. Half the boat was
always out of the water, while the other half
was underweight, though going very fast.
The downwind legs called for playing it
safe; one had to sit on the back of the
tramp. 1b go faster, one would lean forward
over the crossbar to catch a wave, pray
you didn't stick straight in, then go to the
back of the tramp, ride it out and continue
toward the leeward mark. This technique
was repeated on every wave. It didn't
seem to matter where on the course you
were because you went real fast on any
point of sail. It was one of the best sailing
experiences I've ever had.

It came as no surprise to anyone that the
overall winner was Jeff Alter and Sue

4

Brenny winning Alter's first 16 national title.
Jeff sailed consistently well in all condi-
tions. In fact, his throwout was his last race;
he didnt even need to sail. Second was
Mike Shearer just three points out of first.
Hobie Alter JE was third. The awards party
was held at the Cape May Convention
Center which sits over the water in down-
town Cape May. We feasted on a buffet-
style dinner which included chicken,
lasagna, beef, fruits, salads, spirits and
apple pie that was out of this world.

The infamous IL. Awards are becoming
an awards party tradition. A few highlights
were Paula Alter's Izod award featuring a
one-foot tall green alligator. John Hauser
was awarded a"plastic safety coat hanger."
Seems John tried to make a wire coat
hanger into a bridle fly. Unfortunately he
chose to hook it up to his forearm rather
than the traditional location in the front of
the boat.

In closing, rd have to say this was one of
the best events ever. We had sailors from
all over the U.S. and Puerto Rico. There
were 11 different states represented in the
top 20. Cape May opened up their town
and their hearts to all of us and really
deserves a heartfelt congratulations. So,
from the 157 teams present, thanks for
having us. Hopefully we'll be back. X.-

"Sail well, dear, but don't
forget your sunscreen."
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The author lies dreaming
of his perfect crew. But,
are they sailing in his
dream?
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THE DREAM CREW
hall started on a Friday evening. I was at
my favorite watering hole downing a few
drinks when this beautiful girl sat down
next to me at the ba[ I just happened to be
in desperate need of a crew for the next
day's Hobie races, so I was asking the
usual questions like"How much do you
weigh?" and'What are you drinking?" It
took until midnight and a $30 bartab to get
her talked into racing with me.

So, there I was Saturday morning at the
race site. After a 45-minute lecture my new
crew was ready for every possible situation
that could happen on the wate[ This girl
was really sharp. She told me that I
shouldnt forget to put in my drain plugs.
She told me this right after the white flag
went up. At least the plugs were in now
and, besides, what's a pint of water gonna
do anyway?

I was at the leeward pin getting ready for
the start and she assured me that the
course was definitely a three, but could
have been a four. The watch I gave her to
help us start was right on at the blue flag.
Unfortunately she decided to see what
other functions the watch had, and the
timer was bleeped off the face of the
watch. She felt so bad we started 30
seconds late that she pulled the jib in extra
hard so that we would catch up to the
leaders quickly. It would have worked great
but she sheeted in while the mast was still
counter-rotated. It took a mere instant for
me to explain rotation and counter-rotation
to her and that I couldn't sheet in the main
until the mast was rotated properly and
that now would be a great time for her to
release the jib so that I could sheet in and
we could be on our way
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As the wind built I asked her to hook up
and come out on the wire with me so that
we could keep the boat from flipping. I'rn
sure it was one of those situations where
she misunderstood. She thought she was
supposed to hook up after she got out.
After I got her back on board I still felt we
had a shot at winning. As we approached
A mark on a port lay line she knewto
watch for any starboard boats. Three boats
nearly sunk me and six others shouted
things about my mother while taking my
stern. My mom wasnt even on the boat. 1
must have done fifteen 360s. I had a
hunch my crew's understanding of port-
starboard needed some review My crew
knew I was glad to be finally rounding A
mark. As we passed by it she reached out
and swatted it. The second time around A I
cleared it by 100 yards. On the downwind
leg we did very well. The only problem was
my crew thought she was supposed to
backwind the jib downwind. lechnicalities.
Approaching B mark things were looking
better. I was the first one there. It was at this
point, though, that I discovered the course
was four not three. As soon as we got the
jib successfully unwrapped, C mark was
not far off. My magnetic tape wind indica-
tors could have been more useful on this
leg but my crew saw that I had two pieces
of magnetic tape hanging from the bridle
on the beach. She thought it had broken in
two, so she tied them together on the
beach so'they wouldn't flap around in the
wind."

By the time we rounded C mark we
pretty much had the entire course to our-
selves. Bad air wasn't a problem. After a
couple good tacks we were contenders

again. We were hard charging on star-
board when she yelled'We have to tack
there's a boat dead in the water, now."
Evidently she forgot to say that it was the
anchored committee boat and that we just
went through the start finish line without
wanting to. I thanked the committee boat
people for not laughing and pointing as I
unwound the vessel. A mark was looking
great now I overstood a little and we were
both on the wire with good speed. As we
approached the mark I told her to go in
and get ready to release the jib as we
rounded the mark. She never made it to
the jib. She lifted her feet off the side bar
and swung clean under the boom. She
looked like Tarzan as she went by. I didn't
mind at this time undoing the jib myself,
because I had to do that to right the boat
anyway Going downwind we really picked
up ground. To get that little extra speed, 1
asked her to tighten up the jib halyard
tension to get the mast more forward. It
only took 300 yards to get the jib back out
of the water, up the mast and the mast
forward.

Going for the finish we took a chance
and went for the port end of the line. We
were going for the win. Ten yards to go and
we had caught up to the leader and were
driving over him. Just as we crossed the
finish line for a victory, my crew grabbed
the finish line marker, anchor, rope and all
and had it on board before I knew what
happened. On the beach she said she
wanted a souvenir of her first Hobie Cat
win and the marker was just floating
there.

The next race is in 10 minutes, I can't
wait. Boy is she good looking! XL
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THE HOBIE 16 U.S. NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPSContinued from page 29
Hobie at the 250-lbs minimum weight limit.
Rumor had it that it constantly blew 30 to
40 miles per hour the week before.
Spouses and friends watched from the
beach. When the boats returned the spec-
tators helped readjust and depower their
rigs; out the boats would go, to try again.
They needed the boats to be ready if the
wind blew hard the next day. The boat
used in practice would be the boat
assigned for the first day of racing. This is
unlike the 16 Open event where the teams
come in and exchange boats each race.
Here, the women were assigned three
boats, one for each day

Following a day of activity; the teams
spent the evening getting themselves psy-
ched up for the women's nationals. The
absence of past winners such as two-time
titlist, Carolyn Winter of South Africa and
defending champion Kelly O'Brien of Flor-
ida, left 20.teams with a chance for victory

Wednesday morning brought with it a
silence to the beach. A slight nlp was in the
air with light winds which had shifted 180
degrees from the day before. Fall was
evident as no one was sun bathing. During
a usual summer day the beaches are
packed with vacationers trying to find a
place to park their towels and catch some
rays.

The first sign of official directions came
as IL. stood on the deck during thell:00
am. skippers meeting while the com-
petitors gathered and sat in the sand.
Many spectators looked on to hear what
was to be said. IL. announced in his usual
grumpy voice, "There will be three races
per day; for all three days, conditions per-
mitting. Today's schedule will be one race,
lunch, two more races." Then he lit up and
continued, "1 will be race chairman today
on the 63-foot, million-dollar committee
boat!"

The city was notjust a background for
the event, it became alive and the races
had engendered enormous community
support. This credit for great publicity can
be given to Steve Gronka. No matter
where in the United States you came from,
the women racers received a special kind
of treatment that normally is reserved for
ballerinas, prima donnas or superstars.

On Wednesday; as the girls were setting
up their boats, the spectators on the
boardwalk watched with avid interest. As
the spectators worked their way closer to
the boats you could hear them say things
like, "1 stayed one extra night just to see the
girls race today," or "1'rn rooting for those
two; they are my favorites." This provided a
great impetus for the competition. Some
spectators were making bets and put
money on their chosen teams.

By late morning, the boats had been
called off the beach. The 20 teams, 40 of
the best women sailors, sailed for the
committee boat. Each watched the other
asking, "Do they have more boat speed?

How are they trimmed with this light air and
big chop?" We were all storing information
for the race that was about to start.

The gun went off with a square start line
and an individual recall flag flying. Four
boats were over earIK not a good way to
start your first race. The fleet split as the 23#
wind was even and light. Laurie Robertson ·&; - w -7-211
led the race from A mark until she and 1 21 • 'li 1,• PE ,
Sheila Holmes hit a hole at the last round- ui
ing of C mark. The strong current pulling • .. .. .-4.+SE
her, Sheila hit C mark and had to reround
it. This was going to become a common
happening. Many more teams would hit
more marks before the series was over. Historic Cape May pro-

Jean Tully rounded the mark, tacked vided charming sites for
immediately, thus staying in the good air, touring skippers.

and went on to win the first race. The
teams returned to the beach for a short
lunch break which turned out to be
extended. The wind had lightened and it
took over one hour for the boats to sail entire fleet was over early and another
back to the starting line. general recall was given. After two general

The light wind was going to cause the recalls it would seem that the sailors would
current to play a majorroleinhowthisrace have adapted to the swiftly flowing current,
was to be sailed. New decisions were but no! The third start was also recalled.
being weighed in the minds of the female Mel Wills, the new race chairman, out of
skippers. "Do I go to the beach where frustration and thoughts that he would
there is less current but also light air? Or, never get a race off, flew a postponement
do I go outside for more wind and also flag and reset the line. He set the line so
more current?" This was going to be a that the current was no longer pulling the
difficult race. There were the other boats to boats across the line but rather down and
consider, wind shifts to be aware of, and an away from the line. This new line
unrelenting current. Texan Sheila Holmes, decreased the possibility of being over
with her many years of experience, shined. early but also made it possible to cross
She made good calls and sailed as fast as only on port. The race finally began with
the light air would allow, winning the sec- those boats on port at the leeward end of
ond race with Carol Christopher from the line out to an early lead. Two of those
Maine second. were Debbie Laure from Michigan and

It was difficult to watch the races from Cathy Chee from California, who went on
the beach. The race course was set a to finish first and second.
couple of miles north of the race headquar- The wind kept building and the boats
ters. The spectators were able to keep up started to vibrate waiting for the start of
with the race action however, because the race 4. This would be the most thrilling day
boat positions were announced over the of racing-serious double trap, flying hulls
loudspeaker by a local disc jockey as they and saltwater showers. Most were out of
rounded each mark and as they finished. their comfort zone and some of the lighter

A welcome party was held after racing teams, those carrying weights because
at a local bar called the Rusty Nail. This they did not meet the 250-lbs weight
place had already become a favorite requirement, travelled their powerful sails
because it had the coldest beer in town. out. Racing now became an exhibition of
The party was very casual with enough control, coordination and grace. Lots of
shrimp, salami, cheese and veggies to teams were pushing themselves beyond
keep everyone nourished for the rest of the their normal limits. Team Texas had no
evening of dancing and socializing. problem as Sheila Holmes notched two

Thursday morning was sunny windy more bullets, showing her mastery of per-
and full of promise for perfect conditions. formance and handling techniques.
The wind was blowing offshore and contin- Following close behind was Laurie
ued to build and shift during the day until it Robertson in race 4 and Linda Leon in
arrived at the prevailing direction which race 5, both from California.
was directly onshore. The first start of the Sheila Holmes and her crew Karen Hor-
day was a general recall; virtually every ton held onto their lead at the end of the
boat had been carried across the line by second day Five races had been sailed
the current. The boats returned and and Sheila had won three and taken sec-
moved toward the line; once again the Continued on page 59
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CURRY:
TOP GUM
Fall had arrived at the Bay Harbor Inn in Tampa, Florida along
with the Hobie 14 nationals and the perfect combination for fun
in the sun was greeted by just that, perfection. Steadywinds
averaging about 16 knots with relatively few wind shifts greeted
the sailors who showed up at this BYOB (bring your own boat)
event. The old saying "it's not the boat, it's the sailor on the tiller"
was never truer than at this event. Sailors were competing on
everything from a 1972 vintage Hobie 14 to the latest and
greatest totally tricked out 1986 versions. Much to the satisfac-
tion of the race committee, the course could have been set on
the first day and not moved significantly until after the trophy
presentation. Mel Wills from Hobie Cat, Fleet 42 and Tampa
Sailcraft did an excellent job in laying waste to 37 sailors in what
could have been known as the'Wills One Million." Since this
was a BYOB race with a few rentals available, the competitors
sailed every race, 12 in all, with some lasting over two hours
and thirty minutes. The words stamina and determination
took on a whole new meaning for many tired and bruised
sailors.
The steady 12-to-18-knot winds were obviously much to the

liking of Bob Curry. He started out by winning the first race and
never looked back. Only during the fifth race did Alex Kirby and
Bill Whitehurst stop Curry from winning every race in the series.
Considering all mark roundings, only seven people beat Curry
to any mark and this was only during races five and six.
Whitehurst, Kirby, Cope, Junca, Lambert, Sanchez and Baker
were the only ones to beat Curry to a mark and all finished in
the top ten overall. It was obviously no small task to beat Curry, a
past national and world champion, who practiced everyday for
two weeks prior to the event. There is something to be said for
desire and talent.
Observing the races from the chase boat during the entire

regatta gives one a different perspective of the racing action
and is something all competitors should try at least once. It is
just amazing what you see. For example, the racing is just as
intense between 35th and 36th place as it is for second and
third. It was great to see sailors at the back of the pack very
enthusiastic and just as happy to complete the race as to win it.
The question that frequently comes to mind when reading

articles about the Hobie nationals is why the winner wins. Is it

AND TUABO U.S. NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

BV JOHN AND CAROLHACKNE;V

photography by carol hackney

GOOD TO THE
LAST DROP
Theweather all the Hobie 14 sailors had travelled to Tampa,
Florida for had been almost too good to be true, leaving the
Turbo sailors to wonder if there would be any left for them. Once
again, the race site was the Bay Harbor Inn on Tampa Ba•
hosted by Fleet 42 and Tampa Sailcraft all of whom were
showing that practice makes perfect.
After a lay day between events, Thursday morning found

many of the 14 sailors staying on, rigging their boats with Turbo
kits and readying themselves for another four days of fun and
frolic with race chairman Mel Wills. However, the feelings on the
beach were a bit different. The wind had dropped and every-
one was talking about the low pressure system that was moving
across the country When would it arrive and what it would
bring? The general consensus seemed to be rain, but when? At
the time the sun was shining. Fred Ferraro, the current Turbo
national champion, was out on the bay practicing and trying to
pick up local knowledge, determined to hold onto his title. Wills
was ready to run an event that by Sundaywould require some
hard calls due to threatening thunder storms. But Wills, never to
be undone, ran a great series and came out smelling like a rose.
This time my perspective about the race is as a competitor,

not from a chase boat as in the 14 championship, the major
difference being more knee bruises. Again, it was a real
pleasure to watch the good, clean competition that was taking
place from the first place boat to the last place boat, with no
protests during the entire event. The wind for this event
changed dramatically not just day to day or race to race but
minute to minute. Some races were started in 20 knots of wind

Continuedon page 39
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THE HOBIE 14 AND TURBO U.S. NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPStactics, desire, talent? While sitting at vari-
ous marks I thought it would be interesting
to see the kind of thing the winner does
differently These observations not only
would make me a better sailor but could means sailing in every race for four days
also help other sailors who have not yet and this was only day one.
reached that number one spot. That night, being the true competitors

Calling over earlies in every race and that they all are, the sailors headed off for
following the boats to the weather mark, it more fun and games at"Dagwood's Pub,"
was easy to see who got good starts and owned by Woodie Cope, a former Hobie
why -Ihcticall* the starting line needs to be 14 Turbo national champion. Many sailors
analyzed as to the best location to start. could be seen playing some really wicked
But, you also need to consider where you games of darts, pool, pinball, video games
want to be half way up the weather leg. and enjoying the liquid refreshment of their
One thing that the leaders to the weather choice. I guess if you can't beat'em on the
mark did over and over again was hit the water...
line with speed and desire even if they Day two found Wills really grinning and
were in the wrong spot. Curry started at everyone knew why: The wind was blow-
various points on the line but always was ing around 20 knots, the course was set,
well under way when the hom blew He did and anxious sailors kept asking the chase
not always have what appeared to be the boat people'What's it like out there?" The
best location on the line but had a two to first race of the day found Curry in the lead
three boat-length jump seconds after the followed closely by Kirby at the finish. Was
start because he carried boat speed to the this a sign of things to come? It sure was,
line. He would be gone at the gun while the next race was the big event of the
others were still sheeting in. Viewing the series as Curry finally got to look at the
starting line tactics was an excellent study sterns of Kirby and Whitehurst as they beat
in the"How long does it really take to sheet him to the finish line. Curry got on the
in and get moving" syndrome. As a suc- wrong side of some shifts and never could
cessful race car driver once told me, and it completely recover after Kirby and White-
really holds true for just about any sport, hurst made some great calls. At the end of
you hit the gas when the starter bends his day two, Curry was still first followed by
knees to wave the flag. Many times Curry Kirby moving into second and then White-
Kirb* Whitehurst and others had a jump hurst, Junca and Sanchez.
on the fleet because they were moving at Day three the wind was blowing 18 knots
the start gusting higher with flatter seas. At this

Another problem observed was over- point we were all wondering if Wills didn't
standing A mark. Overstanding A mark is have some kind of contact with Mother
tactically necessary at times but many Nature. Everyone was a little anxious and
overstood by hundreds of yards. On more about a third of the fleet was over early
than one occasion Curry had to duck causing a general recall. The race got off
starboard-tack sterns going to the weather with Curry in the lead followed by a mess
mark only to get there first while many were at A mark This race saw many sailors
still sailing well past the lay line. moving through the pack and it was

Watching mark roundings, especially at becoming obvious that the previous days
C mark, I saw the best boats make excep- of sailing were helping to sharpen some
tional roundings allowing them to start the skills. Dave Wilder and Ed Parma made
weather leg two to three boat widths to excellent C mark roundings to overtake a
windward of other boats with plenty of few boats. Phil Sanchez, sailing a vintage
momentum, gaining ten seconds at each 1972 Hobie 14, made some great moves
C mark rounding. With an average of three going to A mark the second time and
roundings per race that's a net possible moved into second place from 17th. 1
advantage of 30 seconds per race! noticed a few sailors, including Curry, with

The last observation worth mentioning is their leeward rudder up as they were
tacking. After watching many excellent sail- going downwind as opposed to the nor-
ors go into irons at A mark, I figured it must mal weather rudder being up. Curry
be caused by a virus. Hopefully some shouted to us at C mark that the wind
vaccine will be developed to stop the would go southeast; it never did, but he
spread of the irons disease, but in this won the race any way The end of day
event Curry found the cure! three found Curry in the lead then Kirby,

Back to the races. Day one the sailors Whitehurst, with Sanchez moving into
were welcomed at the skippers meeting by fourth and Cope into fifth.
Mel Wills who was grinning like a Cheshire The last day started out with twinkles in
cat since the wind was blowing 16 to 20 Wills' eyes. The end of a very successful
knots and looked like it was going to hold event was in sight; all he had to do was get
for four days. Three races were held that through a few (we were never really sure
day with Curry in the lead followed by how many) more races. But this day was
Whitehurst, Kirby, Lambert and Moldt. not going to be like the others. Just min-
Reality was beginning to set in among the utes before the inevitable'bff the beach,"
sailors as they realized that a BYOB race Phil Sanchez noticed the side bar of his

Tampa Bay provided a
scenic backdrop for the
sailing.

boat, the oldest in the competition, was
giving way to old age. Hobie camaraderie
was ever-present at this event as the call
went up and down the beach for help.
Suddenly from the far end of the beach
four fellow competitors appeared carrying
a boat while simultaneously others derig-
ged the old boat and helped rig the new
one. Mission accomplished in just about
ten minutes in one of the finest displays of
sportsmanship I have ever seen. Even the
Brazilian national champion, Eugenio
Junca, who didn't speak any English,
seemed to know what was happening and
proved once again that Hobie is a univer-
sal language.

Conditions were about 14 knots as we
observed Curry's boat going to weather
close hauled. The downhaul was to the
black band, outhaul real tight, traveller car
out to the hiking strap, bungee cord as a
vang (not attached), sheeted in tight (dou-
ble blocked), forestay at the top of the
adjuster, mast rotation so mast aimed at
shroud, battens stuffed pretty tight, and the
pocket 35 to 45 percent aft depending on
whether you listened to Miles Wood (35
percent), Curry GIS percent) or me (40
percenD.

The sailors certainly did get their
money's worth of sailing. Curry won but in
the long haul so did everyone else in many
different ways. The banquet was not your
usual Hobie Cat fare; everyone met for
dinner in the hotel restaurant. For the
awards presentation we moved into the
banquet room to witness Curry wearing his
dessert, courtesy of Whitehurst. Eugenio
Junca received an award for greatest dis-
tance travelled, Walter"Turtle" Thompson
an award for most times flipped, led Cross
for oldest sailor, Phil Sanchez for oldest
boat, and Dick Moldt and Mike Brasswell
designated "Team Retired." Congratula-
tions to all! A-
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All the preparation in the
world could not prepare
skippers for the shifty
winds on the final day of
the Turbo championship.



THE HOBIE 14 AND TURBO U.S. NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPSContinued from page 35
only to die to drifters. Wind shifts cata- • lill
pulted boats into the lead on many 9.2#0*
occasions during this 11-race, bring-your- '-4.fl
own-boat event. r...r=«=e'• 1

The day by day results set up a drama %7#.3
that will not be easily forgotten by many of
the competitors. Three people had a good on hisfacethat lwill:never forget. In one
shot at being the Turbo national champion. instant the national championship slipped
As each day went by it became apparent away from him as hid tiller bolt snapped.
that the new champion would not be Stainless steel coldl* cruelly, without heart
decided until the very last race was com- or provocation eliminated him. With a lump
plete. At the end of the first day Alex Kirby in my throat for my friend, I dutifully sailed
was leading followed by Bob Johnson, into the suddenly cold wind.
Boyd Bass, Fred Ferraro and Doug Hell Now it was Kirby and Bass, one on one,
but things were destined to change. like two prize fighters in the 15th round. At

Day two had us all wondering about that C mark it was Kirby in sixth place followed
front. Reported to be in the panhandle of by Bass in seventh. If the race were to end
Florida, it seemed to have stalled and the now, Kirby would be the new national
forecast for Saturday and Sunday was rain. champion. But Bass, with adrenaline flow-
The wind on Tampa Bay was playing its ing, was not about to give up. Bass split
usual tricks: up, down, shift here, shift there tack at C mark while Kirby stayed on the
but at the end of the day Kirby was still in seemingly favored port tack going to the
the lead with Ferraro moving to second starboard lay line. Mother Nature must
followed by Bass, Johnson and Cope, the have been watching with mischievous
1984 Turbo national champion. interest now as Bass moved into the lead

Daythree, Saturda* we knew for sure at A mark followed closely by Cheryl John-
the front had stalled. The weather looked son who split tack with Bass. Cheryl is the
as if it was going to be another shifty, trying wife of Bob Johnson who broke the bolt
day We all did our best and at day's end that cost him the event. Could this be fate
Kirby was still in the lead; Bass moved into for Cheryl to catch and beat Bass? Real
second; and Johnson was still in third stories never seem to end that way and
Ferraro dropped to fourth and Hackney Cheryl faded from the overall picture.
(me) moved from 13th the first day into fifth. After rounding A mark forthe last time,
Some say that sailing is not a spectator Bass was to encounter whimsical Mother
sport, but let me attempt to put into per- Nature playing games with a man's heart.
spective some of the emotion and the The wind all but died as Kirby finally got to
drama that was unfolding going into the A mark minutes behind Bass. Slowly, Ms.
last day. Nature's wind decided to help Kirby and

Sunday brought daylight savingstime the rest of the fleet and Bass watched
and the front. The sailors were all gathering boats getting closer and closer as he
at the hotel, assessing the thunderstorms, drifted to B mark for the last time. Was Wills
trying to second guess Wills and what the ever going to shorten course and let us
rest of the day is going to bring. The races finish? Not likely. The wind was picking
are postponed for a couple of hours and back up and at B mark it was now my turn
the word on the beach and in the Tampa to flirt with fate as I rounded inside of Bass.
Tribune was that if the races were can- Halfway to C mark I was still in the lead.
celled Kirby would be the 1986 Turbo Finishing in these positions with Bass sec-
national champion. Little did we all know ond and Kirby in fifth would leave Bass in
that the clouds would clear just long second place overall and Kirby the
enough for the ever-optimistic Wills to get national champion. Mother Nature must
everyone on the water again for two more have been delighted with herself as she
races. wrenched us mortal sailors. Again, the

After the first race we had a new leader, wind pushed Bass past me into the lead as
Bob Johnson with 43 points. Alex Kirby we approached C mark for the last time. At
followed closely with 46. Boyd Bass was in C mark you may think it was over, but wait.
third with 49 points and needed to beat Bass was just feet ahead of me, and
both Johnson and Kirby by four and five needed to go only a short distance to the
points respectively to win the title, a seem- starboard lay line for the championship. He
ingly difficulttask considering the tacked to starboard instantly splitting from
conditions. me. What a gift, I thought, the wind was

The wind for the last race seemed a steady now and I knew I could beat Bass
respectable, fairly steady 12 knots. Just to the finish line leaving a Florida friend to
seconds before the start I could sense the win the event. Bass, calling the slight wind
tension on the starting line with Johnson shift perfectly; crossed by my bow on port
just below me. Bass was down the leeward just clearing me and thus clinching his first
end of the line and I believe Kirby started Hobie 14 Turbo national championship on
near him. I saw Bob Johnson sheeting in his birthday. Happy birthday Boyd! Who
with determination on his face as the start- said sailing was not exciting?
ing gun sounded. Suddenb, he had a look As for the rest of the results, Alex Kirby

.:*4-le.IM

'«.

finished second despite his lack of experi-
ence on the Turbo. Bob Johnson hung in
there to finish a very respectable third
despite his misfortune. Fourth place was
captured by John Hackney (me) after a
bad first day. Fred Ferraro ended up in fifth
place, unable to defend his 1985 national
championship title, but we know hell be
back. Breaking the tradition of mentioning
only the top five, sixth place went to Char-
ley Rathkopf, a college student who has
been sailing Hobies since he was knee
high to a grasshoppe[ Its great to see new
blood gaining boatspeed and confidence.
The Turbo champion from two years ago,
Woody Cope, came in seventh place,
despite trying to keep all the party goers
happy at his pub during the event.

Now getting to some other things
noticed on the water. The perseverance of
the sailors at the back of the pack was
unbelievable. These people are the purists
in this sport. They don't get enough praise
or glory, butthey support the sport as
much as anyone. Cheryl Johnson, who ===
sailed in both the Hobie 14 and Turbo
nationals, was the highest placing woman
finishing 13th overall. Considering all the
women sailing with the disadvantage of
their light weight in heavy air, they did an
excellent job and all were enthusiastic and
determined. Clive Mayo proved beyond a
doubt that there is no hope for a six-foot,
five-inch 225 pound sailor to win on a
Hobie 14 Turbo, but he gave it a good shot
and could sure fly when the wind came up.
Walter Thompson also taught us that a
Hobie 14 Turbo can be flipped over in any
wind and wave condition. He flipped in 20
knots of wind and in 10 knots. In one heavy
air race Walter got to A mark at the front of
the fleet but unfortunately was upside
down. He also made the front page of the
Tampa Tribune with a beautiful picture of
him righting the boat. Despite all the
harassment Walter took he still did well in
the event.

The off4he-water activities included a
beach party hosted by Fleet 42 and a
welcome party at Dagwoocrs Pub aka
Woody Cope's place. We had another ban-
quet that couldn't be beat at the Bay
Harbor Inn. Special awards included: Bob
Medley; hard time award; Walter"Turtle"
Thompson, most flips; Dean Ball, most
times falling off his boat muttering some-
thing about the other "two feet"; and Sara
Crampton, a J24 sailor, the perseverance
award. Straying from my usual unemo-
tional and sarcastic stand, let me say
everyone deserves praise for an experi-
ence no one will forget. Isn't that really what
it's all about? X_
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8Iy*.> GUARANTEED CATAMARAN HARDWARE
7./9

CVFF.MMAINSHEET
SYSTEMS

(CVR = Cleatless
Variable Ratio)

The easiest to use, and
most versatile Harken ® /
Ochsen block system you
can buy! Guaranteed to
stack-up as low (or lower)
than what you now use!
Guaranteed to work equally J-

The 2.25 inch System
well from any position on
your boat! The ratio may be
changed from 7/1 down to
whatever you need, as fast
as you can reposition a
figure eight knot! Upgrade
what you have, or buy a
complete new system.
Tailored to your needs and
your boat. Call or write.

The"3 inch System

THE OKT.M. 1

Guaranteed lowest possible -
stack-up, state of the art -/A'.// 7
cleatless jib sheet control 1
for the H-16. Easiest thing • •
on the market to use. Works F. I -hi:sd: ·:.:

liv.wl .
/3/281 1,Lt.I .,

. - - -'I. - &. -.--*i-

t great from any position on
the boat - all you do is• Tr:viter=,1 :,r,m:ny

($225.95 pr.)

The OK
HARKEN ® OPTION

...
Guaranteed lowest possible *1
stack-up for the "conven-
tional" H-16 jib set-up.
Harken® racing blocks han-
die the high loads at the

-;1

traveler car, where the line

must turn and go to the
cleat! A must for serious

:/<19//vily skippers who prefer the
stock system. Works with
any traveler car trim
system.

=**:t ($49.95 pr.)

THE TLCT.M.

The ONLY tiller connector
that will: hold your tillers in
constant alignment; not t. ./ . . «44. . :

bind in any position; and • ··:. '.4
give you positive, no-slop

tiller response! A must for
all Hobie Cats®. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed or your
money back!

($39.95 pr)

2. Al.mium....,... 036-.-//• /*ill/-

THE KISME
CONNECTIONT.M.

An up-graded tiller exten·
sion connector that was e
REQUESTED by Hobie® 1.6.-lit Iand NACRA sailors. Good *·., ·.·,li. --.for all catamarans! Allows *
you to firmly TIGHTEN-
DOWN the bolt through the
crossbar which eliminates
"slop" and helps prevent $9.95 for a complete con.
accidental loss. Gives im- nector as shown. Also
proved "feel". Only $5.95 for available with a fast pin at-
a 3-piece kit to up-grade tached with cable for
what you already have. $18.95.

Line GrabberT.M Specialty Items
(not shown) (custom tailored, not shown)

A special marine Velcro® Conventional main sheet
tape (non-nylon) that acts block systems, jib traveler
like a "fence" to help keep trim kits, and Aussi jib
your lines on the tram- halyards. ALL FEATURE
poline. Easily installed and HARKEN ® RACING
effective anywhere lines BLOCKS! We can meet your
tend to wash overboard. Kit special needs. Call or write.
contains over 7 feet of LINE
GRABBER• .M. ($9.95 kit)

The Traveler TamerT·M. 1 Kit
Consists of two replacement rollers for the '•
fairlead on top of the main traveler car on the 1**• t\re
H-14, H-16 and H-17. These larger, ball bearing ,/Ill"/.A
fairlead rollers greatly reduce trim line friction. \E• :F
Handle up to 7/16" line. Simple, two minute in-
stallation! (7.95 pr.) L \S

SIMPLY BETTER
from

1 VISA I m.0 4:D
© 1987 KISME, Inc.

118 Millridge Rd., Universal City, Texas 78148
(512) 659-4258



HOSE
RACING

IN THIS SECTION:

Major Regattas

Regatta Schedules

Fleet News

Regatta Results
Fleet Directory

WORLD HOBIE
CLASS ASSOCIATION

The racing section of the Hobie
Hot#ne consists of regatta news
and results as reported by the
fleets. If you would like to see your
fleet recognized in this section,
please submit typed, double-
spaced articles and black and
white glossy photos only. Return of
photo contributions cannot be
guaranteed, so please submit
duplicate photos.
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-• MAJOR EVENTS
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*-*

MAJOR REGAI IAS
February 28-Mar 1

March 18-22

May 7-10

June 1-6

June 12-20

August 16-22

August 29-September 4

September 8-11

September 13-19

Midwinters West
San Felipe, B.C. Mexico
Alpha Midwinters
South Padre Island, Texas
11th Annual Lake Havasu Regatta
Lake Havasu, Arizona
Hobie 17 U.S. National Championship
Daytona Beach, Florida
Hobie 18 World Championship
Toronto, Ontario Canada
Hobie 18 U.S. National Championship
Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota
Hobie 14/Turbo National Championships
Elk Rapids, Mighigan (BYOB)
Hobie Womens U.S. Championship
San Francisco, California
Hobie 16 U.S. National Championship
San Francisco, California

Note: This schedule is tentative at press time. Items are subject to change.

REGATTA SCHEDULE

Division 2

March 7-8

March 21-22

April 4-5

April 25-26

May 2-3

May 7-10

May 16-17

May 30-31

Ides of March/Fleet#66Puerto Penasco, Mexico
Dana Point Regatta/Fleet#1Dana Point, CA
Blue Water Regatta/Fleet# 15Ventura, CA
Lake Perris/Fleet#30Lake Perris, CA
Las Vegas Grand Prix/Fleet#51Lake Mead, NV
1-ake Havasu Regattal Fleet #469 6 WHCA
Lake Havasu City. AZ
Castalc/Fleet#180Lake Castalc, CA
Hurricane Gulch/Fleet#3San Pedro ( Cabritio Beach), CA

Division 4

January 17 Winter Series/Fleet#95Sandpoint. Seattle, WA
February 22 Winter Series/Fleet#95Sandpoint, Seattle, WA
March 21 Winter Series/Fleet#95Sandpoint, Seattle, WA
April 26 Winter Series/Fleet#95Sandpoint, Seattle, WA

Division 10

April 18-19 Kentucky Lake Points Regatta/Fleet#219Bilbertsville, KY

Scott Dixon619/484-4814
Scott Dixon619/484-4814
Scott Dixon619/484-4814
Scott Dixon619/484-4814
Scott Dixon619/484-4814
Uz Reed619/758-9100
Scott Dixon619/758-9100
Scott Dixon619/758-9100

Bob Comble206/285-1685
Bob Combie206/285-1685
Bob Comble206/285-1685
Bob Combie206/285-1685

Michael Murphy812/897-2407

April 25-26 Crab Orchard Lake Points Regatta/Fleet#199Carbondale, IL
Way 2-3 May Day Points Regatta/ Fleet#47Cowan Lake, Wilmington, OH
IWay 9-lp Austin Lake Points Regatta/Fleet#519Portage, MI
May 16-17 Voodoo Winds Points Regatta/Fleet#58Clark Lake, Jackson, Ml
Alay 30-31 Hoover Dam Points Regatta/Fleet#300Columbus, OH

international

January 9

January 16

January 23

February 13

February 20

February 27

March 13

March 20

March 27

1987 Winter Series#1/Fleet#253Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
1987 Winter Series#1/Fleet#253
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
1987 Winter Series 11/Fleet#253Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
1987 Winter Series 11/Fleet#253Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
1987 Winter Series ll/Fleet#253Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
1987 Winter Series 11/Fleet#253Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
1987 Winter Series 111/Fleet#253Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
1987 Winter Series 111/Fleet#253Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
1987 Winter Series I JI/Fleet#2530 hahran, SaudI Arabia

ne 12 20 Hoble 18 WorldsToronto, Ontario, Canada

TBA

TBA

TBA

H.C.A.
619-758-9100
A.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100

Russ Tate618/687-2989
George W. Fecher
513/772-8833
Jim Laure616/649-2066
Charles Rogers517/784-2079
Jerry Haas614/882-4801

Peter Thacker
876 7629
Peter Thacker
876 7629
Peter Thacker
876 7629
Scott Ca rvey
876 4397
Scott Garvey
876 4397
Scott Garvey
876 4397

WHCA619/758-9100

CANADA

Ju
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2nd Annual Newporf Landing
Regatta
Fleet 3, Division 2
October11-12,1986
Newport Beach, California

The Newport Landing
Regatta, held Octoberll and
12, again had the hot action
that has made it a very popu-
lar event in Southern
California with participation
more than doublethat of last
year. The change in venue
from inside crowded Newport
Harbor to the open ocean off
Balboa Pier gave us better
parking, launching, overnight
boat storage, and clear sailing
area. There was great spectat-
ing from the pier and beach.
We were nearthe famous
"wedge" surfing area and the
refurbished"Fun Zone"
amusement center and Bal-
boa Pavilion dance hall so lots
of extra sailing entertainment
was close by.

The Newport Landing Res-
taurant treated us to an
excellent buffet dinner, beer,
and wine, before the trophy
presentation. The lounge had
a live Calypso steel band so
the joint was rocking! Our
thanks go to Byron Kough and
Bob Harrit of the Newport
Landing Restaurant for the
fine food and show. Thanks
also to Dan Rohner of Action
Sailing Center in Newport for
the gifts and trophies for both
the skippers and crews.
Regatta chairmen, take note:
too often the crews get short-
shrift at trophy time. Give them
credit and atrophy! Thanks
also to Ken Watts at Action
Sailing Center for his help
launching and landing the
Hobiesthrough the surf. The
surf ranged from intimidating
to awesome and gave more
than a few Hobies some prob-
lems. Ken gave a short
seminar at Saturday's skip-
per's meeting and during the
launch and landings he used
his surf expertise to spotthe
big sets and hold up flags
accordingly. Pete Lockwood
and Rex also dove in to help.
Pete was also the
weighmaster.

Dave Douglas, Rick Mac-
Arthur, and Ray Howard set
some excellent courses which,
combined with wind shifts,
swells, tricky currents and
sets, gave the sailors a real
challenge. The beach reach
was spectacular from the
shore or pier. Thanksto Jock

and Lil McGraw for the Mac
Cat committee boat. Dan
Rohner and Frank Bjerring
only had to rescue one boat all
weekend. John 0. Hauser was
sure glad Dan was there when
he dismasted near the pier!
The only protest all weekend
was for a weight infraction so
on-the-water sailing was good
and clean.

The sponsors and fleet are
all charged up and ready to do
it again next year so plan to
join us!

Training Camp
Fleet 510, Division 14
August 23-24,1986
El Dorado, Kansas
by Debbie Taylor

First came Animal House,
then came Caddy Shack. now
we have"Training Camp!" also
known as the Kamikaze Fleet.

Each year Fleet 510 in El
Dorado, Kansas hosts a non-
points regatta with an open
invitation to sailors from sur-
rounding fleets. It is normally a
five-race series over a week-
end in August with entrants in
all classes of boats. This year
saw one significant change:
nine Hobie 16 sailors regis-
tered for the Training Camp
Fleet, an idea conceived and
instituted (or instigated) by
Ron Means and Jon Tiger of
Fleet 27, Wichita, Kansas and
supported by Dennis Patter-
son, Fleet 510 commodore.
Nine A fleet sailors, represent-
ing all classes of Hobies, left
their boats at home and risked
life and limb to become crews
for some inexperienced sail-
orsl

At the skipper's meeting all
the skippers and crews were
introduced and crew assign-
ments were posted. Each
skipper would have a new
crew for each race, giving
them the benefit of five differ-
ent A fleeters' knowledge.

White flag was up and the
races were on. The weather
was favorable all weekend
with single trap breezes for
three races on Saturday and
light air for Sunday'stwo
races.

As for the"Kamikaze Fac-
tor," amazingly enough there
was a minimum of mishap.
One boat found an old crack
in his hull when it filled with
water and the only incident
worth mentioning was when
an unnamed crew spent a little
time on the trapeze hanging

around on the windward side
of a sail. That might not sound
unusual except that her boat
and skipper were to the
leeward of the boat she was
visiting.

A great time was had by all;
the skippers had an oppor-
tunity to learn how to race or to
improve boat speed and tac-
tical skills with some expert
advice. The crews weren't sup-
posed to grab sheets or tillers
except in an emergency so
they had to'talk their way
through the race." Have you
ever tried to explain to some-
one how you know your boat
will be lifted in a few seconds?

Actually, this event did a
couple of things besides
improve race skills. It provided
the opportunity for the new
sailors who are sometimes a
little awed by the A fleeters to
get to know five of them "up
close and personal" and to
find out that they really aren't
awesome at all! Also it gave
the A fleeters, who sometimes
get caught up in their own
world and don't include the
new guys, a chance to spend

time trading war stories and
getting to know some of the
new sailors.

I thinkto say that everyone
had a good time atthis event
is probably an understate-
ment. I know for myself and a
few of the crew I talked with
after the regatta, we haven't
been so excited about an
event for a long time. And as
forthe skippers, you should
have seen the expressions on
their faces, especially the
ones who walked away with a
trophy. The race scores of all
the crew were also tabulated
and Rick Loewen, 16A sailor
from Fleet 27, Wichita, Kansas
became the 1986 "Super
Crew."

Race results were as fol-
lows: 1st, Wayne Schleuter;
2nd, Greg Hiser; 3rd, Robert
Harvey; 4th, Dwayne Bush-
nell; 5th. Don Riggs; 6th, Paul
Dextras; 7th, Gary Wolf; 8th,
David Dewey; 9th, John Davis.

Needless to say it was
agreed by one and all that
"Training Camp" would
become an annual
event!

- BOUNTY HUNTERS WANTED
=-
= To provide information leading to the elimination
= of low power lines in all sailing and launching

areas.

-R[111'ARD Bounty hunters will receive a special Hobie goodie
in return for taking these three steps:

E 1. Scout your sailing areas for low power lines.
E 2. If you see low power lines. write to the power

company who owns the lines, explain the haz-
ards to sailors presented by those lines and
ask the company what they plan to do to
eliminate the hazard.

3. Send a copy of the letter to Hobie Cat, and
when you get a response, send a copy of that
to Hobie as well.

In return, Hobie Cat will send a Hobie goodie to you
and will take up the issue with the power company
to support you in your hunt for outlaw lines.
This program has met with good success over the
years. By working together, we can make the
waters safer for all sailors.

Send copies of letters to:
Hobie Cat Bounty Program
P.O. Box 1008
Oceanside, CA 92054

REI• I• ME A BOUNTY 11!INTER
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1. McMaster2. Smollnsky3. Grandlols4. Royal
5. Zimmerman6. Birkeland7. Nolan8. Hillestad
9. Novak10. McCIanahan
11. Smith

P01 NTS

3*:i
1111191922232631394055

POINTS

7 1161725

REGATTA RESULTS

Division 2

ASSAULT ON ROCKY POINTFLEET 8 514 DIVISION 2
PUERTO PENASCO, MEXICO
SEPTEMBER 27-28. 1986

1 Krauss
z Ashley3 Garnand
4 Hanelman5 Burke

1986 KAHLUA S. CAUFORNIAHOBIE 18 CHAMPIONSHIPSFLEET #166 DIVISION 2OCEANS IDE, CALOFORNIAAUGUST 16-17,1986

1. Timm/Timm
2. Biakanja/McGizau3. Kimball/McGraw4. Parize/u/Parizeau5. McGraw/McGraw6. Clair/Crockett7. Brown/Lindley8. Lewis/Filbert
9. Lindley/Undley10. DeLong/Jenkins11. Mark/Mark12. Ruiz/Ruiz13. Brown/Brahams14. Nunes/Bernal

POINTS

17 3/4192025 3/4263333363841

0

1. Ybarrola/Ybarrola2. Wells/Korones3. Savage/Burns4. Samson/Golden5. Engel/Engel
6. Neal/Stratton7. Ruiz/Venolia8. Mardel/Thomas
HOBIE 18C POINTS
1. Hafberstadt/Tillman 3 12. Power/Campbell 8
3. Anthony/Anthony 84. Claybaugh/ 13

Claybaugh i5. Eaton/Bieneman 14
6. Charleston/Clary 167. Pilato/LaBelle 17
8. Hartsell/Goldstein 199. Melville/Darryl 2610. Ryan/Holland 30

POINTS
3*3*12

1213132024

1986 NEWPORT LANDING RECATTAFLEET #3 DIVISION 2NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIAOCTOBER 11-12, 1986

1. Wright, Craig2. Biakanja, Krist3. McGraw, Jock4. Timm, Steve5. DeLong, Tom6. Kymlicka. M.7. Steele, Nick8. Prolette, Perry9. Lewis, Chris

HOBIE 188 POINTS
1. Bjerring, Erik/ 3Haynes, Jo2. Farrell, Michael 7 3/43. Wells, Kirk 104. Mandock. Heather 195. McCIean. Gerry 196. Robertson, Duncan 237. Martin, George 24

POINTS
5*7 i8 3/4141825

262829

1 Seaman, Bob2 Tyler, Ross3 Newsome, Jeff
4 Hauser, John5 Ward

1 Hammond, Marshall2 Correll, Darrell3 Campbell, Robert4 Hall, Herb5 Piper, David6 Miebach, Bill
7 Hutton, Kevin8 Miller, Rex9 Vandervort, G.
HOBIE 16C
1. Froeb, Gordon2. Zichlinsky, Murry
3. Riding. Larry4. Davis, CtarkS. Deupree, Joel
6. Knopf, Richard7. Smith, Reid
HOBIE 17
1. Jenkins. Roger2. Materna, Tom
3. Schafer, Wayne4. Veneman, Chris
S. Legge, Jim6. Fields, Bruce7. Winkler, Udo8. Kellogg. Bob

ASSAULT ON ROCKY POINTFLEET 8514 DIVISION 2
PUERTO PENASCO, MEXICOSEPTEMBER 27-28, 1986

UndleyClair
CatalanoNealEgerHankins

Attention Fleet Officers!
In an effort to better serve

all fleets, the HOTLINE asks
that reporting officers follow
the guidelines included here.
These guidelines will help
HOTLINE report on events in a
more timely and accurate
manner. When submitting
race stories, results and pho-
tos, please keep the following
deadlines in mind.

Race stories should be a maxi-
mum of 300 words. They must be
typewritten, double spaced and
should have the name of the
regatta, the fleet number, the
division number, the location and
the writer's name at the top of
the story. Please be sure the
names used in the stories are
spelled correctly.

Regatta Dates Due Dates
9/1 to 11/3 are due 11/10 will appear in
11/4 to 1 /5 are due 1/12 will appear in
1/6 to 2/27 are due 3/6 will appear in
2/28 to 5/5 are due 5/12 will appear in
5/6 to 7/7 are due 7/14 will appear in
7/8 to 8/31 are due 9/7 will appear in

Please note that this schedule is subject to change.

Do not submit results on
scoresheets. Results should
be typed (or printed by com-
puter} by class, position, and
total points. Place the name
of the regatta, the fleet
number, the division number,
the location and the person
submitting the scores at the
top of each page of results.

Issues
Jan/Feb
March/April
May/June
July/August
Sept/Oct
Nov/Dec

POINTS
5*9 3/410 3/412 3/413202932

POINTS
3 3/41215

1922
26

POINTS

101014 3/417
POINTS

5112 3/4123/413131724
3636

POINTS
419 3/41215l 818 3/4

19

Photos should be 5x7 or 8*10
black and white prints. Please
write a short caption identifying
the people in the photo. and/or
the regatta on a separate sheet
and tape the caption to the back
of the print. Photos cannot be
returned so please send a dupli-
cam print.

0

HOBIE 18C
1. Knipp2. Bomberg3. Wells
4. Coburn5. Palmer6. Meder
7. Beeck8. Cummings

HOBiE 16A
1. Moseley2. Henster
3. Lowe4. Waugh5. Diaz
6. Baker
7. Banks

POINTS
6*811520 3/423253138

1986 ARIZONA STATE CHAMPIONSHIPSFLEET#66 DIVISION 1
PUERTO PENASCO, MEXICOOCTOBER 25-26, 1986

1 Clair/Crockett2 Runyon/Ferguson3 Catalano/Smith
4 Neal/Stratton
5 Eger/Eger6 Hankins/Hankins7 Fischer/Hake

1. Mulay/Mulay2. Palmer/Palmer3. Taylor/Landeen4. Wells/Mulay5. Coburn/Coburn6. Cummings/Titus7. Hayden/Corno

Submit all material directly
to HOTLINE. P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside, CA 92054.

We'll do our best to be sure
every fleet's regatta is
included in the race section,
but stories will be printed on
a space available basis. The
HOTLINE also reserves the
right to edit stories for length
considerations.

POINTS
3 3/41313 3/4142S28

29

50/HOBIEHOTLINE

HOBIE 18B HOBIE 16A

HOBIE 168
HOBIE 188

HOBIE 16C

HOBIE 18A POINTS
3HOBIE 18.4 91317I 7I727

HOBIE 18A HOBIE 188 POINTS
1. Knipp/Mulay 32. Nordiander/Luben 8
3. Bomberg/Kohn 11
4. Collinson/Collinson 15
HOBIE 18C POINTS

HOBIE 18A 39
2. 12
3. 15
4. 195. 22
6. 2S

0



1. Moseley/West
2. Waugh/Waugh3. Kaster/Kaster4. Lowe/Lowe5. Hensler/Berger6. Ashley/Wierner7. Diaz/Diaz8. Levetin/Levetin9. Banks/Britt10. Richard/Richard11. Baker/Killebrew12. Krauss/Krauss

POINTS
2*7 3/4

131518
23

.=. ..1 I. .-I-I.- ....-»S- .-S 036..

REGATTA RESULTS
.- i• $ i• " • »-'·-- .• '... ,• ,.»«.»• • • «.- =

HOBIE 168 POINTS
1. Long/Huffman 32. Md.laster, Doug 9
3. Haneman/Haneman 9 3/44. Garnand/Nease 13
HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Birkeland/Wolf 3*
2. Hillman/Allen 7*3. Royal/Davis 11
4. Nolan/Leonard 165. Grandbols/Chase 20
6. May/Crespan 237. McCiahahan/ 27

McCIahahan8. Hillstad/Hillstad 30
9. Smith/Smith 3110. Novack/Novack 3211. Ridyard/Rldyard 3512. Roseberry/ 46

Roseberry13. Smolinsky/Smolinsky 5614. Lucht/Lucht 56
HOBIE 14 POINTS
1. Beucler. David 3 3/4
HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. Saylors. Donna 32. McNeil. Patti 8

Division 3

SHARKFEED REGATTAFLEET# 281 DIVISION 3
BODEGA BAY, CALIFORNIA
OCTOBER 4-5, 1986

1 Rayfuse2 Timms3 Johnston4 Leonard5 Goodall6 Jeffries
1 Hill8 Westman

1. Trevey
2- Morris3. Wagner4. Seversen
HOBIE 18 MAGNUM
1. Collier
HOBIE 16.A
1. Porter2. MacDonald
3. Hess4. Pascoe5. Neathery6. Montague7. Timms, B.8. Stitt9. Sloan
10. Skvarla11. Rafi12. Katz
13. Hinds14. Brown

1 Schulthess2 Glaze3 Walker, 8.4 Anderson5 Schyorer6 Heberer7 Weber8 Walker

1. Dabolas2. Sabroski3. Jenter4. Dooman
HOBIE 17
1. Johnson2. Sprague3. Baumgartner4. Ettl
5. Halioway

POINTS
4 3/4
5 3/46 3/47 3/4

POINTS
ii
6 3/4

14

POINTS
2/

POINTS
7 3/48 3/4
9*1010132024242S2S262937

POINTS

3*5 3/4
10

POINTS
3 16 3/4
71212 3/4131718

POINTS

10 3/411131620253538
394146

6. O'Donnell7. 18. Klein
9. Williams

Division 4

C.J. STRIKE REGATTAFLEET #105 DIVtSION 4
·MTN. HOME, IDAHOSEPTEMBER 27-28, 1986

HOBIE 16
1. Holford, M.2. Stanczak. S.
3. Bowen, M.4. Elliott, J.5. Kircher, M.

C.J. STRIKE REGATTAFLEET# 105 DIVISION 4
MTN. HOME, IDAHOSEPTEMBER 13-14, 1986

1. Bowen, M.
2. Hofstetter. C.
3. Schinnerer, R.4. Uppiano, E.S. Kircher, M.

1. Reiss, D.2. Gabiola, J.3. Dixon, K.

HARRISON HOT SPRINGSFLEET #214 DIVISION 4
VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADAAUGUST 30-31, 1986

1 Skidmore
2 Alexander3 Blaha4 Chadwick5 Doutre6 Stock

1. Herberts2. Stanley3. MacDonald
4. Bomford

1. Knight
2. Lawton3. Corrie4. Jung5. Christensen
6. Marshal7. Carter, P.8. McCIashan
9. Anderson10. Holford
11. Hull12. Larson13. Scherk14. MILellan15. Hepple16. Carter17. Carter18. Hoge
19. Domingo20. Butchart21. Olson22. Hepple, R.
HOBIE 168
1. Slakov
2. Myrvold3. Wilcox
4. Atchley5. Abneson6. Druet7. Machuca8. Mitchell9. White10. Symington11. Ferris

A POINTS
11 i15 3/422 126 3/430 3/432455258
60626369757182839199107107132

HARRISON HOT SPRINGSFLEET 1214 D• VISION 4VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA
AUGUST 30-31, 1986

1. Robinson
2. Robinson

POINTS
5 3/418 3/4

19.3/421293233
37505863

POINTS

4*15 3/416
232730

POINTS
5 3/411 11820

POINTS
6/6/7 3/41620

POINTS

9*
: 3/4

POINTS
4*19

POINTS
7
7*171922

3. Fraser4. Adams5. Gallinatti6. Rawlings
7. Harrison8. Owen9. Redfern
10. Filer11. Egan12. Meyer
13. Hilton14. DeryIS. Gonsalez16. Gaffney
HOBIE 14
1. Wilder
2. Cross3. Fleming

FALL CLASSIC
FLEET #72 DIVISION 4PORTLAND. OREGONSEPTEMBER 6 -7, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Marshack, Ken 3
2. Cohn, Scott 8 3/43. Marshman, Steve 114. Breed, Stan 13
HOBlE 188 P01 NTS
1. Verik, John 3
HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Fuller, Keith 3

HOBIE 16A
1. Roundy, Scott
2. ZOP3. Lowell. J.4. Williams, Bill
5. Reinheimer, E.6. Byers. Lonnie7. ·Hitler, Don8. Carter, Bill

POINTS

6 3/414151821
2435

POINTS
10 410 1
10 *

24 3/4313839394343
S255
606S727285

HOBIE 16(
1. Hanson, L.2. Caribbo, J.3. Toy, E.4. Hunter, G.5. Rostak; Paul

Division 7

PEPSI-COLA DIV. 7 CHAMPIONSHIPFLEET # DIVISION 7DES MOINES, IOWAAUGUST 1G-17, 1986

HOBIE 168 P01 NTS
1. McKee, P2. Spyksma, 8.3. Dixon, E.
4. Locher. L.5. Sweard, J.6. Calabrese. F.
7. Sprague, D.8. Hartley, R.9. Marsden, T.
10. Swotek, E.11. Kickbush, C.12. Hartman, C.
13. Daharsh. S.14. McCranaghan, M.15. Runyan, D.16. Arbige, B.17. Lord, L.

HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Healy, R.
2. Schwartz, T.3. Warner, B.4. Clausen, M.5. Fines, P.6. Kirkpatrick, Tim7. Kirkpatrick, T.8. Young, G.

POINTS
5*7*10 3/41219

/.
P-/

d
d.1

• I
.4
P.*.

-

-.
HOBIE 16A 16 HOBIE 168 P01 NTS2021 1. Petranek, P. 323 2. Jandreau, J. 83. Corbridge, L. 11HOBIE 14 POINTS

1. Sajdak 2i
2. Bitldeau 6
3. Aldrich 10

HOBIE 16A

HOBIE 168

HOBIE 18A

HOBIE ISA

HOBIE 188

HOBIE 188
HOBIE 16

HOBIE 168

HOBIE 16C

HOBIE 16C
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REGATTA RESULTS
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PEPSI-COLA DIV. 7 CHAMPIONSHIPFLEET 1 DIVISION 7DES MOtNES. IOWAAUGUST 16-17, 1986

9. Mortens, N.10. Pearson, D.11. Comer, R.

HOBIE 18A fRINTS
1. Leekley, C.2. Craven, G.
3. Senesac, S.4. Click, D.5. Thackery, R.
6. Tyler, S.7. Bommersbach, P.
6. Myers. R.9. Garrett, J.

1 Metcalf. S2 Wenger, G.3 Evans, T.4 Mauk, B.
5 Cline, D.
HOBIE 17
1. George. T.2. Gilbert. S.3. Worner. R.

8 POINTS

POINTS

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Jagger. T
2. Sohn, J.3. Preller, G.4. Faitermeyer, M.5. Johnson, S.6. Brindist7. Bendixen, C.8. Coe, D.9. Swanson, R.10. Brewer, D.11. Dankle, J.
1• . H• o'I• • f'.R.
14. Andrysik, R.15. Brittaig K.
16. Jamison, D.17. Condon. M.18. Jesperson, D.19. David, D.20. Nelson. T.21. Hildebrandt, C.22. Rhipps. R.
23. Kirkpatrick, T.

10.000 LAKES RECATTALAKE Ml NNETONKA CATAMARAN ASSOC.FLEET #515 DIVISION 7LAKE Mi NNETONKA. MINNESOTASEPTEMBER 13-14, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Hohn/Hohn 2/2. Leekley/Horst 6 3/43. Eaton/Suaquist 134. Wheeler/ 15

1. Jameson/Jameson2. McKee/McKee3. Carlson/Carlson4. Johnson/Funk
5. Swanson/Slupecki6. Condon/Condon7. Carlson/Kroupa8. Hotvet/McKuskey9. Rine/Dawbroski
HOBIE 168
1. Brozo/Grady2. Fine/Rich3. Skrip/Mueller4. Schuette/Schuette5. Probst/Becker
HOBIE 14 POINTS
1. Watson. Chuck 2 g

Division 8

DIVISION 8 POINTS REGATTAFLEET # 111 DIVISION 8JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
JULY 26-27, 1986

HOBIE 18 MAGNUM POINTS
1. Blakeman, Ted 6/

POINTS
3*3/91015

POINTS
4 3/45 3/4
6 3/48 3/4131518222S

2. Allen, Ketty3. Wiley, Michale4. Fuger, Simon
5. Rapp, John6. Nimocks, James7. Beale, John8. McLaughtin. Danny9. Garrison, Clayton
HOBIE 17
1. Duke, John2. Fess, Denyven3, Ramon, Ja• me4. Meric, J.
5. Sassaman, Marlene
6. Gross, Jim7. Dupree, Marvin8. Conway, Jack
HOBIE 16A
1. Rickinson, Ron2. Bertolet. Roy
3. Koftie, Vernon4. Camp. Paul5. Vasiliades, Peter6. Dees, Bob7. Ball, Bubba8. Gallagher. Michael9. Boone, George
10. Corson, Scot11. Sammons, Jack12. Kidder, Cyril

POINTS

9 3/41012
19222434

B POINTS
8i9 3/4

12 113l 6192S262937465252
POINTS

1. Lamm, Susan2. Boone, David3. Birutis, Stas
4. Rathhopf, Charles5. Michael, Stephen6. Broomfield, Chris7. Deloach, Mike
8. Cooper, Chrisg. Griffin, Tom10. Long, Dennis11. Broomberg, Craig12. Wrethereil, Steve
13. Delmain, Scott
HOBIE 16C
1. Hunt, Cindy2. Bergman, Don
3. West, Dave4. Herter, Jeff
5. Rominger. Don6. Niles. Jean
7. Shirley, James8. Vaughan. David9. DeWitt, Wayne10. Ingram, Belk11. Sears, Don12. Green, Jerry13. Jameson, Mel14. Beal, Joe15. Lach, Bruce16. Labbe, D.C.17. Niki, John18. Griffith, Bill19. Fairbairn, Craig20. Trzeienski. Ed.21. Morris, Sam22. Depree, James23. Phillips, Warren24. Ptaine, Sue25. Cooper, Jeffery
HOBIE 14A
1. Lambert, Brian2. Erwin, Jim
3. Lipka, John4. Bremer, Baron
HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. DeKreek. Vel 412. Kidder, John 6/3. Keysor, Clark 104. Fleshman, Doug U5. Davie, Daniel 20

DIVISION 8 POINTS REGATTA
FLEET #111 DIVISION 8JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
JULY 26-27, 1986

8A POINTS
6*8*12 3/4141919293035394042434547

58

1. Unton, Jeff2. Mayo, Clive
3. Duke, David4. Waters, Bill
5. Deans, Jimmy6. Caffee, Hollis7. Renfra, Julie8. Sheppard, Rick9. Braun, Walter10. Karably, David11. Johnson, Cheryl12. Willey. Ron13. Varano, Jerry14. Corliss, Pete15. Braun, Matt16. Hensen, Clay
HOBIE 188
1. Senard, David

9/
0 3/4
0 3/42 3/4.5S
81

POINTS
5*

POINTS
10152222 3/42324
242526 3/4
2729 3/444

7*8 3/4
121827
273135

2. Ridenour, John3. Hunter, Ken4. Chestnut, Bill
S. Abbassl, Barry6, Staley, Michael7. Porth. Ted8. Harper, Donald9. Murph. Robert
10. Wells, Matthew11. Floyd. Tim

Division 11

9*11
11 3/415
1728
3142
4848

WILDWOOD CREST CLASSICFLEET #443 DIVISION 11
WILDWOOD CREST, NEW JERSEYSEPTEMBER 6-7, 1986

HOBIE 18
1. Schleckser/Rivera
2. Stater/Mintel3. Hayward/Schuixed4. Arata/Chris
5. Patterson/Refield
HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Holland, Gray 71
2. Morris, Bob 9 3/43. Hanna, Bill 9 3/44. White, Roger 11S. Roberts, Mick 12 3/46. Payne, Steve 22
HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Carpenter/Carpenter 6 i2. MacConnell/Carroll 10 3/43. Schmidbauer/Cooding4. Glande/Christy 13 3/45. Tremblay/Lafond 156. Defuria/Ackroyd 277. Yates/Yates 27
8. Mclaughlin/ 29Carvella
9. Morey/Edger 3310. Brown/Brown 38
11. Krause/Barbara 3912. Lave/C.H. 3913. Strauss/Barbara 4314. Wiegers/Nelson 4815. Morris/Redick 5216. Morey/Morey 5717. Winthers/Curialo 6018. Barton/Wittman 65
19. Lomax/Lornax 66

POINTS
393/4101316

HOBiE 168 POINTS
1. Kvech/Crandell 6/2. Crompton/Brown 7 3/4
3. Raphael/Raphael 12 3/44. Payne/Kelly 12 3/4
5. Witt/Dandrea 186. Yorty/Post 237-Villa/Villa 278. Hippensteal/Lazer 27
9. Nolte/Dietemyer 2810. Mr. Jo-Bug/Buttner 3611. Richardson/Mary 39
12. Rogers/Levey 4213. Breariey/Brearley 52
HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Wharry/Wharry 7/7. Ainsworth/Yates 9 3/4

Theis/Theis 16Holberger/Furman 19 3/4Cummin/Cummin 21Lamerhirt/Stevens 23Edwards/Dills 233/4White/Poole 28
Ciociota/Obetz 320. Kriebel/Kriebel 321. Dudley/Villa 352. Bean/Lettman 37

3. Smith/Finnegan 404. Martin/Martin 465. St//ta/Tutinski 54
6. Svard/Akins 577. Smart/Canavan 628. MiVeigh/Fletcher 67
9. Maresca/Sodelund 72'0·Hunter/Shaw 72

11. Gracey/Hunter 73
HOBIE 14 POINTS
1. Wetty, Bill 32. Matey, Ed 83. Allison, Chuck 11

Division 14

:t• IMA,AT.r.6,218'rPIONSHIPS
FORT SMITH, ARKANSASOCTOBER 4-5, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Thackery, Robert 412. Beddow, Paul 10
3. Knapp, Phil 12

52/HOBIE HOTLINE

HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. George, T.2. Gilbert, S.
3. Worner, R.

HOBIE 18

HOBIE 16

POINTS
3101013

HOBIE 16A

HOBIE 1
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52• GATTA RESULTS

4. Blanchat, Gregg 12 3/4S. Bright, Bob 15 3/46. Patterson, Dennis 21
HOBIE 18B POINTS
1. Carlson. Judy 3
2. Mower, Russ 83. Banta, Vern 9 3/44. Dowty, Milt 14
HOBIE 17
1. Frahm, Bryan2. Tiger, Jon
3. Stotz, Len4. Thurman, Mark5. Blackwell, Randy
HOBIE 14 POINTS
1. Webb, Dave 3
2. Parma, Ed 6 3/4

POINTS
4i
811515

HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. Urich, Brad 3
2. Smith, Allen 6 3/4

DIVISION 14 POINTS REGATTA
FLEET 8145 DIVISION 14DERR LAKE, SALLISAW
OKLAHOMAOCTOBER 3-5, 1986

HOBlE laA POINTS
1. Morris, David 2%2. Ramsey, Chris 8
3. Mower, Russ 94. Bright, Bob 10
HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Pattullo, Pete 31
2. Sherrod, Jane 4 3/4

4. StanfieId. Jeff
5. Spicer, Noel
6. Spain, Flem7. Hamm, Laura8. Shonk, David

HOBIE 168 POINTS
1. Ettner, Fred 3*2. Delozier, Nobel 4 3/4

HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Schlueter, Wayne 3*2. Thomas, John 5 3/4
3. Neihouse, Kenny 8

HOBIE 14A POINTS
1. Blackwell, Gus 3*2. Schwartz, Bob 7 3/4
3. Taylor, Debbie 84. Lawyer, Guy 10

Division 15

Po 01 KOWALIGA RECATTADIXIE SAILING CLUB/DIV. 15LAKE MARTIN, ALABAMASEPTEMBER 20-21, 1986

HOBIE 16A
1. Brock, Jim2. Humphries, Andy
3. Self, Robert4. Breckheimer, M.
5. Nelson, Dave6. Goree, Bob
HOBIE 168 POINTS
1. Watson, Ray 32. Perry, Bob 9 3/43. Lauderdale. D. 12

POINTS
6/

12 3/4
14 3/41718

Division 16

ONTARIO OPEN 008FLEET #295 DIVISION 16HAMLIN BEACH, NEW YORK
AUGUST 1-3, 1986

1. Gummer, Melodie2. Howes, Bryan3. Barbee, Gene
4. Hopper, Dave5. Kratz, Rudi6. Stephen, Mike

HOBIE 188
1. Saulsgiver. Jon2. Breen, Tim3. Doud, Tom4. Moore, Tim5. Weiss, Ron6. Mergenhagen, Dan
7. Sullivan, Paul8. Tierson, Cheryl9. Morris, Brad10. Nickerson, Rod11. Moran, Ed
HOBIE 17 POINTS
1. Hands, Mike 3 1
2. Block, Dave 3 *3. Korzeniewski, Stan 94. Duggleby, Pat 12

1. Kiefer, Tom2. Terpstra, Jim3. Walker, Rodger4. Elve, Charte5. Caster, Jim6. Chamberlin, Mike7. Cowe, Scott8. Korzeniewski, Tom9. Pesane, Sue
10. Kusche, Jim11. Amico, Mark

POINTS
21

1011121616
17242733

POINTS
2/
4 3/4

11
1517

POINTS
3f4 3/411 3/41414162122242627

12. Quatrone, Rick13. Jeffers, Bill14. Witzel, Gerald15. Haun. Eric16. Davidson, Alex
17. Pfender, Ron
18. Lane, James

B POINTS
6 3/410 3/4121315 3/41717 3/4

1920222325303439

1. Becraft, Steve
2. Jerry, Rob3. Knoll, Jeff4. Meyer, Charlie5. Dat:vergie, H.
6. Hacherl, Ed7. Ramsay, Al8. Ashley, Kari
9. Sweet, Rick10. Denninger, Bob11. Konieczny, Brain
12. Knight, Diane13. Bothner, Carl
14. Braun, Doug15. Kent, Bill
HOBIE 16C POINTS
1. Ryan, Wendy 3*2. Sleeman Le/ 10
3. Bredenberg, Bob 144. Vredenburg, Curt 165. Post, Mike 16
6. Hooker, Tom 171. Ferrer;. Rico 19
8. Froelich, Craig 229. Scott, Jon 22
10. Pilottl, Joe 2211. · Atello, Tracey 2312. Vincent, Otis 25 3/413. Schappet. Reuel 28
14. Dunn. Star 3815. Spear, Jim 3916. Williams, Don 41
HOBIE 14 P01 NTS
1. Rosenberg• George 2 22. Ivancie. Paul 4 3/4
HOBIE 14 TURBO POINTS
1. Sincalir, Dave 2*2. Taylor, John 5 3/4
3. O'Connor, Bob 7

..
p--

d
d.1
.-.

it:2
, 0365

65
--0-
 0364

r-

13 27
17 29
18 34
22 37
30 4044

49
HOBIE 16

HOBIE 18A

HOBIE 1&,A

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Trotter, Phil 3*2. Bass, Boyd 5 3/4
3. Loeffelhole, Tom 8
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REGATTA RESULTS

National Championships

1986 HOBIE 14 U.S. NATIONALSFLEET #42 DIVISION 8TAMPA, FLORIDAOCTOBER 18-21, 1986

HOBIE 14
1. Curry, Bob
2. White, Bill3. Kirby, Alex4. Sanchez, Phil
5. Cope, Woodie
6. Juca, Enrique7. Lambert, Brian8. Moldt, Dick9. Bass, Boyd10. Baker, Scott
11. Johnson, Bob12. Acquart, Steve13. White, Lyman14. Braswell. M.15. Meric, Jay16. Thompson, W.17. Keysor, C.18. Cross, Ted19. Wilder, Dave20. Bell. D.21. Parma, Ed22. Craig, John23. Kust# Tom24. Mayo, Clive
25. Johnson, Cheryl26. Colby, Peter27. Brooks, Bill
28. Ryan, Fred29. Kester, R.30. Welsh, Jack31. Medley, Bob
32. Lusk, Terri33. Shireting, Bob34. Mcintosh. Fred
35. Knight, Ron36. Echazarri, C.37. Taylor. Debbie

POINTS
10 135 3/441 3/4
5369
7796974

:6

3303314322
340

1986 HOBIE 14 TURBO NATIONALSFLEET #42 DIVISION 8
TAMPA. FLORIDAOCTOBER 23-26. 1986

HOBIE 14 P
1. Bass, Boyd2. Kirby, Alex3. Johnson, Bob4. Hackney, John5. Ferraro, Fred5. Rathkopf, Chuck7. Cope, Woody8. Eberle, Bennett9. Trent, Greg10. Meric, Jay11. Green, Dave12. Mayo, Clive13. Johnson, Cheryl14. Thompson. Walter
15. Acquart, Steve16. Keysor, Clark17. Carlson, Dave
18. Bell, Dean19. Kidder, John20. Sinclair, Dave21. DeKreek, Vel22. Wheeler, Kay23. Merrell, Kaye :24. Dick, Paul :
25. Coss, Paul26. Miller, Hope27. Adelardi, Bob28. Taylor, Debbie29. Crampton, Sara30. Sinclair, Gordon
31. Heil, Doug32. Colby. Peter33. Burns, John34. Craig, Marilyn .135. Medley, Bob 236. Knight. Ron 237. Valdez, Mike 3

OINTS
9 3/4

6 3/42/
4 3/46 3/4

713

HOBIE 16 WOMENS CHAMPIONSHIPFLEET #WHCA DIVISION 11CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEYSEPTEMBER 16-19, .1986

HOBIE 16
1. Leon/Kelly2. Hotmes/Horton3. Laure/Laughlin4. Clauss/LeSueur5. Christropher/Patey6. Robertson/Nelson7. Chee/Seaman8. Tully/Russell9. Pesane/Caster10. Renfro/Deans11. Defuria/Ackroyd12. Baker/Ambs
13. Villa/Villa14. Sherrod/Whitehead

POINTS
18 i21 /
233/42435404243 3/4464850617073

15. Karnitschnig/Treble 8716. Apple/Swanson 9017. Cummins/Quigley/Curiato 9118. Lodder/Hill 9219. Schiller/Brown 93
20. Perkins/Perkins 10721. Atherton/Flake 118

HOBIE 16 U.S. NATIONALSFLEET # WHCA DIVISION 11CAPE MAY..NEW JERSEYSEPTEMBER 21-22, 1986

(QUALIFYING RACES )
HOBIE 16 P
1. Gama, S.2. Warren3. Lange4. Breuer5. Gama, E.6. Wilsey7. Bergstedt8. Crompton9. Brittingham10. Klasse11. Jones12. Corson13. Boone, G.
14. Conty15. Hitler16. Bass
17. Fraker18. Chamberlin19. Carpenter20. White21. Boone, D.
22. Morey23. O'Chab24. DeKreek25. Birutis26. Winters27. Gramont28. Raphael
29. Wiegers30. Yates31. Ferrell
32. Colum33. Brown34. Gillis35. Hamet36. Villa
37. Loranger38. Davidson39. Johnson40. Yorty41. Kahn42. Gibbons

HOBIE 16 U.S. NATIONALSFLEET #WHCA DIVISION 11
CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEYSEPTEMBER 23-27, 1986

FINALS
HOBIE 16 Pot
1. Alter, Jeff2. Shearer, Mike
3. Alter, Hobie, Jr.4. Figueroa. E.5. Seaman, Bob
6. Tucker, Carlton7. Ralph. Mark8. Eddington, Rick
9. Porter, Pat10. Egusa. Alan11. Miller, Chuck12. Howle, Dave13. Becker, Dave 114. Balthaser, Don 1
15. Myers, Wally 116. Glanden, Jim 117. Smith, Wick 1
18. Collins, Phil 119. Campbell, Al20. Dockstader, Lee21. Lange. Jan22. Schafer, Wayne23. Brock, Jim · 3
24. Kornwebel, W. 325. Carpenter, Brad 326. Schmidbauer. G. 327. McCarty, Clifford 428. Gama, Enio ' 4
29. Poteat, Bob 430. McCredle, Dennis 431. Jagger, Ted 532. Whittington 633. Shearer, Dave ·634. Conath Kevin 635. Douglas, Mike · 7
36. Bounds, Matt 737. 01tmans, Don 838. Liles, Bill 839. Williams, Bruce 840. Wilsey, John 841. MacConneII, R. 9

OINTS
9 3/411 i16

0 3/4

8

.4

NTS
8 3/4
3 3/4
4 3/4
8 i2i

0 3/47

FINALS
HOBIE 16 POINTS
46. Sammons, Jack 201

47. Shearer, Andy 20148. Kulkoski, Dan 204
49. Grosskopf, John 20950. Woodruff, Stan 209
51. Dees, Bob 21152. Huff, Alden 22153. Chee. Michael 22254. Ayscue, Garland 22655. DeLave, Dan 22756. Franco, Brian 249

42. Warren, Jeffrey 192
43. Shaw, Roy 19344. Shay, Bob 19945. Klasse, Belinda 199

54/HOBIE HOTLINE
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Join a Fleet
Thought about joining up with fellow Hobie
sailors in your area? Send us this coupon
and we'll let you know where your closest
fleet is located.

0 I would like information on how to
contact the fleet closest to me, which,
according to the Fleet Directory listing in
the HOTLINE, is fleet #

0 I can't find a fleet that is located near me,
therefore send me information on how to
start a fleet.

Name

Address

City State 7ip

Send to: The Hobie Class Association
Attn: Liz Reed
RO. Box 1008
Oceanside, CA 92054
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REGATTA RESULTS

international

1986 HOBIE 18 EUROPEAN CHAMP.FLEET8 DIVISION INTER'L
LES EMBIEZ, MEDITERRANEANSEPTEMBER 13-21, 1986

HOBIE 18A POINTS
1. Hagara/Wiesinger 35 4
2. Laurent/Bussy 40 *3. De Toro/Scatzo 41 3/44. Lavaysse/Saiglin 51
5. PradelAmmar 56 3/4
6. Frei/Faure 637. Van Daelen/Al 66 3/48. Ryan/Ryan 839. Zimmermann/ 115.SKuhnert10. Loos/Van Oeveren 116
HOBIE 188 POINTS
1. Eichelberger/ 119Renfer2. Braccini/Corsini 1383. Fankhauser/Tissot 1444. Rodelato/Bourgon 147 3/45. Van Nes/Noortman 169
6. Della Nora/ 179Marzotto7. Guadagnin/Mege 1828. Moeller/Moeller 185
9. Blanken/Van Hastet 19010. Bani/Taccola 191

FRENCH HOBIE 18 NATIONALSFLEET# DIVISION INTER'L

HOBIE 18
1. Laurent/Bussy2. Van Daelen/Al3. De Toro/Scatzo4. Frei/Faure5. Lavaysse/Saiglin

6. DeMarinis/ 43Maltagliati7. Ludovichi/Fabris 458. Descos/Roche 489. Gelda/ 50Poutianovski10. Ryan/Ryan 56
Alpha

OKLAHOMA SPEEDWEEKFLEET # DIVISION 14AQUATIC CENTEROCTOBER 4-6, 1986

SLALOM COURSE POINTS
1. Egan, Jordan 1 1Hodges, Lee 2 3/4Williams, Bruce 8Lane, Richard 8

RIngeisen. Dan 8Mahoney, Dick 9. Kerr, Jeff 12. Dunlap, Ken 13
· . Potts, Chip 150. Hamilton, Mark 160. Laurent, Al 160. Ferguson. Howard 160. Judd, Greg 160. Harnden, David 16

1. Ryan, Mike 192. O'Keefe, Mickey 203. Maupin 214. Brown, Stephen 224. Brocket:, Bernle 22

OKLAHOMA SPEEDWEEKFLEET # DIVISION 14AQUATIC CENTEROCTOBER 4-5. 1986

1. Ringeisen, Dan2. Harnden, David3. Dunlap, Ken4. Sasser, Mike5. Mahoney. Dick
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COURSE R I

DANGER

f
Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailing
near overhead wires. A
mast near a wire could
be fatal!

DANGER

• CORNER
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lINHOBIE WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP

JUNE 12TH-2OTH, 1987

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA

TENTATIVE AVAILABILITY PLANS:
1) Billeting-local fleet residence
2) Dorms/two universities with rooms-$12.00 per night.
3) Mid-range hotel-$40.00 per night
4) Deluxe accommodations-$70.00 per night

INQIHRIES CAN BE &11BMITTED TO:
WHCA
P.O. Box 1008
Oceanside, CA 92054

OR
WHCA Hobie 18 Worlds
850 Adelside Street West
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M6J ]116
416-368-2287

More information will be available in the March/Aprill987
Hobie HOTLINE.
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FLEET DIRECTORY

1 Don Crlder2 Dennis Sandoval3 Dave Kofahl4 Mike Chee5 Bob Meyers6 William R. Myrter7 Stan Nagle8 Walter Tucker9 Dennis Teddlie0 Larry Stayner1 John Hamlet2 Mel inda tloore3 Ralph Weir4 Paul Ullbarri5 Tom Beck6 Steve Prather7 [ave Hinds8 John Medler9 John Lefler0 Michael Ettl1 Ed Mantague2 Patrick McMaster3 F. Holt Mead4 Wally Myers5 Bill Henry6 Mike Wycoff7 Greg Trent8 George Mead9 Julian LevinO Tim Olson1 Barry Burgess32 John Frazee33 Keith Fuller34 Walt Phllipson35 Rick White36 Peter Aydelotte37 Gary Baker18 Paul C. Harvey9 Cheryl Hohenhausen0 Joe Kuchenbuch1 Scott Holland2 Cliff Roche3 Michele Bailey4 Scot Corson5 Michael Bodle6 Derek Cassels-Brown7 Steve Campbell8 Mlke Bone9 Torn CreedO Mike Bowen• 0' 036Co«mb,
Dan David3 8111 Carl4 Walt Blakeslee5 Denis Ingram6 Ron Bernier7 Bob Garland8 Charles Rogers9 Louis Grlesmer0 Michael Simpson1 Pete Mclaughlin2 Chrls Miller

3 Guy Lawyer4 Tom Gilliland5 Keith LeBroeuf6 Tom Banks7 Gordon Jones8 Larry Hutlock
0 Mark Ederer1 Lenny Carey2 Mike Ward3 Bill Hitler
55 Jim HolstSherman puean7 Jerry Bussey
9 Bill HymanRoy Bertolet

John TaylorSteve FailleMike HluJohn SchirtzingerKelth ReynoldsDeanna linkWilliam PawlowskiMlke GriffeeCharles AndersonAndy Stowe• rly. craig

Paul Carter
Mike MaloneLamont GeorgePeter ColbyJeff Deaton
Richard Johnson Jr.Mike HardySteve Bechtold
Debra Poliwix,s
Debbie MetscherMichel Le CalvicDennis DorenMike WhiteJim FrankRichard BrewJarl MalwinJoe Thompson
Tom HartmanIke SeligJake TaberLarry ChambersRon PfenderSandra Kalata
Walter O'Grady CabralRobert MaesDavid BeckerRoger BonnersbachChris sprague
Dan Mallum

Dana Point CAAuburn CALong Beach CASan Diego CAClearwater FLKallua HZPasadena CAHouston TXLake Charles LAClear Lake IAOrlando FLDecatur GASpokane WASeattle WAVentura CABig Bear Lake CACitrus Heights CAYpsilanti MIAshland ORSan Jose CAModesto CASt. Albert, Alberta CANADADallas TXOcean City NJTulsa OKIndianapolis INWichita KSNatick MAMerced CARiverside CABrookfield CTVirginia Beach VAPortland ORNorth Palm Beach FLPensacola FLMiami FLBellingham WAINova Scotia CANADABradenton FLRichland MINew Orleans LATampa FLTallahassee FLFt. Lauderdale FLCoco Beach FLAuckland NEW ZEALANDCincinnati OHAlbuquerque NMClear Lake MNLoveland CO
Las Vegas NVWhite Bear Lake MNIsle of Palms SCBaltimore MDBaton Rouge LAWestport CTLos Angeles CAJackson MISpringfield MOSandusky OHDenver COClovis CANorman OKAustin TXShore Acres NJScottsdale AZSalt Lake Clty UTLorain OIl
Ocean Springs MSKey West FLPortland ORNorthfield NJ
Tamuning GUAMMobile, ALVail Lake CA
Pago Pago AMERICAN SAMOADaytona FL
Guelph Ontario CANADARock Hill SCDes Moines IAColumbus OHElmira NYSan Rafael CALake Havasu City AZMishawaka IMWinnipeg, Manitoba CANADAFt. Worth TXCharlotte NCLafayette, IA

Henderson NCClear Lake Manitoba CANADACorpus Christi TXSalterpath NCWilmington NICBrownsville TXSlowx Falls SD
Boise, ID
Steamboat Springs COPapeete TAHITIMuskegon MIGreat Neck NYVictoria TXJacksonville FLVenice FLFreeport GRAND BAHAMAS
Wilmette ILWinter Haven FLGrand Rapids MITyler TXAngola NYPanama City FL
Fortalexa Ceara BRAZILSt. Louis MOBayport NYLake Polnsett SDChesterton IN
San Antonio TX
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Glenn WithenshawBrian MachtalerJay CollinsNeil CarterCarlos MatosMark DoyleBob BuchtmanJoel MarcusBill SchmittEduardo Villagran
Richard OwenEd ReynoldsHarry HighstonePeter FrakerRic BaleskyJohn BrakenMike Lawrence
John OwenMichelle MIManusPaul Yarwood
Art ClarkStephen McClungKim Coffee
Gerald KnierimJon Fowkes
James Kelly
Gail FrickeGene HawkinsRay Murray
Ton·my WhitesideOllie FredrickMike HalberstadtBob CargillGerald Jenkins

Steve AmadorBrian Price
Charlie PelliaryCharlotte MorsePete BrozeneErnie LuciJohn LattmanGorden LeilsonLes Luby
Julie FlanaganStephen WhittenStephen TreadwellLeslie HartStanley PastoreDenis RenaudMike McGinnisSteven SoenkeWarren KaplanKen KellerRich AndrysikPeter SikoraPete KingSteve MarschmannA. Yates Dowell IIIDot ChristopherDave WinegardenJohn LonguevilleBarry BarnesPaul HumistonDouglas SchmidtRussell Brown
tlt• 2tpN 036 036*•  036
Drake BarberTom SullivanRoger Bristol

Rick ChadwickRobert WolffGary GotschDavid CarterKevin FurlongBilly Joe Crlder
Stewart WalkerAllan HouserThomas Zalewski
Scott RankinSteven TubbsJim WintertonJeff Kn011Dean Willis
Rich McNeillM. Brent Quick
Anna ShimpDavid Thoren
Graig BuzvellBob DenningerDoug KellerRich GrewohlDavid StahlDennis SollosyJane KleindinstCharles PowerJon EdblomWayne ThorsonJohn HardenTerry BrownPete O'BriaItMichael O'HaraTom NeiswongerNoel KllnerVic ChangRobb NaylorSamuel ApplegateCandy McCombs-Thomas

Thunder Bay, North Ontario CANADAPentlcton. B.C. CANADAOklahoma City OKKalimantan, Tiemure INDONESIAIsla Verde PUERTO RICOMemphis TNHewjtt NJEnfield CTHopatcong NJGuatemala City GUATEMALA
Levittown PAColumbia SCLouisville KYSeaford NYEast Lansing MIFt. Smith AZWichita Falls TX
Bangkok THAILANDBlue Springs MOOrillia, Ontario CANADA
Decatur ILSt. Simons Island GAGainesville FL
Brooklyn MICasper WY
Springfield IL
Grand Junction COBryan TXWaco TX
SenecaMahtomedi MNOceanside CABakersfield CARapid City MI

Ann Arbor MIGanonoque, Ontario CANADA
Myrtle Beach SCAlbermarle NCMohnton PAHitchcock TXFt. Worth Beach FLHONG KONGMoodland Hills CA
Kingshill, St. Croix USVIToronto, Ontario CANADAMilton VTLondon, Ontario CANADARowayton CTMontreal, Quebec CANADATampa FLCHRB, Saipan C. M. GUAMLinwood NJGreensboro NCOiha NEEugene ORVallejo CARichland WARockville VARockport MARapid City SOCarbondale ILNorfolk VA
Pueblo COEscanaba MIReno NVBrewerton NYClearlake CA

Fairfield CTAmesbury MAOlivet MI

Vancouver, B.C. CANADACedar Rapids IAMarion INChattanooga TNLakewood OHMarion OH
Richmond VAPacific Grove CAWausau WI
Mattoon ILAnchorage ALpierre soErie PARemsen NY
South WindhamBeaumont TX
Millville NJJackson MS
Sarnia, Ontario CANADAMayfield NYAkron OHBoulder Creek CANorth Little Rock ARSaskatton, Sask. CANADAGrand Island NYMyrtle Beach SCDurango COGrand Rapids MNRondeau Bay, Ontario CANADAUnion Lake MINashville TNSandy Hook NJLawton OKTami FIJIDhahran, SAUDI ARABIABemidiji MNNew Al barly INGrand Island NY
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1 FLEET DIRECTORY
LOCATION
Washington NCHolland MIArroyo Grande CAJensen Beach FLVictoria B C CANADA
Kelowna B C CANADA

Roseville MIBirmingham ALCambridge Ontario CANADAAnn Arbor MIStockton CASanta Rosa CABirmingham MISpringfield OilWest Liberty OHCuracao NETHERLANDS
Saginaw MIMarquette MISanto Domingo DOMINICAN REP.Union Hall VAYankton SDTraverse City MIBathurst N B CANADASavannah GARochester NY

FLEET NO. COMMODORE
257. Beecher Kirkley258. Davld Niles259. Bill Gerblick260. Charles Benner261. Robert Woodward ..+262.263. Ron Rubadeau+264.+265.+266.267. Mal Savage Philadelphia PA268. Gary Messersmlth Lubbock TX+269.+270.271. Bill Pagels Newark DE+272..273. Tom Burrows Florissant MO274. Peter Capotosto Manila. PHILIPPINES+275.276. Jim McPharlin277. Nick Neville278. Lionel Conacher279. Larry Van Tuyl280. Roger Schrum281. Doug Little282. Scott Brubaker283. Ann Galluzzo284. Robert Ryan285. G.J. de¥ries+286.287· Jim Brisbois288. Dennis Henderson289. Carlos Aguilo E.290. Vernon Sheppard291. Larry Nelson292. Albert Balazovlc293. Dave Chick294. • Cherie Markesteyn
295. Dale Ryan+296.297. Bob Blecha298. Dave Milne299. Nick Burden300. Jerry Haas301. M. Dangel302. Giaza/10 De Martnis303. Bruno Delahaie304. kb van Deursen
305· ='2=1=g306.307. Jan Van Spellen
=. =g= r309.310· Qi'jilique Ardin311. M. Harrin312. Jear-Pierre Foucad
313. ""c G=*le= i314. S. Iorenzint315. He]Illt *itz316. • tin SchuttE...117. D. *hz318. H. Angethausen319. Matthias Stender
320. 0-PBlaise321. m• •
322.323. Colin faite324. Alexanire Ikscure325. Rinus van De mak326. Ostan Nilison327. Patrick Kr*Derzer328. Pierre Milia329. Walter steiner330. Erik Niststaedt331. Marco Pir• Cint332. Bino Bani333. Fred Paasch334. Pete' 3...« s335. Friedrich Schiebel336. Erich Minarik+337.338.'19. 25**340.341. Weiner Wittwer342. Dcn Findlay343. Bran Van Strailen
344. == *Er:• . ·345.346. Maolis pallas347. Xavier Kieffer348. wolf Ossner349. 259*• I•350.351. K. Kuhlich352. Michael Sctiindt
353 Fritz Hess,ann354 • rztele355356 Peter Bezold
357 =• s:r358359 Dcrnenic ) De • bro360 Fritzr Von Dornick361 H. Jandecka362 Stefan Griesrreyer363 Bneraude Marine364 Gordon Ea,ards365 Jochen Hechler366 Bocko Vcn Schrader361 Cato man368 Sven.lovs..369 Tar Merilahti370 Ant.• ar Miller371 •
372373 Peter meller374 Uli Schulte375 J.L. Rabier376 Zornija Miro377 Ilanas Stange378 Mic:o Olthof379380381 • t• wild-382383 Antcrtio Nocca384 40 OKA Kl385 Niels aInge386 Paul Jc• son387 all,lar Haralds/on388 Folkert Zinke400 Adm Baertschi

Emporia KSOttawa Ontario CANADAFredericton N B CANADAWesterville OHWDlfrrathshausen W. GERWXH
= ITALYknnes FRAN)
Zar• voort =Rotterdan IKIZAN )Katwljk HXLAND
=ir==Ttxllon FRANCE11xx• SWITZEXANDN• ltes FRAN3
50====Nouma NIX C:AIZIXICIAVienna AISTRIADassen• ar M]LLA'VyHErrturk Osteinbeck W. GER*UllLaatzm WER g=W:ZiKoln 1 254FSrGEI*AAWYIndres FRA• KESt 12darcVIalle. FRANCEAarau Sm'ZERIANDPlyvruth Corriall INGLNDMarseille FRANCENoirchdjk In:ZANDHollvikinas SMDENRastatt WEEr GEEWNY

=1'r== 442'alarlotten.lung DER• ARKMilan rrALSMarina di Pisa IUILYMiddelfart DENMARK
=r ,=2=Y
Cap D agde FRNCE EuropePalavas FRANCE %.lopeBeaufort en Vallie FRANCE Europe

EFE• -Ia Narcule SR• NCE E...FeCagliari ImLY Europe
= = EurcpeAJaccio FRANCE E.ropeBruInthal WEST GER*NY mircpeloln WEST GEI*lANY BiropeVelbert WE;ST GER·VNY
-tende W. GEI:2*Ny =amstetterWallrabenstei,WE:Sr GE• NY alrope
• '=r- =Toulouse. FRANCE E.ropeErl.angen, WEM Ga*QUIY alropeLille, FRANCE n,ropevenezia Lido, rIALY ,/ropepregere, rFUL EuropeSonsbeck, WEST GERMNIY 8/rope
%25• ; • :I.:i: E)Irope
Paris, FIN*ZE =• L.• SIBIRE •
=%24 EuropeElI./peStoaholm. SWI)EN EllIpeHelsinli, FINIAND Europe*th/mptcn, INiIAND EuropeGoteborg, Slum EurcpeClevejon-Aic*1, INGL.AeD Europere,lig, WAr GrR*NY EuropeWe=21skirchen, R.F.A. SlrcpeSt. Brier, FRANCE El=..pe
Wien, AISIRIA =Bremen, R.F.A.Utrecht HEm,elingen, HILND EllrcpeLa Vallette, FRANZE £lit.peBrverwijk, 11/NIA,0 B...penukke mist, BEIGIZN n...peAssen (Drenthe), BILIUD BlropeGaeta, InLY nlropePalkim, ron£ B...PeSkndstrup, LE:*ZE ejogeSt. c*.en-Jeriey, Clmt:la ISLALI EhropeVasteras, S.Erat E..cPIBarlom, WEST HE:RelY EllIpeToledo OH 10
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Jay TerrellCharles CronhelmJim Trask
Douglas MeyerMark Wright
Robin LaCroix

Ken BellK.G. AnsellWayne FischerBill PetraitlsJohn KoedtKent Smith8111 Gill
Kenneth McKinneyJuan De OrbanejaRicardo RoviraAlvarez Del ManzanoJoan NuviolaEsteve PujulaFellpe BelliniRamon Pino
Pedro GarciaAntonio MunozAntonio Or101
iilt I:lx:lo Asenst
Don CampbellSteve FangioMike CooperAndy knollAge de VrlesThomas LangJohn FrieszChris WalkerPedro ColonDoug AckroydBrian NelsonPete klliganMark JcnesBruce BuchanBrian FrancoA. J. popeWalter Goodell
Greg MyersFrank BrearleyPaul PocockMark Tryggestad

Shreveport LA 6
1;1:'ilm"RIA tnt'l12Angola NY 6Boroko Papua, NEW GUINEA Int'l
Humble TX 6

Dubai, UNITED ARAB EMIRATESJeddah, SAUDI ARABIAGreen Bay WIConneaut Lake PATali Beach. PHILIPPINESHatfield PAAmherst Nova Scotia, CANADA
Peoria ILMijas (Malaga). SPAINCalafell, SPAINVllafortuny, SPAINCastelldefels. SPAINRosas, SPAINPort Pollensa, SPAINPuebla Farnals, SPAIN
Sanlucar de BEA, SPAINCalas de Guisando. SPAINSotogrand SV. SPAINMadrid. SPAINPonca City OK
Lake Arrowhead CAAmarillo TXMamth Lakes CAAsheville NCManoma, BAHRAINMamaroneck NYHampton VABurlington Ontario, CANADAMayaquez, PUERTO RICOTown Bank NJSpicer MNGeneva OHCalgary Alberta, CANADAFox Lake ILPawtucket RIPlnellas Park FL
Whitmore Lake MIKlamath Falls ORBarnegot BayQuesnal B.C., CANADAAmery WI

Ron Rossi Brownwoed TX 14Luis lerdo de Tjada Mares, SPAIN Int'lSalvador Barrachlna Castellon, SPAIN Int'lCarlos Hernandez Sevilla, SPAIN Int'lRaul Moreira PORTUGAL Int,1
Ron Rowton Tltusville FL 8
Everett Thompson Elizabeth City NY 9Dan Dunbar Rymatuming PA 12
Boyd Bass McAllster OK 14Pancho Limon San Felipe. Baja CA, MEXICO Int'lPeter Skarstedt Whitefish MT 4Arilrew Gallingtcm Christchurch, NEW ZEALAND Int'lBob Cole Sun Prairie Wl 7Dieter Bromkamp Nlantic CT 12David Buckingham Spirit Lake IA 7Scott Russell Storm Lake IA 7Jim Murray Leesling IN 10Neal Houx Tahoe Clty CA 3Debbie Blackburn Walker MR •
Hlke Stevens Kahulul. Maul HIGary Doty Cordova IL •Chuck Druckenmiller New Llsbon WIJames Walrath Puget Sound WAMiguel Soldevila Alicante, SPAIN Int'lLaird Jones Montgomery AL 15Jane Brown Elkhart IN 10Jim Bryant Abilene TX 14J. de Grout Serla, Brunel, W BORNEO Int,1
Randy ReimanUbaldo TacconelllWill PulsfordAndrew MarshallMlke G. ReaJohn GriffithDwayne TuttleDavid LillenthalRick TingaMasahlko OzekiMarlyasu MuraseYves GerinalnAijlro HirayamaFred SponselJohn SmalJohn McKellopHank KazilerCraig FindlayMa"mi KerugePaul RickettsMarc DickensonDennis PattersonBrian WlthersGraham WebbyFrledrich NlederquellJohn MulayCharles LeekleyThomas YortyBrian HughesMax WestwaterJerry MohneyBuz MooreTom BaileyEugene ZalerScott AmanMarce DavisonBob AndersonWalter CampbellCarrier RichardJose BacaDarlene JohnsonTrevor PageBrendon WhitleyStephen HoetzerAaron SirmiSteve Gronka

Manitowic WI 7Edo, Nueva Esparta. VENEZUELA Int ° 1Trinidad, WEST INDIES Int'lSingapors REP. OF SINGAPORE Int'lMuscat. GULF OF OMAN Int,1Doha, QATAR/ARMIAN GULF Int'lLongvlew TX 14Seabrook NH 12Trenton Ontario, CANADA 16Kanagawaken, JAPAN Int,1Saltama-ken, JAPAN Int'lLibreville, GABON Int'l
Tokyo, JAPAN Int'lBrigantin NJ 11Athens, GREECE Int'lCadillac MI 10Ogden Dunes IN 10Caringbah NSW, AUSTRALIA Int'lKanagawa Prefecture, JAPAN Int'lNort- Myrtle Beach SC 9Malvern AR 14El Dorado KS 14Abu Dhabi, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES Int'lWellington, NEW ZEALAND Int'lKorbach, GERMANY Int'lTucson AZ 2Excelslor MN 7Pohick Bay VA 11Turkey Point Ontario, CANADA 16Cheung Chau, HONG KONG Int'lPortage MI 10Hartsville SC 9Yaldosta GA 8South Haven MI 10Roanoke Rapids NC 9Centerport NY 12Reglna. Saskatchwewan, CANADA 4Midland TX 6St. Redempteur Quebec, CANADA 12Lake Charles LA 6Moses Lake WA 4At-Jubail, SAUDI ARABIA Int'lTiranga, NEW ZEALAND Int'l• k,• 1.;
Avalin, NI 11

Int'lInt'l
11Int'l1112
10Int'lInt'lInt'lInt,1Int:1Int,1Int'1
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14
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SAILING SKILLS
Continued from page 21

DIAGRAM D

Sailor A, using the'Tail-safe beginner
start"starts late, tacks off to the right, sails
pastthe starboard tack layline before
tacking towards the windward mark. There
he has clean air on his final approach.

FAIL-SAFE BEGINNER START TACTIC
As a first-time racer you have got to be

realistic, you're probably not going to win
your first race by a mile. As a matter of fact,
because of your lack of boardspeed and
boardhandling experience, you'll be lucky
to finish on the same leg as the leaders,
even if you're a candidate for the next
America's Cup. You're going to need a safe
method of attaining clean air within one
minute of the starting signal and a simple
and safe strategy for sailing the first
windward leg. Here's how.

Hang around 100 feet tothe right of the
race committee boat with about 30
seconds to go. Just stand there with your
sail luffing and watch the windward-end
mess occur. After the gun goes off, watch
for the first opening to occur by the stern of
the committee boat. As soon as you see
an opening, sail through it, cross the line,
then tack off to the right side of the course
(see diagram D). Continue on port tack
past the starboard tack layline to the
windward mark. Once you've sailed 30
seconds past it, tack for the mark. This way
you'll have clean air as you approach the
mark; all the sailors who tack on the layline
will get stuck in the "starboard layline
parade" and you'll catch up a lot of what
you gave away with the late start. With this
tactic you should be able to finish near the
middle of the fleet, not bad for a first timer.

Whatever you do, enjoy your first race.
Maybe you're used to winning, that may (or
may not) happen for you in boardsailing.
Just remember what we are out there for,
to learn and have fun, so go for it! Al

WOMEN SAIL
Continued from page 33

ond in dnother The large point spread she crossed the finish line in first place
between them and the second place team immediately followed by Cathy Chee. This
of Debbie Laure and Maureen Laughlin race brought the scores even closer, as all
made first place look more secure. of the top six boats were within a point or

On the beach the light blue sails flew as two of being the next national champion.
adjustments were made for Friday; the last The wind was not changing or getting any
and final day The women anticipated a stronger. I L. explained it well to a
repeat of Mother Nature's performance of bystander on the beach: "If it was any
the previous day: heavy air again. Boats heavier we would call it light air." The
were checked and rechecked. The racers current, that constant force that draws your
covered their wetsuits with every kind of boat into marks, continued to be a critical
foul weather gear imaginable. A!1 was factor in our strategies. Every inch around
ready for the uncertainty ahead. the course'was hard fought. Every boat

Excitement rose as the women watched passed or boat lost could dramatically
the small black Avon make two trips out to change one's overall position because the
the committee boat with the race commit- point spread was so close.
tee members. This small craft was Wally Myers and Pat Porter on the race
struggling asjt jumped and crashed into committee watched intensely. They were
each huge wave. On the final trip back to heard saying, 'We're glad we're not out
the beach, IL. the chauffer, was hit by a there and we're not looking forward to next
massive swell. The little Avon flipped over week" when the open event would begin
ejecting everything including IL. on this exact spot.

By the time "Off the beach" was called, Think about a time when you recall an
the wind had died but the surf was still up. experience that filled you with dread. That's
The first boat off barely made it through the the way we felt during race 7, the last race.
surf without flipping. You could feel the Most of the fleet sat only yards from A
adrenaline rising as the second was not so mark. The current was a little stronger than
lucky. The thought that you could not make the wind and most skippers must have
it ran through many minds as the sorrowful been asking themselves,'What's the use?
cat lay beating its mast into the sand. The We won't ever make it to the weather mark."
brave crew of the third boat which Boats sat 15 to 20 yards from the mark.
attempted to attack the surf was washed The sails were full and there was a small
off. The boat came within feet of crashing wake coming off the sterns but they stayed
into the nearby jetty before being rescued. the same distance from the mark. All well-
Only one boat had made it through the laid plans took a back door to the number
surf, so IL. called a stop before anyone one concern, getting around A mark. On
was hurt or a boat damaged. IL. radioed the beach one spectator said,'Watching
the committee boat with a plan. He this race reminds me of being on a cattle
phoned the lifeguard patrol, whose mem- ranch. The sailboats look like cattle roam-
bers he had become buddies with after ing about the pasture stopping to munch
spending many an evening with them sip- here and there." Things were definitely
ping cold ones at the Rusty Nail. Off the looking bleak but just before the abandon
beach was called again, this time with lots race flag was to go up, the first boats made
of encouragement and assistance in the it around the mark.
surf. All the boats finally made it. The race was long and frustrating. Linda

The winds had now died even more by Leon and Sue Brenny sailed with just the
this time. The current was still running right mix of expertise and luckto over-
against the boats and it was almost two come the current and light air to take the
hours before all the boats reached the lead and win. Belinda Clauss and Michelle
starting line. The current was straight for- LeSeur from South Africa took second.
ward and was not playing any tricks. There Most women were glad the racing was
was no place to go to hide or escape from over. Brenny put it well when she said,'We
it. The concentration it took just to make it did not need another day of humiliation! 1
to the starting line made you mentally know some teams want that one more
exhausted. Meanwhile, on the committee race, that one more chance, but I'm glad
boat, relaxed race officials sat with their we're through."
fishing poles all in a line. They were enjoy- For Linda Leon and Sue Brenny, three
ing their favorite pastime as they had done days of racing was all they needed. Who
on previous days. It seemed like hours would have known that after the first race
before Wills finally started race 6. with nineteenth as a finish and sitting in

The boats foughtthe current and inched fourth place going into the final day; Leon
their way to the weather mark. The first and Brenny could have pulled it out? A
boats around moved out to a comfortable sixth, fifth, fourth, second and two firsts
lead as they seemed to fly downhill to C with a total of 18.5 points is what it took to
mark with the current now at their back. win the 1986 Hobie Cat Women's National
Linda Leon let out a scream of delight as Championship. AL
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Hobie/Alpha Sailors
You can counton finding

copies of the latest HOTLINE at
the Hobie dealers

listed below.

ALABAMA
University S."Ing Center

B/rminghom
Potton's Boots Anool

Fairhope
ARKANSAS
Arkansas Sports Supplies

Little Rick
ARIZONA
Arizona Sailing Center

Phoenix
HITech Cato morons

Phoenix
Ship'$ Store

Tucson
AUSTRALIA
Coost Catimaran Australla

Erina
CALZFORNIA
Sat/boafs of Bokersne/d

Bokers/leld
Murray'"Marine

Carpinterlo
Hob/e Sports

Dana Point
Scttlng Center

Friant
Clows,Enterprhes

Homewood
Empire Sal'ing

Morjn
Sunsolls

Mo(lesli
WIndy Solis

Mission Hilts
Monronica
Sonta Barbara

Hoble Oceonside
Oceanside

/nland Solltng Co.
Socromenfo

Hoble Spor,sCenfer
Son Diego

Wind and Sea Sporfs
San Diego

The W/nd//re
Sanjose

O'Nel/js Yoch# Confer
Sant/Cruz

CANADA
Sunburst Sal/croft

Edmonton, Alber#a
WIndsurfing Alberta

Calgary, Atber#o
Northern Sail Works

Winnipeg. Mon/,oba
Southwes# Sal/s

Chatham. Onforlo
Jock BakerMarine

Miss;ss]gua, Ontario
Catomorine

Toronto. fas# Ontario
Soitcroft of Con.da

Kirkland. Quebec
COLORADO
RockyMounfoin Marine

Denver
Sumport ct Colorado

Fort Collins
Ch Inook Sal/boa#

Pueblo
CONNECTICUT
Condlewood EaN somng

Brookfield
New England Solls

Warehouse Point
The Boa# Locker

Westport
DELAWARE
Wrweof her Marine Cen• er

Beor
FLOR/DA
Cycle Marine

Bradenton
Force E

Deerfie/d Beach
Por# Tock Sal/boafs

Fi.Lauderdale
PlaygroundSalls

Ff. Wohon Beach
Key Sailing

Gulf Breeze/Pennsocola
SollboatSupply

Jacksonvit/e
Oreon Conne.non ti

Jensen Beach
Troplcal Sollboats

Key Wesf
Adventure Yachts

Lorgo
Action Sall and Sports

Melbourne
So• Ung Store

Orlando
Sal' Shop

Port Richie
Morlner Morine

Rivera Beach
Gand R Sal/boots

Soufh Noples
rhe Cycle Shop

Tatiohossee
Tampa Sollcroft

Tampa

H

D• E R7'.111'EN,/
FRANCE
Coos#Ca#omaron France

Hyeres
GEORGIA
Augusta Boof Conter, tnc.

Martinez
Sailing, '...

Smyrno
Dunbar So//s

St. Simons Islond
HAWAII
Valley istes MarlneCenter

Achurui
Froome'Isa"Ing Center

Katiuo
IDAHO
Ros#ock Boats

Boise
ILLINOIS
Thede Morine

Downers Grove
Sall Lof#

Foxlcke
Adventure Sports

Rockford
INDIANA
Doyne's Marke Serike

Porloge
That Sollboof Place

South Bend
Syracuse

Saliboats.inc. Indiana
Wesfield

KANSAS
C & H Sailcratt

Chanute
Heritage Yach#ing

Overland Park
American Inland Yochts

Wichito
KENTUCKY
Lou/sv///e Sa//boa# So/es

louisy///e
LOU/S/ANA
Pock and Paddle

Latoyette
Lake Charles

MAINE
S.bago Hoble

North Windham
MARYLAND
Backyard Boofs

Ar,nopolis
Maryland Marina

Middle River
MASSACHUSETTS
Swin Sol//.g

Horw/chporf
Sfeve Mehl':Boo# House

Hinghom
Ensign Marine

Matfatoiseff

MiCH/GAN
The Weathermark

Bay City
Wolf'$ Annex

Benion Harbor
SoIl plo-

Cedar Springs
Summ// Hous ofM tch:gan

Jackson
Sonboofs, /nc

Mt. Clemens
Noomfletd Beach ond Boot

PInfloc
Hoble Sports Cenfer

Richland
Sa/1 North

Traverse City
Salty Dog Maline

Whimore Lake
MINNESOTA
Seven Seos Yoch#$. /nc.

8/oom/nglon
Hl Tempo

Whil Beartake
MISSOUR/
Sailing ihe Wind

Springiteld
MISSISSIPPI
Seashore SaNs

Long Beach
NEBRASKA
Action Sports N Sall

Omaha
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Arey'$ Marina

Mouffonboro
New Hampshire Hoble Cot

Seobrook
NEW JERSEY
Cranford Boat and Cance

Cronford
South Shore Morina

Hewitt
Hockento$ Boot Company

Lake Hopolcong
Bay¥lew MorIng

OceanCity
NEW YORK
South Bay S.Us

Clay
No/hway Marine

Clifton Pork
Bellpat Morine

East Patchogue
The Boo, S,ore New York

Massapequa
Somng Centerof New York

Rochester
F'.ger Lakes Hoble

Wafkins Glen
NEWZEALAND
PerformanceSolicroft

Takapurna

NORTH CAROLINA
Skyland Saltcraft

Arden
Morsh':Surf-N-Seo

Atlantic Beoch
Greenville

Hobie/Alpha Dealers
Make sure you have plenty.

of HOTLINES on hand.
The most informative catamaran/
sailboard publication available.

Boats·For·Sall
Chorlotte

So//boa/s LTD
Greensboro

Bayslde Watersports, tnc.
Nags Head

Off the Beach
Raleigh

Solfor'.Source
Roanoke Rapids

Sheps Store North Coro/Ina
Wi/mington

NORTH DAKOTA
Scheets Sporting Goods

Forge
OH/0
Sol"ng Splrt

Both
Strictly S.11

Cincinnon
Dayton

Harbor North
Huron

Sonboot Safes·Toledo
Toledo

OKLAHOMA
Aqu.... Cenfer

Edmond
Inland WInd,ports, Inc.

Norman
Tulso Salicroft

Tu/sa
OREGON
WIndiommers West

Portland
PENNSYLVANIA
Ple.West

Erie
Clew& & Strawbridge

FraIer
50/lboof Headquarters

So/h Hampton
PUERTO RICO
Valeria Carlbe Cat, Inc.

Iste Verde
RHODE ISLAND
Megrews Boots

Choriesfown
SOUTH AFRICA
Coast Catamaran Pty,LTD.

Cope Town
SOUTH CAROLINA
Timeout Boats

Mt. Pleasant
Valk Sal/boof Cenfer

Columbia
TENNESSEE

Rooke SoilsMemphis

TEXAS
Sailing Imports

Austin
Sat/boo / Shop

Aus#in
Houston
Son Antonio

TriangleWl/diports
Beoumonf

Spinnoker Marine
Corpus Christi

Iniand Sa//boa#$
Dallas

Ft. Worth Sail and Martne
Ff. Worrh

Gulf Coast Sailing Center
Kemch

Woody 042sPoddles'N Wls
Lubbock

Padre Marine Sports
So. Padre

Simpson 's So• • boo, Shop
Tyler

UTAH
Rightflt Sports

Sal, Lake aty
VERMONT
Ch to N Mar/ne

Burlington
VIRGINIA
Backyard Boots

Alexandria
Trall'NSail

Richmond
Peninsula Sailing Center

Tabb
Trafton Mortne

Vlrginll Beach
WASH/NGTON
Mt. P//chuck Ski and Sport

Everett
Hoble Sporfs

Kirk/and
Bettines'South SoundMarine

01ympil
Sports and Sall

Richland
Sport. Creel

Spokane
W/SCONSIN
Spltier, trIc.

Middleton
Kinn Motors Marine

Oconomowoc
WYOMING
Mount/En Sports

Cosper

..........................................
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Alpha Team Rider Wade Aust is 20 years old and lives in Treasure Island near St,

Petersburg, Florida. Aust has rapidly become a respected sailor on the national and
international racing circuit after only four years of competitive board sailing. Aust is
a hopeful for the 1988 U.S. Olympic boardsailing team.

by d ave weber

HL: How long have you been sailing?
WA: I've been sailing since I was six

years old, starting out on International
prams at the St. Petersburg Yacht Club and
then moved into catamarans and even-
tually into boardsailing which I've been
doing for four years now I've been repre-
senting Alpha for three years.
HL: How did you get started in

boardsailing?
WA: Alex Aguera and his brother, Greg,

both sons of our local sailboard dealer,
lived near me. Their shop was only about
four blocks away. My brother taught me
how to sail and people who really know
what they're doing gave me the drive to do
well.
HL: In four short years you have

decided to obtain an Olympic trust. [An
Olympic trust is an account into which
amateurs can place their monetary prizes
to be collected at the end of their amateur
careers.] How did that happen so quickly?
WA: It was a result of my dinghy back-

ground before I started boardsailing and
then putting lots of hours on the board.
HL: What kinds of races have you been

sailing to get set up in the standings? You
are in contention for making the 1988
Olympic team, is that right?
WA: Yes, that's correct. To get myself in

contention, I've been racing in and winning
some triangle events all over the nation.
Then I placed in the Olympic trials in 1984.
I was virtually noncompetitive before the
trials.
HL: What are some of the accomplish-

ments you've had over the last few years
and what types of boards are you racing in
those events?
WA: Well, there were the Olympic trials,

then the AlphaWorlds which I obtained a
second in. I raced Division two in Europe
last year and received some good scores
like a fifth in the Swedish Championships. 1

did well in the Scandinavian Champion-
ships. On to this year, I tied for first in the
Wayler worlds and then went to the Hi Ho
in which I was sponsored by Alpha/Hobie
and Gaastra Sails. Ifinished 16th in that on
the 220 which really worked for me in that
regatta. In Europe I scored a12th in the
Scandinavian Championships this year
and came backto the Canadian Champi-
onships and took first as a heavyweight
and then another first as a heavyweight in
the United States Association nationals
here.
H L: You certainly have strong places in

big regattas. I understand your future
ambitions are pretty strong too. Not only
are you involved in board sailing, but
you've also been trying to get yourself set
up as a marine engineer and have been
applying at the Naval Academy. Can you
tell us how boardsailing might help?
WA: The Naval Academy would like to

see me attend because of my boardsailing
and sailing background. The main reason
is that they would like to see me get to the
'88 Olympics in boardsailing, which is my
basic goal. Plus naval architecture is what I
plan to study. Someday I'd like to get back
with Hobie and maybe work on some
boats, that's my ambition.
HL: Do you want to work on racing

sailboats or large vessels?
WA: Well, when I get out of the Naval

Academy, 1'11 have to spend five years
working for the Navy and so I would
probably be working with warships. After
that, I would like to get into some offshore
racing sailboats and back to the sport of
boardsailing using what I've learned. I'd like
to continue with the sport.
HL: So you really have a strong drawing

to the sailboard business. Of all the differ-
ent boats you've sailed do you find
sailboards to be the most enjoyable? What
is the attraction?
WA: The attraction is that it is a very

athletic form of sailing. It's also the type of
sailing that is very tactical because of the
extreme mobility of the boards. Plus it is
just a lot of fun to get out and go sailing. It's

such an easy craft to get rigged.
HL: As an Alpha team rider and a very

serious competitor, how much time a year
do you spend training?
WA: This year, Ill spend the whole year

training. I try to spend a lot of time on the
water. I'd like to work myself up to where I'm
on the water at least six hoursaday
Weight lifting and running are all included
in that. I like to work out like that because I
think that's what you need to be a very
good competitor.
HL: How important is the sponsorship of

Alpha to you as a team rider?
WA: It's very important to me because it

defrays a lot of the expenses that add up.
In order to be an amateur sailor and do
well, you've got to be 100 percent behind
the company as well as having the com-
pany behind you. What I would advise any
of the younger sailors or those just starting
out would be if they do get an Alpha
sponsorship or get sponsored by anybody
else, is to stand behind the company.
Otherwise you won't have the sponsorship
very long.
HL: Do you think the equipment makes

a difference?
WA: Especially in funboard racing, the

equipment is very important if you're trying
to be competitive. I find the new Alpha
equipment very competitive, as good as
there is in the market right now.
H L: Any board in particular that you're

talking about?
WA: I'd say the 220. I think the 220 is

really the board to be on for course racing
or funboard racing. It is very maneuverable
and very fast. There is a lot of go-fast
potential with that board.
H L: The 110 has been making a lot of

noise around the world for a couple of
years. How do you feel about that board?
WA: The 110 is an incredible board. The

more I sail it off the house where I live the
more lYn impressed with it. I'd like to see
the board entered in some sort of speed
trials. I know it goes really fast already and 1
don't think its limits have been reached
yet. .Rl_
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Hotline
Exclusive *

In the 1950s, it was the Kinsey Report.

Now, in the 1980s, it's the HOTLINE Report,

an inside look at what makes board sailors

tick. Yes, the HOTLINE has asked three

probing questions to a random sample of

typical board sailors. The answers were

enlightening, entertaining, educational

and, yes, shocking. In some cases the

names have been changed to protect the

innocent (and a few guilty). HOTLINE is

considering reporting these answers to

Psycho/ogy Today for their analysis. We're

also considering reporting some of the

answers to the police. HOTLINE takes no

responsibility for the accuracy of these

answers. After all, we talked to sailors.

ALL *
Compiled

BY
Dan Mangus

HOW 010 YOU GET
STARTED SAILBOAROING•

My mom won a newspaper crossword
contest about six years ago. With part of
the prize money, we decided to get our-
selves a sailboard.

Peter
South Africa

It was just a natural progression from sail-
ing and surfing.

Bruce
Laguna Beach, California

My mom saw it and liked it. I learned on
Tamales Bay with no wetsuit, and stingrays
and jellyfish.

lan
Livermore, California

I wanted a one-design sailing class that
was easy to haul from race to race for
triangle racing during the non-college
season.

Karl
Kirkland, Washington

I saw the world championship in Cancun,
Mexico in 1978 and got hooked on the
spot.

Victor
Mexico

Friend of a friend gave lessons to a friend
and I was invited to join.

Steve
(State witheld by request)

I was an old surfer, took a trip to Hawaii
and a 20 minute lesson. It was a 2 hour
struggle with 2 days of pain. I was 2 broke
to continue and 2 hooked not 2.

E
Dana Point, California

Daddy

Tara Schweitzer
(daughter of inventor Hoyle Schweitzer)

/./././././.£'<• /• •
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WHERE IS YOUR FAVORITE
.SAILING SPOT• .

I like Hookipa, Hawaii in three knots on a
longboard just so I can say I sailed there.

Gary
Los Angeles

Sunset Beach at Pacific Palisades [near
Los Angeles]. It is close to home and
sometimes has great winds and waves.

Greg
Santa Monica, California

Lake del Valle, California because of the
warm water and the show of bikinis. For
wind I like Bethany or San Francisco Bay.

lan
Livermore, California

Maui, need you ask?

Bruce
Laguna Beach, California

Kailua, Hawaii because it is so beautiful
there.

Barbara
Marina del Rey; California

Corpus Christi, Texas because there is
warm water lots of wind Nice weather and The Columbia River Gorge because it has
nice people. strong wind and nice scenery

Jennifer Sam
Houston, Texas Portland, Oregon

Blou-Berg, South Africa because there is a
lot of beach, no shore break, and the
waves are easy to ride.

Peter
South Africa

On water. The boards last longe[ They get
fewer abrasions.

Steve
(State witheld by request)

By the Maya Caribe Hotel in Cancun,
Mexico. It is where we keep our boards
and there is very good wind there.

Victor
Mexico

Cozumel, Mexico because there's great
high winds.

Romy
Mexico
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WHAT IS YOUR
.WILDEST STORY•

I'd tell you but she might be reading this.

(Name witheld by request)
(Continent witheld by request)

A storm was blowing through Door County,
Wisconsin in late summer, 1986. I had
driven all night. At 5:00 a.m., the wind was
dead and I couldn't get into the apartment
where I was staying. I inflated my mattress
in the back of my Subaru and was trying to
doze off when the trees started shaking. It
took me only five minutes to realize I
wouldnt fall asleep with the wind like that. 1
donned my wetsuit and headed out on my
board. The wind was 15 to 20 knots and
increasing. The waves gradually built to
four-foot faces. I was getting good jumps
on all tacks as the wind kept increasing. 1
sailed in scenic Eagle Harbor until about 1
p. m. when the wind died Everyone else
was just launching their boards. That was
the best sail of my life, followed by the best
sleep of my life.

Fred
Chicago, Illinois

S:F:/

I was pulled out of Lake Michigan by
a helicopter on Christmas Day four
years ago.

Hartray
Illinois

Once I was driving to Santa Maria, Mexico
for the first time. It was 20 miles down a dirt
road and I was pissed on Corona beer I
got stuck up to the doors in sand at
midnight in a spot that floods during high
tide. I was digging out for three hours.

Colin
Australia

I was rescued by a power boat for the
second time after a sailing lesson. I was
clinging to a half-submerged tree while a
thunderstorm was blowing. The owner of
the board was on board the boat. If looks
could kill . . .

Nancy
ex s

I was sailing at Hookipa and got rolled
around in a 10-foot whitewater wave. Hoo
boy!

lan
Australia

I once did freestyle at four in the morning
to loud music with spotligl'Its and I was in
the nude!

(Name witheld by request)
California

I was rescued by a Coast Guardsman who
I gave lessons to at the beginning of the
summer.

Liz
California

Sailing out to Angel Island in San Fran-
cisco Bay with tennis shoes on and a
picnic lunch, having a wonderful afternoon
and sailing back at night under a full moon.

Arnanda
San Francisco, California

Mexico. Full moon. Naked. Long boards. .

(Name witheld by request)
California

-63Cjeee£,gE
There you have it. Not a pretty picture Is it?
It appears board sailors are demented,
obsessive vagabonds with no moral stan-
dards. It also appears that they have a
whole lot of fun. Can you add to this
report? Our research will benefit from your
answers to the above questions or your
favorite sailing stories. Help us lind a cure
for this disease and send your answers to
Alpha Editor in care of HOTLINE. AL
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When I first began "sit'n surfing" in surf
kayaks in the mid sixties, the thought of
using fins was out of the question. This was
a"new sport" and every spare minute was
spent on the water. For three or four years,
as we tuned our kayak paddling skills for
use in the surf, and as we gained surf
knowledge, we used the same equipment
until we had reached the performance
limits of the equipment.
The realization that equipment limits had

been reached prompted me to go into a
major"re-think" not only of craft design, but
whether there were major design areas
where change was needed. At the same
time as balance, volume and flotation were
being redesigned, fins were integrated into
the whole concept.
To make a long story short, atremen-

dous amount of development was done
with fins during the period 1970-79 by
which time the functional rules of thumb
had made themselves clear.
Currently; and for the last four to five

years, the basic position of fins relative to
center of gravity and length of craft has
been established as follows.
The leading edge of the center fin falls

approximately 10 inches aft of where the
bones of one's backside are in the seat
pan. The leading edge of the outer twin/tri
fins falls approximately 3 inches aft of the
leading edge of the center fin. The fin
boxes allow small forward and backward
adjustments which the individual can try
until a happy medium can be found
between "holding power on the wall,'"'drive
in maneuvers" and "looseness in maneu-
vers" to suit ones style.
Once this"happy medium" has been

found through experimentation, stay with it
whether you have a single, twin or tri-fin
setup. I have always found that once one is
happy with a setup, it's good for all condi-
tions. For the last six years I have been
using the tri-fin setup with only very small
changes to sizes and areas of fins.
Recently I was asked to test what I

thought was just another"gimmick" fin

/

Using Standard Alnha 110 and 150 Fins
Setup Comments

Standard Large Fin (1) The basis from which all assessments are made;
Center holding power in all maneuvers. Problems occur

when "surfer" overworks the fin in very hard turns
and tries to ride too high on a steep wall. Break away
is move controlled and predictable.

Standard Small Fin (1)
Center

Standard Large Fin (1)
Center
Standard Small Fins (2)
Outers

Limited use-minimum holding power-allows skid
turns. Does not restrict speed much.

The basic'tri-fin" setup. At first use seems stiff and
directional. Generates better use of rail edge which
in turn allows smoother turns. Minimum skid. Excel-
lent holding and drive power.

Standard Large Fin (3) Much stiffer. Excellent holding. Long, drawn out
Center and Outers turns. Heavy expert would get same effect as

average weight person using 1 large and 2 small
fins.

Standard Small Fin (3)
Center and Outers

Standard Large (2)
Outers only

Standard Small (2)
Outers only

Looser than 1 large and 2 small combination.
Breakaway point more rudder.

Allows hot-dogging max maneuvers. Fine holding
until sudden release just when not required. Spin-
outs more common.

As above, but proportionately less holding. The
spinouts are sudden and wicked.

Notes:
0) The fewer fins you can manage with, the better for speed. The speed loss per fin
is significant. (2) There are skis out there with the center fin aft of the outer fins. The
Alpha system is more balanced and predictable and is set up in relation to plan,
rocker, flotation and centers of balance. (3) In each hand you have two infinitely
adjustable fins (paddle blades). Think about it.

Warning:
Fins are relatively sharp and can cause injuries if you hit someone or if the ski hits
you. A good general rule in the event of an imminent collision is for both parties to
capsize. This reduces the chances of skis hitting people. Rather, skis will hit skis
and it's better to damage skis which can be repaired very easily

(there have been enough gimmick fins
offered to the surfing public which would
solve all problems and turn the average
performer into a world champ) called the
Zip fin. It follows on the heels of the winning
Australian America's Cup entry. In essence,
this fin is small in area and shallow When
viewed from the front and back it looks like
a small, upside down letter "T.'

I am currently using this fin in the center
box but have retained the small outer fins I
have used for years. After two months of
use, I believe that I am able to discern a
quantum performance improvement. Bot-
tom turns can be pulled so hard and tight
that I can take the drop noticeably deeper
before pulling the bottom turn. After the
bottom turn, I can pull higher back up the

wave and then the holding power of the fin
allows more controlled holding on more
vertical walls. In turns, be they long and
drawn out or super radical ultratight, con-
trol is again improved. These benefits add
up to much all-around improvement in
performance.

I sha!1 continue to use this setup for the
next 12 months until I have a thorough
understanding of all the benefits. The Zip is
not a gimmick and my fellow Alpha users
are now using them.
For those of you whose fins and fin

position are a myster* the table above
may help. Ultimately, only years of experi-
ence can give you a deep insight into the
pros and cons of different setups and
shapes. Al-
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SAIL REPAIR
AS SAILMAKERS FOR 14 YEARS
AND HOBIE DEALEAS FOA 12 1
YEARS, WE SOLICIT YOUR 8
WINDOW INSTALLATION, BOLTROPE
AND BATTEN POCKET REPAIRS, 2
TRAMPOLINE WOAK, ETC. FIVE
TO TEN DAY TURN AROUND. 9
EXCELLENT WORKMANSHIP.
INSURANCE ESTIMATES.
48 HOUR SERVICE AT 3 ©
DOUBLE RATES AND 10
TIME AVAILABILITY. 4 '/
CALL FOR QUOTE OR 9290
SEE YOUR HoWeCat

OR HOLDEROEALER 5 1 4-ALSO- 5
Hou)ER COVERS _

G 6-12
Hobie Cat

1, L___----1• • --• • • LU
fBanana fpeci

14
--='m

"Banana Peed" are designed to fit the hulls snugly by utilizing delrin ziFpers
along gunwhale and zipprs/velcro far sidestay closures allowing for mast-up
storage or mast down towable without disconnecting the bridle or sidestays.
Hobie 16 "Banana Pee,66" are $295.00 a set and $95.00 for the tranpoline cover.
The Hobie 18 "Ba• ta Ped" is ne-piece, covering the entire hulls and tra:r'p
and prices at $389.00. Prices are for our stock colors of white or blue. Add
10% to quoted prices for colors: red, yellow, green or tan; allow additional
14-day delivery for special colors. All orders prepaid will be shipped UPS
freight paid. All other orders will be shipped UPS, OOD including freight.
For price guide on sail repairs and infoonother manufactured items, contact:

(90U744• 00 ROOKE SAILS 2:12=• tte• i

HOBIE HOT TIP

Righting the Hoble 17
When I was buying my 17 I was very concerned whether my

mere 150 lbs. would allow me to recover from a capsize without
help. But now I find I can right this boat all by myself. Of course, 1
need a lot of help from my water bag.

The secret seems to be having the line to the bag long enough
so the bag can be conveniently filled with water but not so long
that the bag hangs well below my shoulder My purpose here is to
keep the bag high enough so as to avoid dunking it as the boat
begins to rotate. I attach the line to the dolphin striker post and
use a line length (plus bag straps) of only 5 feet, 3 inches. I also
use a simple recovery line which I loop around my harness
buckle so as to reduce the load on my arms.

My procedure is, first, to free the mainsheet and traveller and
release the recovery line and bag. Then, I wait at the bow until the
sail turns into the wind. Next, I fill the bag, put the line over my
shoulder and hook up the recovery line. I keep my knees straight
and ease out a sufficient length of the recovery line until the bag
is about two feet above the wate[ I hold this position until the boat
is well into its rotation. That's all there is to it and the whole effort
takes about three minutes.

Now that I can do the roll tack and have the righting problem
solved, I am a very contented 17 sailor

Hugh Boyd
Houston, Texas

SHOW YOUR COLORS
YOUR OWNHOBECAT 442EXPERTLY APPLIQUED

ON TOP QUALITY SWEATSHIRTS

- Customized To Yop Specifications
- 5096 Cotton / 5096 Polyester Shkts
- An Ideal Gift
- Sail M,rnbers Avanable

CALL NOW [312] 724-3207

-Add

El o 042*Y
-N' .1929.gs
/ 7,9-tr -\

-, Ad. 152\
0_ - -1 kil=* Dr:• ,•/-

PERSONAL SAIL WEAR

3143 Bellwood Lane
Glenview, Illinois 60025

The portable .-i ® NAN-CADDIE' ./7:"OBIE
TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT- ..",=

* OF TRANSPORTING YOUR
p' MAST

-----0-
is the ideal way to--Il---i('me. transport yourmastand boom Stemand/or bowinterlock-

ing carriers clamp on securely and remove easily. Fits all
Hobies. Made 01 polypm brass or staintess. Salety tle not
included but recommended

A.

/,

The AQUA-CADDIE holds coolers ug to 101/ix.143A and also is great for weather
gear, etc. Crossbeam mounting helps keep basket out of water and eliminates deforming dolphin
striker as when wave hits striker mounted product. Cooler not included. Model for Hobie 18 (mast
mounted), all other cats, Holder 12, etc.

J&64. MURRAYS MARINE DIST
or P O. BOX 490

CARPINTERIA, CA 930138930 DEXTER-PINCKNEY (805) 684-5446PINCKNEY, M148169
...(3,1P.42941.59. (Catifornia residents add 6% sales tax)

One Year Warranty ..................
0 CO.D.(U.S. only) SEE YOUI LOCAL BEAU R / Bdu ltrlf0 Check Enclosed SHIPPED IN USA VIA UPS (no RO. Box #'s please)0 Master Charge
0 Visa (BankAmericard) Name

AQUA-CADDIE Address0 Hobie 18 $49.95
0 Other models $39.95 City

MAST-CADDIE State ZiP
0 Stern Only $44.95 Account0 Bow Only $44.95 number
Indicate Model of Boat: Expiration Date

0 Please send more U.8. htnt h:dI• s • Reg. U.• ht Off.information
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DANGER
Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailing

1.. near overhead wires. A

V\ mast near a wire could
v be fatal!



HOBIE BRIEFS
Continued from page 14

Sheldon Coleman Reaches Two
Mlestones

Sheldon Coleman, chairman of the board of the Coleman Co.,
Inc., Hobie Cat's parent company, turned 85 on November 15,
making him one of the elder statesmen of American business.
Coleman, who is to the outdoors what Ray Kroc was to ham-
burgers, also celebrated the making of the 40 millionth Coleman
lantern. Coleman lanterns have been in use for most of this
centurz lighting the way for millions of campers and other
sportsmen.

Oklahoma Speed Week
Lake Hefner floats on the northwest end of Oklahoma City and

has been enjoyed by sailors of many different vessels for a long
time. Within the last couple of years, a few local boardsailors have
launched in 30-to-50-knot winds and screamed across the flat
water. John Collins, sailing director of the Aquatic Center, was
convinced this spot was ripe for a speed event. After all, it blows
hard, there are no obstructions and weather fronts regularly
move through the area.

The weather map looked promising for the Oklahoma Speed
Week, held October 2-5. A large front was forming, but it decided
to park itself right on Oklahoma as an occluded front with no
movement, just lots of rain and not much air. You may have heard
about it when it flooded the state with an inch of rain an hour for
24 hours. We lost the beach, a few roads and a couple of towns to
the flooding.

We still had a lot of fun atthe event doing some figure eight
slaloms and funboard course racing, but the only time the speed
clock came out was to see who could chug a·bottle of Sailor beer
the fastest. The event was another case of "You should've been
here last week, it really howled." [For complete results from
Oklahoma Speed Week, see the race section.]

Keep Clear of Shipping Lanes
A problem area for sailboarders that has turned into a safety

concern is sailing in or near shipping channels at the entrance of
harbors or on rivers. Most harbors and rivers that carry deep-
draft ships are marked with red and green buoys which delineate
the lane in which the ship is to sail to prevent it from going
aground or from running into other traffic. In some cases, like the
entrance to San Francisco Bay, or the Columbia River Gorge, the
shipping lane is also an ideal sailboard spot.

Sailboarders should always steer clear of the marker buoys
and should not try to use right-of-way rules. Large ships cannot
maneuver well and sailboarders will lose the fight for space every
time. If a sailor gets too close to the lane and thinks he can make it
across before an oncoming ship, it could mean tragedy if a wave
or obstruction knocks the sailor down; there's no way the ship
can stop. Sailors should check with local authorities and consult
area charti to find the shipping channels in their area and should
always tack away from the lane. Always leave lots of room
between yourself and a large vessel.
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Ever drop your jib clew blocks
in the drink? Never again! The
SSI Fast Shackle is a halyard
shackle with a removable keeper
pin and an Avibank ball lock
pin permanently wired to the
shackle. Especially created for
the Hobie 16 and 18.

Sailing Systems, Inc
4815 Amy Drive
Crystal Lake. Il.
60014
(815) 455-4599

SSI -

Fast
Shackle

=

PERFECT COMPANIONS!
./. ' 145 *1 -r.• '.- ' .r-• -1 _ - -
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KOOL·RAK designed to hold the popular PLAYMATE and LITTLE PLAYMATE
beverage coolers by IGLOO
 042FitsHobie16&18  042All stainless steel 042Mounts low on center line mounting hardware 042Easytousepushbutton  042Rubber insulators, no

lock with swing down top metal to metal contact 042Black vinyl coated for corrosion protection  042Easyonandoff
pr-ZF*/.1,/"1:mimel

J.t• Your IGLOO cooler is rugged high
lir 4 Iimpact plastic. A tough hide that

,2 qwon't chip, rust or corrode.

illillull,-m
12 7 3 year guarantee.

£66L:RAK compl• t• withici;cie oAe) i:d- bIL; viti: - - - - - - -
PLAYMATEcooler{holdslacans)......................... ... 0 $50,95

KOOL·RAKonly................................................. 0 $31.95LITTLE KOOL-RAK completi with (circle one) red blue yellow
LITTLEPLAYMATEcooler(holdsgcans) ........................ 0 $41.95

LITTLEKOOL-RAKonly......................................... 0 $29.95
Add $1.50 postage (outside Mainland USA add $3.00). California residents add 6• 96 sales
tax. We accept check or money orders. Maste,Card and VISA.

Card No.......... Expire...............
Name
Address
City........... ................... State............ Zip..... ...,.

CAT-RAK DESIGNS
19632 Sequola St., Cerrltos, CA 90701 (213)865-6871
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Going my way? Hobie
sailors will do almost

. anything to get to their
favorite sailing spot.
Photo by Guy Motil.
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"COLEMANS THE NAM
COLD IS OUR GAME."

SHELDON COLEMAN, JR.

We know what it takes. We've built top quality
coolers and jugs for more than 25 years, yet we've never

• made them as good a& we do today.

' Super tough to take all the hard knocks you can dish
out. Super insulated to keep things cold longer. Now in .

. colors and styles to fit the way you /2/• • • -• • -4-• -;
, live. So what are you waiting for? 4W• m.fl,4(Di
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IT'S NOT JUST THE NAME OF A COMPA• Y,
IT'S THE NAME OF A FAMILY«:
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